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THE GERMAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS 

1. General

This publication represents an attempt to compile the names,
locations and pertinent data of confirmed, reported, or alleged
detention centres in Axis Europe which come within the elastic
definition • "Concentration Camp'. "Elastic" because there are many
types of detention camps used by the Germans in addition to the
official Konzentrationslager (Concentration Camps). Among these
ate:-

Arbeitslager (Work camps)
Zwmngslager (Forcible Detention Camps)
Zwangsarbeitslager (Penal Servitude Camps)
Zivilgefangenenlager (Detention Camp for Civilians)
Straflager (Punitive Camps)

Various preparations, made by camp officials, have been
reported in case of an 	 invasion of Germany proper. Stores
of poison gas are said to be kept at some camps and inmates have
been threatened that they. would be shot or poiaoned immediately
upon the arrival of Allied troops. SS Officers are said to have

• civilian clothes hidden under their beds. For the camp at VUGHT,
at least, it has been reported that the Commander intends to turn
over the camp to inmates supposed to be members of the former
Comiunist Party of the Netherlands in order to create turmoil and
prevent records and men from falling into Allied hands.

If the evacuation of NATZWEILM Concentration Camp is taken
as an example, however, the above reports would appear false.
With the rapid Allied advance, after the initial battles in France,
preparations were made by the Germans for the evacuation of the
camp and all its ,Aussenlager (Subsidiary Labour Camps). These
movements were successfully carried out, thus allowing the Germans
to retain much-needed. manpower and machinery and denying this,
along with possible sources of information, to the Allies.

It should be remembered that .concentration camps, in addition
to providing a social and political problem, may also furnish a
considerable number of Germans well disposed towards the Allies.

Definition of a Concentration Cam

According to German law, a Konzentrationslager (officially
abbreviated to mo but popularly referred to as KZ) provides
Schutzhaft (Protesptive Custody) for persons who have not been-
legally sentenced to imprisonment by a court of law,, and/or those
who, having served a legal sentence, have been ordered further
detention by the Gestapo (Secret State Police), Sicherheitsdienst
(SD - Security-Service) or the Geheime Feldnolizei (Secret Field
Police).

Duo to the scarcity of documentary evidence, which is only
slowly becoming available; the indefinite nature of details
obtained fran former inmates and the similarity in administration
and treatment of charges at these various types of detention
centre, many camps have been incorrectly reported as Konzentrations-
lager, although they are actually different types of establishments.

Frcat recent reports, it appears that only fourteen camps in



greater Germany, are centrally administered by the MA (see para
9). All other camps are Aussenlager (Subsidiary Camps) of these
fourteen.

The centrally administered. cEinlps are:-

AUSCHWITZ	 MAUTHAUSAT
•BUCHRIWALD	 NACZWELLER
DACHAU	 NIEDERHAGEN
•noSSEtdittG	 NEOENGAMME
GROSS ROSEN	 RAIMISBRD0K
HERZOGENBUSCH•SAOHSENHAUSEN
Euzizrze •	 STUTTHOP
(Sanderlager rar Eindeutschungsfithige, or Special Camp for
persons eligible for Germanisation)

Reports are often vague concerning the true status of many
camps, being almost invariably in.camplete, based on hearsay,
mutilated, in transmission, distorted in some fashion or out of
date.

• Legal definitions for the Cuarpe differ widely in the various
German-occupied. areas of Europe. For example, Straflager (Punitive
Camps) in Poland are frequently Somewhat similar to prisons, and
serve the same purpose, but the treatment of inmates may corres-
pond to that practised in concentration Cathps In Germany.

There appears to be no definite formula for the establishment
of aetention centres. New camps are often attached to existing
penal •institutions, or a KOnzentrationslager may be added to or
use the facilities of a Zuchthaus .' (Penitentiery) (the KL
ORANIENBURG uses the crematoriuth at the 'PL6TZENSEE Zuohthaus).

Concentration Camps may be expanded by the addition, for
example, of a Straflager far ArbeitsverWeigerer (Penal Camp, for
•Persons ReAlsing to Work).

Dulags (Durchgangslager, or Transit Canto) and interntnent
camps have appeared erroneously in Some lists ai Kris, perhaps
because the tern Dulag may also be applied to. collecting stations
of all sorts for Schutzhiftlinge (Persona in Protective CuatodY) •
The Dulags mentioned in the. list (Annexe A, Part Two) , however,
are most likely for Schutzhaftlinge an& in no way'connected with
those of the aimed: forces of, Germany, and d.eserte, therefore
to be incorporated.

Regular Wehrmaoht penal establishments are referred to as-
Soldatenkonsentrationslager (SKs or Soldiers' Concentration Camps
or Sander KZs (Special ,Purpose Concentration Camps).

•Grading.Cf\Prisoners

• According to e document Of September 1940, inmates were
• specially gradedby.theRFSS.0 Chd Dt tta ,leoroono.tment to
-differenttypea of camps.

Stufe - 1	 'For all persons Under light sentence and Corrigibles;
( aTigT).)' . Usti, for cases ofsolitaryconfinement and other

special cased,(DACHAU and SICHSENHAUSEN).:-

'Stufe la -- For all agedpersona and those of limited work
._(Grade 1.) 	 ability, but who can still be employed in vegetable

. gardening.(DACHAU)..
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Stufe •2

	

	 For persons under heavy sentence, but who are still
(Grade 2) suitable for rehabilitation and correction (BUCHENWALD,

FLOSSEN4RG and NEUDTGASIO.

Stufe 3 - For persons under heavy sentence, especially marked
(Grade 3) criminals designated as anti-socials and incorrigible

(MAUTHAUSEN).

• Exceptions to Stufe laare those aged and unfit inmates who
reqUire medical, supervision and who, therefore, remain in the
sections provided at the respective camps.

It is now known that two other categories have been .added:
namely,Nacht undNebel aftlinge (see pars. 5); and Faoharbeiter
•(skilled workers).

Later developments, however, have necessitated deviation from
this plan. From an examination of recent documents, it appears
that inmates, even though assigned according to the gradation plan,
are now transferred from one camp to another-solely According to
their working capabilities and the needs of the various economic
enterprises run by the WVHA (see pare 11). It has also been
established that many,Bibelforscher (Religious Criminals) are used
•as "guinea pigs" for medical research.

h- Number of Camps and Inmates

Comprehensive reports on concentration Camps., including
estimates of the number of inmates in KLs, the number of camps in
Germany and German-held areas and the number of men engaged in
operating, administering and guarding these camps are not available
as yet.

The number of KIis in Germany has been estimated at various
times during 1941, 1942 and 1943 to total Prom about fifteen to
seventy-five, although, a total of more then a hundred camp sites
has been reported (see also pars. 2). The capacity of KLs in
Germakv is thought to be about 500,000.

A report, dated October 1943, concerning the camps in Poland,
spoke of the existence of 109 camps in that country, divided into
the following types:-

Nine Transit Camps
Twenty-four KLs
Three large 'Forced Labour Camps
Sixty smaller Forced. Labour Canipa
Three Camps for Priests
Nine Camps for Jews
One Camp for "Improvement of the Nordic Race".

Unconfirmed reports have .estimated the number of Germans who
have been inmates at various tineo during the years 1933 to 1944 to
be between 750,000 and 1,300,000. Records showed that the camp
at WATZWEILER, recently overrun by the Allies, bad at one time
housed approximately 25,000 inmates.

The number of KL inmates in Germany proper, at present, is
generally estimated to total between 300,000 and 500,000. Of this
number, a high percentage is believed to consist of "pure" Germans,
as defined by Nazi law.

In 1942, it vas reported that SS men, in conversation among
themselves, guessed the number of Germans then in "protective

3
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custody" to be about one million.

5. Commitment to Concentration- Camps

The -Einweisung in E.As (Commitment to concentration camps) may
be effected by both branches of the Sicherheitspolizei (Sipo -
Security Police) , 1. e. the Gestapo and. the..KriPo.

There are two distinct categories of Schutzha.ft (Protective
Custody); namely, Polizeiliche Schutzhaft (Police Custody) and
Politische Schutzhaft (Political Custody).

Polize Custody is exercised for the purpose of:-
,	 .

Protecting the individual (Alcoholics)
Protecting the community (Vagrants)
Allowing Vorbeugende Polizeihaft (Preventive Police
Custody of Habitual Criminals).

Individuals falling into the above categories are committed
• to conoentration camps as police prisonèrs.

The Kriminal-polizei (Kripo, or Criminal Police) - Ant V of the
Reichssicherheitahmiptamt and,its branches and sub-branches - may
place an individual in Vorbeugende Polizeihaft (Preventive Police
Custody) up to a. period of twenty one days. If, however, it is
desired to hold. the individual in custody beyond this period,
application to place the individual in Vorbeugungshaft (Preventive
Custody) must be made to the Reichskriminalpolizeiamt (RICPA, or
Central .Office of Reich Criminal Police) not later than the tenth
day.

The Kz...A.p_c2 also commits Berufsverbrecher (Habitual Criminals)
but may not release them. Likewise, the ,Kripo may place a minor'
in Jugendhaft (Protective Custody for minors). Minors remaining
in custody longer than three .weeks, however, are committed either
to the Jusendschutzhetlager (Protective Custody Camp for Minors)
at MORINGEN, in. the case of boys, or at UCEERMARCK, in the case of
girls.

Persons placed in Politische . Schutzhaft (Political. Custody)
are those considered to be enemies of the State or otherwise
undesirable, but who cannot . be convicted of any crime. By means
of the Notv.erordnung ,des Reichsprisidenten zum.,Scnutz von Volk tali
Staat (Emergency Order of the Reich President for the Protection
of People and. State) of 28 Feb 1933,  the basic laws of the Weimar
Constitution and, speci.41.cally, the-right of personal freedom were
suspended. The suspension of this right, along with an order of
the Reich Minister of the Interior dated 25 Jan 1938, form the
basis of Politische Schutzhaft.

-	 The purpose of Politische Schutzhaft is, in general, tO secure
the Reich structure against its enemies, and. it may be ordered by
Amt IV A 6 b, against individuals whose behaviour endangers this
security. This type of custody is not enforced as a punitive
measure nor does it - replace punishment. Punitive measures are
decided by the courts.

6. Custody Orders

All Schutzhaftbefehle (Custody Orders) are executed by
Amt IV-A 6 b (formerly Amt IV C 2) of the RSHA and signed by
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XALTENBRUNNER, Chief' of Sipo and SD: Requests for custody orders
are made to Amt IV A 6 h by the BdSuS.15 (Regional Conxtander of the
Security Police- .And Security . Service) the Gestapo(leit)stellen
(Regional District HQ of the Secret State Police), the IdSo.SD
(Inspector of Security Police and Security Service) and the BSSPf
(Superior SS and Police Leader) in the region or district where the
offender was apprehended. .Amt IV A 6 b then executes the
Schutzhaftbefehl in duplicate and. forwards it to the requesting
authority who, in turn, forwards a copy to the EL where the individual
is to be confined.. The XL corenits the individual and notifies both
the requesting authority and Aid IV A 6 b that it has carried out
the order.	 (See Annexe B).

In cases of mass arrests, only.one blanket order is executed
and individual cards are made out on each Hetling by the
Sachbearbeiter (sub - s ection Chiefs) after the arrests have been made.

• Requests for Political Custody Orders must 1:ke accompanied by
the reasons for the request. Custody May, in theory, only be -
ordered after the accused has been given a hearing in regard to the
charge made against him.

Amt IV (Gestapoamt of the RSHA) and Staatspolizei(leit)stellen
are authorised to order the preliminary apprehension of an individual
if it is felt that the person's freedom is prejudicial to the State
or that the individual might attempt to escape. In these cases, the
accused must have the chargelaid against him within twenty-four
hours of apprehension and is to be released, at the latest, ten- days
from the date of apprehensionf if, in the meantime, orders for his
custody have not been given 1.7 the proper authority.

Custody orders, made out in writing, must be presentea .to the
accused within . one day after issue.. The following regulations are
applicable: •

•1) The order must specify the reason for the action
ii) The next of kin are to be informed of the order, unless it

is considered inexpedient
iii) If custody is ordered for a Beamte- kCivil Servant) , his

department is to be notified of the order, and the reasons
for it, by the Gestapo office concerned

iv) If custody is ordered for a member of the NSDAP or any of
its formations, the relevant Party HQ is informed of the
action by the Gest,a.po office concerned.

Custody lasts for whatever period is thought necessary. Release
from custody is also ordered by Amt IV. Release is to follow not
more than three days after the period of custody has cane to an end-.

7. Release from Concentration Camps 

Details of released prisoners, who are considered. by Camp
Commandants to have the makings of good technicians, are sent to Anxt
D II of the WI/HA. (see para 9) who -then arrange for the utilisation
of their labour, usually somewhere other than in the camp where they
were imprisoned.

When a  Schutzhaftlina (Person in Protective Custody) has been
-released, he remains under the supervision of the §3.22, or of a V -,
person. He must report regularly and his movements are restricted.
He is forbidd.en to meet certain individuals and must be at • home at
stated times. Wireless sets; duplicating machines and

N•
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typewriters are confiscated and a search of his home may take
place at any time.

• , 8. Nacht und Nebel Inmates 

Many KL inmates are arrested nationals of occupied countries.
A decree of 7 Dec 1941 (Keitel Erlass) outlines the procedure for
handling individuals committing acts against the Reich or the
Occupying Forces. Offences dealt with under this decree are
sabotage, espionage, communist intrigues, , activities which create
unrest, giving aid to the enemy or unauthorised pm:Session/ of
weapons, and the death penalty is decreed for all non-German
civilians charged with any of these crimes. , Speed in dealing
with the offenders is stressed. throughout the decree and the
offenders were punished in the occupied territory only if the death
•penalty could. be meted out without delay. If this could not be
done within one week of apprehension, the accused was transferred
to Germany proper. Offenders brought to the Reich were, in many
instances, committed. to KIe, where they, are known as NN-Haftlinge 
(Nacht un.d Nebel) inmates..

•

9. Administration

German-coneentration camps are controlled and administered by
the, SS Wirtschafts- und VerwaltungshanPtamt (SS Economic and
Administrative Department) and the Reichasic.herheitshaup-tamt
(Department of Nationa.1 Security) , both of which' form part of the
Reichsffihrung SS (SS High Command).,

• Apart from , the actual imprisonment and release of prisoners,
which is a function of the RSHA., the *MA is entirely responsible
for the administration or las, and supervises the camp personnel,
the Totenkopf Sturnbanne (Guard Units) and the inmates. It also
controls any labour or industria/ undsrtaking carried on by the
inmates and disposes of the products of such work, and. lastly, it
handles the official contacts between the camps and the outside
world.

The WVHA., whose headquarters are in BERLIN, is -divided into
several .Amtsgrappen or branches' (for complete breakdown see
E.D.S./G/8). The branch handling concentration camp affairs i s
Amtsgruppe D, Ilihrung und V erwaltung der Konzentrationslager
(Command and Administration of Concentration Camps). Its offices
are located at ORANMTBURG, twenty miles north of BERLIN.

Other branches of the WVHA are:-

.Amtsgruppe A - Finance Law and Administration
:Am:tag:mope B - Supply
Amtsgruppe C - Works and Buildings
Amtsgruppe W - Economic Enterprises

$S Obergrumenftihrer und General der Waffen-SS Oswald POHL is head
of the WVHA and responsible to. italinall.

The following Imter (Departments) have been identified within
Amtsgruppe D:-

Amtsgralve D •	 Concentration Camps

Address	 ORANIE/IBURG
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Chief
	

SS Grimenftihrer und aeneralleutnant
der Waffen-SS Richard atom

• .Amt I
	

Zentralenat (Central Department)

Chief	 Obersturmbannftihrer Rudolf HOSS
• Note: SS  Obersturnbannfahrer .Arthur

L IN	 HEL waa Chief of this Amt from
the time 'of the organisation of WVHA, but
was recently transferred and is now shown
under  SS Hauptamt. Is responsible for
general policy, security, arrangement,
public relations and Coordination of
various departments within the branch.

5 Hauptabteilungen

1.
2.
3.

5.

it U ..	 Arbeitseinsatz der littf,tlinge (Allocation
of Manpower an Concentration Camps)

Chief	 SS Standartenfahrer Gerhard. MAURER

3 Haitbteiltrnen

1. Ei.zusatz .(.4.13.0ca.tion)

2. Ausbild.ung (Training),

3. .1119.1T1S1211%-4 (APAiti.

• Amt In	 Sanitatswesen Una LagerhyAiene (Medical
Administration) -

Chief	 -SS Obersturmbannftihrer Dr. LOLLING.
Is responsible for general medical .and
health Administration of -all camp personnel,
both staff end inmates'.

kilt IV	 Konzen4rationslagerverialtung (Genera/
Administration of Campa and Cazipp Staff)

Chief	 SS Obersturmbannfthrer KAMM

3 Hauptabteiltigzen 

1. HauAhalt (Finance)
2. Ke4.7i;71-71. TreastirY)

3. Letri_Lo_gangr	 (Welfare)

Amtsgrupue C (paalwesen) , another branch of the WVHA, controls
works and buildings., It directs the activities of concentration
camp Personnel who are tirafted into SS Ban Btiga.den and SS Ban
Bataillone (SS Construction Brigades and Battalions) for
• employment on 'SS building and. construction programmes or for
clearing bombed areas..



10. Administration in Oecupied Territories

In occupied territories, concentration camps are administered
by the IFTRA through the SS Wirtschafter (Economics Official) who
is attached to the HSSPf. The organisation of his office is as
follows:-

Haushalt, Kassen und Rechnungsvvesen Finexice
Rechtwesen - Legal Department
Prfifungswesen - Checking Department
Personalamt - Personnel Section

• Verpflegungswesen Welfare
Bekleidungswesen - Clothing.
Unterkunftswesen - Accommodation and Billets
Bauwesen und Technik Building and Technical Depa.rtment

•Konzentratienslager Concentration Camps
Wirtschaftliche Unternehiaang - Economic Undertakings

• 11. Allocation of Concentration Camp tabour

Recent reports have claimed greater leniency towards the
inmates of concentration camps, despite the fact that executions
are still taking place (especially of potential collaborators) and
the death rate in campsis abnormally high. A former inmate of
ORANIENBURG said that the beating of inmates there had been
forbidden and La SACHSENHAUSEN the guards are said to have been
informed that the inmates should be treated as "property of the
Fahree.

HITLER is stated to have intervened an behalf of the inmates
at DACHAU. As a result a brothel (?) is said to have been
opened f: 	 inmates and permission granted for the clearing of
a soccer field.

Regent documentary evidence corroborates these reports.
However, it must be stated that this change of heart an the part
of the SS is not due to any suddenly developed humanitarian
fee3 1ags, and the new policy is in fact entirely due to the fact
that they have now discovered the potential value of the labour
force provided by concentration camp inmates at a time when
manpower is extremely short. One feels entitled to say that if
the inmates are not considered "the property of the Pahree they
are now at any rate considered 1I1MULER's property and a source of
income to the SS.

12. History of the Administration 'of Concentration Camps 

In order to explain this development, one must follow the
changes in the administration of concentration camps. The
present organisation of WVHA was summarily treated in paragraph 9.
Here we shall attempt to show the successive steps leading up to
its present status in so far as they have produced this new
policy.

In the first official description (BEST' s: "Die Deutsche•
Polizei", 1940) of the organisation of the SS-Verwaltungs - u.
Wirtschaftshauptamt (VWBA), following its reorganisation in 1940,
only three departments are listed; namely,

Amt Haushalt (Financial Department)
Amt tauten (Works and Buildings Department)
Amt WirtschaftsUnternehmung (Economic Undertakings Department)

8
	 •
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Dr. -BEST makes no mention of Kohzentrationslager (Concentration
Camps),.

In the- autumn of 1941, there existed in the Reichsfahrtrag	 SS
•(SS Supreme Command) the office of Insbelct.eur der Konzentrations-
lager (Inspector of Concentration Camps), headed by SS-Gm:ova-

r (Generalltutnant der Waffen SS Richard (LACKS. This
office bad charge of the Totenkoof VerblInde (Death' s Head
Formations) and internal administration of concentration camps,
but it is only one phase in the development of concentration camp
administration.

At approximately the same time, dUe probably to the labour
shortage imposed by the outbreak of war, it was realised that the
concentration camp inmates represented a labour force of great
possibilities. Gradually more and more use was made of this
slave labour, and. now some inmates are even kept 'for G-Fertigung.
This is probably work on V weapons or other similar types of work
from which there will be no release until the end of the war, if
the workers are not killed first. In the beginning, inmates were
employed only in the construction of barracks, maintenance, fitting
"and equipping within their awn camOs. Later, factories or
Purely commercial workshops were established within the confines
of the camps to exploit this slave labour, but no information is
on hand concerning the organisation and control of this labour
force at its inception. We do know, however, that from he time
the Verwalt 's- undWirtschaftstamt, of which BEST talks,
was organised, Amt I HauaifErwas in charge of the allocation
and control 'of labour, 	 was in charge of actual
building and construction work and Amt III (Wirtschaftsunternehm(ung)
controlled economic enterprises.

Each of the above Imter maintained a representative at every
concentration camp, but the relationship between the Camp
Commandants and these officials was not always friendly, Camp
Commandants probably feeling that their office should have a
greater control of the inmates. Thus, to alleviate the situation
of so many offices in charge of administration, the department 1/5
of-AmtHaushalt, which was responsible for Arbeitseinsatz
(allocation of labour), was transferred as a unit on 29 Sep 1941,
to the office of the Insoekteur der Konzentrationsl er, and its
chief, SS Hauptsturmfahrer BURBOCK became Beauftragte• far den
Arbeitseinsatz helm Insoekteur der Konzentrationslager (Representative
for the allocation of labour at the office of the Inspector of
Concentration Camps). The representatives of Amt Haushalt 
were immediately recalled from all concentration camps and. the new
office of Schutzhaftlagerfahrer E (Camp Commandant for the
allocation of labour) was put in charge of Arbeitseinsatz in the
concentration camps. Cooperation between thiS new official and
the Camp Commandants was ordered.

Despite this new organisation, the problem of 'split'
authority was not settled. An order of 30 Sep 1914 statea that
fortnightly reports of the allocation of prison labour should
continue to go to:

Chef des Hauptamtes Haus t u. Bauten - SS-GP POHL
Cher des Amtes I - S- LOWER
Chef des Verwaltungsamtes SS-BP FRANK



• 13. Order . for Training Inmates (194.1)

• The. importance attached by the SS tO the potential labour
force in concentration camps cannot be better presented than it
is in the following letter of 5 Dec 194.1, signed by MUER:

"Building projects- of the SS, particularly after the war,
will be on such a large scale that long 'term preparations must
be made. The SS is fortunate in having at its disposal the
labour of concentration - camp prisoners and I have authorised.
SS Gruppenftihrer POHL, Head of the VWHA., to create & reserve of
at least 3,000 stonemasons and 10,000 bricklayers before peace
is conciluded. These \Workers are needed since the FÜhrer has
already ordered that, after the war the Deutsche Erd. u. 
Steinwerke G.m.,b.H., as an imidertaking of the SS, shall deliver
at least 100,000 cubic metres of granite a year-, more than was
ever produced by all the quarries in the old Reich. Since there
were Only 4,000 skilled stonemasons in the whole of Germany
before the war, this will require extensive training, which can
be accomplished only if all the authorities concerned, i.e. the
Chef. des SD Hauptamtes, the Inoektetir der konzentrationslager
and the Camp Commandant, cooperate intelligently.

To this end., Cathp Ccounandants -rust see that the efficiency
of prisoners chosen for training is increased through suitable
food and. clothing and. that they are trained to take an_ interest
in the work; Willing prisoners . should be given prbrrinence to
act as an example to the indifferent. Transfer of prisoners
undergoing training should be avoided wherever' possible.

NCOs„. the Ooncentration Oxlip staff and. guards should have
the aim of the training explained to them: and be kept constantly:
infornea.

Thus, the Camp Commandants are largely responsible for the
success of a task that has long been oonsidered impossible.
Many SS experts have asserted that it is imPossible to transform
inmates into skilled workers - they have now been convinced of
their error.'!

In accordance with the policy outlined above, a new
administrative 'department was established in concentration camps -
Department VI ,- in charge of the training of inmates. The
following is quoted from an order of the Beauftragter ftir den
Arbeitseinsatz to the Schutzhaftlagerithrer E;

"The training of Hitftlinse (inmates) will in the future be
an important duty of the Schutthaftlagerithrer E. In all the
larger camps, to compensate for the apparent lack of trades-
workers, intensive trairring for the building trades' will be
conducted. While the Schutzhaftlagerftihrer E is responsible for
the organisation, civilian personnel for the actual vocational
training will be obtained from the Reich,sfachgrupoe des Deutschen
Handwerki3 (State Guild. of the German Mechanical Trades).

•Instruction, primarily, will cover the , most important branches of
the construction trades; especially, masonry, plastering,
carpentering and cabinet-making. Exact, training directives will
be specially published. Meanwhile, the preliminary selection of
suitable Hilftlinge is to be carried (nit on the basis of the
following:

Hliftlinge whose tern of imprisonment will probably be long
litiftlinge who already have s'ome knowledge of a trade
118.ftlinge "who are physically strong and healthy
HIftlinge who possess an inclination and aptitude for the

above vocations.
••
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• The importance of accurate selection is evident from the
aim - to create an efficient body of tradesmen. The number of
trainees will be determined centrally. For your information,
it can now be stated that this does not depend, on present
requirements but exclusively on tasks planned for the future.
One project may be mentioned as an example - Wewelsburg. On
orders from the Reichsfahrer SS (C-in-C of the SS) , this project
will be carried out on a large scale immediately after the war.
On this one project, the Reichsftihrer requires that at least'
1,000 qualified masons be employed. The need for other quAl l  fled
workers is thus - self-evident. Beyond that, reference must be
made to the camps to be erected in the new Eastera spheres which
have yet to be organised and whose manpower will be employed for
the great reconstruction works in the East. A reserve of trades-
workers for these camps, to be used in the fulfilment of future
tasks, :rust now be formed. Por the accomplishment of this, the
following command. seems fitting: 'Every fit HB.ftlinge a
Facharbeiter (specialist trade-worker)

These tasks must be instituted with the greatest energy and
enthusiasm and must command the most far-reaching preparations.
The facilities for this training will vary with each camp. Hence,
the degree to which the proposed aim will be attained, both in
detail and in its entirety, will depend, in spite of basic training
policies, upOn the adaptability and initiative of my colleagues."

14. Pifrther 	 ine	 Concentration Camp Administration

Further administrative developments took place in February
1942. The allocation of labour in the concentration camps was
placed under the supervision of the Camp Commandants and. the
post of Schutzhaftlagerftihrer E was abolished. Now, for the
first time, reference is made not to Verwaltungs-u. Wirtschatts-
hauptamt, but to Wirtschafts- u. Verwaltungshauptamt. The last
order signed by the Inspekteur der Konzentrationslagr was in
March 194.2. It was at the end of this month that the final
reorganisation of the SS-WVHA took place and the office of
In el_m_ste_d_ur der Konzentrationslagsr was transformed to '.Amtsg-rpe,
D'. Since that time, the present organisation has been in
existence.

POHL, who was Chef des Hauptamtes Haugha.lt und Bauten,
became Hauptamtchef WVHA or Chef des Wirtschafts-u. Verwaltun s-
hauptamt (Chief of SS Economic and. Administrative Department);
LORNER, who was Chef des .Amtes I, became 	 sgntpenchef  (Chief
of . Suppiy); and FRANK, who was Chef des Verwaltun salutes, became
Amtsgruppenchef W (Chief of Economic Enterprises).

Amtsgruppe W (EconomiC Enterprises) is the department of the
*YVHAl	 which supervises SS Economic Enterprises, for which prison
labour is employed (for complete breakdown of .Amtsgruppe W and
all Enterprises controlled by it and using Camp labour see
IIDS/G/8). Most camps use the labour of their inmates, and in
some cases factories have been built within the camps. • Where it
is not expedient to set up an SS enterprise within the camp, the
camp labour is farmed out• to private firms or Used on sub-contract
work. Thus the concentration camps give the SS a virtually
inexhaustible source of cheap and expendable labour (See Pariexe C).
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15. Camp Organisation

While the methods of organisation and administration of
Camps differ in the various, German-held sections of Europe, the
following outline is believed to be fairly representative of the
basic structure of such establishments. For a translation of
the Special Camp Orders for KL PSI:MCI:GEN see Annexe B.

• he Kammandantur (Camp HQ) is sub-divided into the following
•Abteilungen (Sections) ,- in charge of all aspects of camp
•administration and Organisation.

Abteilung I - Kommandant Commander)
AbteilUng Ia - Adjutant= (Adjutant)
.Abteilung II - Politische Abteilunag (Political Section)
•Abteilung III - Schutzhaftlager (Cam"; fornProteative Custody)
Abteilung IV - Verwaltung .(Ac3ministration)'
Abteilting V - Standortarzt (Camp‘Doctor)

•Abteilung VI - Seh_u_l_mgsab t e lung (Instructicmal Department)

The Politische Komniissar (Political Commissar),. the Gestapo 
official of the Politische Abteilung (Political . Section) has, in
the past, always been reported to exercise considerable control
over the administration 'of a concentration camp; even to the
point where he could have the Lagerkommandant removed. Recent
dooumentary evidence, however, leads us to believe that these
reports have .been erroneous.

• The Politische Abteilung (Political Section) is subordinated.
to the Gestapo AULrb . IV) which is part of the Reichasicherheits-
hauptarat, (RSHA, or Department of National Security). Regional
control is exercised by the Gestapo through its Leitstellen and
Stellen.

According to recent evidence, the Chief function of the
Politische Abteilung seems to be the exaMination of each
Hattling before he or she may be transferred to another KL ccr

Aussenliser „(Sub-camp) and it may detain. special cases. The
Political Section makes out a Personalkartei (Persona). Card)
for each Hattling when he or she enters a camp. This card is
made out in duplicate; one copy is turned over to Abteilung
Arbeitseinsatz (Section for Allocation of Labour) and the other
copy is retained by the Politische Abteilunz. The copy sent
to the Abteilung Arbeitseinsatz has the name of the KL and the
inmates number inserted in pencil, since this copy goes with the
Haftling -when he is transferred from one camp to another. The -
other copy remains with the Pcaitische Abteilung and all pertinent
information (date of transfer, new KL etc.) is entered on it when
the inmate is transferred. The: cards are filled out in detail
and on the back of each card is a complete description of the
Arbeitseinsatz of the Hbftling. 	 •

• On 17 Jun 1944, an order was issued by the ReichsfUhrer SS 
Memo ordering a change in concentration camp administration.

•According to this order, Camp Commandants continue to be
responsible to the W\TrUl for all general administrative matters
except during alert periods (A-Falle), when the WSSPf (Superior
SS and Police Leader) assumes complete control of KLs in his
Wehrkreis and the Camp Commandants become members of his staff.

• The HSSPf is, henceforth, responsible for the milithrische 
Siche (military securi -ty) of all Kils and Arbeitslager (work
Camps) in his district with the exception of Sonderlager (Special
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Purpose Camps) and Politische Abteilungen Political Sections)

16. Subordinate Camp* Officials

The rank of .a 	 	  (Camp Commandant) is usually
in accordance with the importance and size of the camp of which
he is in charge.

The camp guards are under the command of their awn officers,
but the latter execute the orders of the Camp Commandant in so
far as the posting of guards, sentries etc. is concerned.

As deputies, the Commandant has one or''Imore Sohetzhaftlager-
ffihrer (Camp Sub-Commanders), the number depending on the size275 camp; they generally hold the rank of SS Untersturmffihrer
(2 Lt.).

Another post, about which little is known, is that of
Ranportfahrer, who calls the roll at all parades, and probably
comes under the command of the Lagerffihrer. Rapportffihrer exist

•imost camps, certainly in the larger ones.

Under the Commandant, as adjutant and ,general supervisor, is
the Hauptwachtmeister (Chief Warden), a Post often filled by the
CO of the SS men. He Controls thePlattmeister (wardens) who
have Charge of working parties.

•Under each Lagerffihrer, as his NOO, is at Arbeitsdienstffihrer
(Works Supervisor), who is in direct contact with the inmates
and keeps .a record of the work to be performed by them.

Assisting the Arbeitsdienstffihrer are Vorarbeiter (Foremen)
and Arbeitskapos (Labour or Works bosses). These foremen and
overseers are usually chosen from among those prisoners who are
serving court sentences for common crimes and who were committed
to the camps by the Criminal Police rather than by the Secret
State Police.

In some camps they are graded and known as Kmpos or Capos
(Bosses), Ober-Kapos (Superior Bosses) and Haupt-Kapos,(ahief
Bosses). These leaders may either wear, an armband with the
_inscription Kapo on the left upper an or Gefreiterwinkel (stripes
similar to those of a German Corporal).

In charge of the living quarters in the camps are Blockffihrer
(Block Leaders). , Poorly paid, these officials supplement their
•incomes through bribes and similar means, though, of course, they
are not the only camp officials to do so.

••

Prisoner parties which work
supervision of a Kommandoffihrer, 
are usually two guards for every.
guard is. amned with a submachine

outside the camps; under the
are known as Kommandos. There

five prisoners and every third
gun-

Among the inmates, the Lagertateste (Camp Senior Inmate) is
believed to hold the most privileged position. His duties are
not clear but reports indicate that he receives his orders from
the Lagerffihrer, and in some instances, he has even been reported
to be the "right hand man" of the Lagerkommandant.

Ranking below the foregoing officials are the Block&lteste,
who may be compared with an Army First Sergeant; the
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Blockschreiber, who is comparable to A dompany Clerk, and the
Stubentlteste (Room Wardens), who are- prisoners in 'charge of rooms.

. In general, it may . be . said that all persons. holding the title
of Fahrer are SS men and all the Iltesten are inmates. Like the
foremen, the Altesten are frequently habitualdriminals, and seem
to be free of all other damp duties.

:Political inmates, generally, are separated from habitual and
other criminals. In the case of men, the Separation may be
limited anlr to living quarters; during work hburs, inmates are
organised only according to their trade qualifications. In the
Case of women, separation of politiCal.prisoners.from other is
adhered to at all times; even dUring work hours.

,Ordinarily, there are two doctors in each camp, one attending
to the SS personnel and the other to the inmates. The nurses or
medical assistants are largely recruited from the inmates.

It is noteworthy that many clerical positions within the camps
are held by inmates, some reports telling of a comparatively high
degree of prisoner self-administration. . According to one report,
an attempt was made to ran the camps with .SSPersonnel exclusively,
but the plan failed because there was 'tootudh graft, bribery and
pilfering.

.Employment of camp inmates for office work, which .very few of
the SS man could deal With efficiently, -pravides the camp officials
with	 opportunity to l"play" the inmates against one another and
to,make them the scapegoats for thefts. and Other petty crimes
committed by' the SS men.

17. Methods of Identification of Prisoners

Inmates in most las wear colour patches, indicating the
reason for their detention; these are usually an the right breast,
but may also appear on the trouser leg. Since all camps do not
have the same types of inmates, these patches very accordingly.
Local conditions and orders of indvidiaul commandants are also
responsible for variations in the size, shape or colour of the
patches.

The follawing list shows the patches which were used at the
camp at NATZWEILER, and which appear to be in general use at most.
laJs. Wherever other types hays been reported, they have been
noted in Annexe A, Part Two under the caMp in question.

(1) Red Politische Verbrecher (Political
Criminals)

(2) Pink Homosexuellé (Homosexuals)

Green Berufaverbrecher (Habitual Criminals)

(41-) Green (triangle Sexualverbreoher (Sex Criminals)
Colloquially "175'er"pointing up)

(5) Red (triangle
pointing up)

SonderaktionWehrmacht (Special Action,
Armed Forces)

(6) Purple Bibelforscher und Ftzifisten (Religious
Criminals and Pacifists; 	 those opposed
for religious reasons to Nazism, e.g.
Jehovah' s Witnesses)



(9) Black.

) Yellow Jews usually wear a yellow triangle with
a red one superimpos...ed, the two forming
a six pointed star; often, however,
only the yellow Star of David, bordered
in red is uSed

Juden 1311 (Jews designated. as Nacht un
Nebel inmates wear a red. triangle
pointing downwards superimposed on a
white triangle bordered in red., forming
a six pointed star

Asoziale (Anti-socials)

(10) Red. (circle)	 Fluchtverditchtige (Inmates suspected of
escaping)

(11) Black (circle) Strafkompanie (Inmates assigned to the
penal Company)

Colour patches described above, except those specially
noted, are equilateral triangles, about five inches in height,
pointing downward. A black letter in a triangle, especially in
the case of a political offender, denotes nationality, e. g. N
for Norway or P for Poland.

Inmates are also 'distinguished by having their hair cut
short, or their heads. partially or entirely' shaved. it is
interesting to note in this connection that all human hair cut
off in any Camp is to be sent to the firm Alex FINK; Filzfabrik
Ji1G in ROTH bei NtilitsTMG for manufacturing purposes. A monthly
report of the amount . of hair so collected has to be rendered to
WVHA.

18. Concentration Camp Guards

, The guarding of the concentration camp 's was entrusted
originally to a spacial branch of the SS recruited in 1933 from
voltmteers of the Allgemeine SS and kn.own as the SS Totenkopf-
verbande (TV or Death's Head units, so called because they wear
'a skull and crossbones on the right collar patoh of their
uniforms and, on all headgear ether than the steel helmet); wartime
demands on German manpower, however, have diverted Many of these
ruthless troops to other tasks, and they have been replaced by
older SS men, both German and.:foreign.

All Allgemeine $S and Waffen SS personnel wear the skull and
oroasbones on their visor caps, but the emblem as a Collar patch
has been reserved for the TV since 1935. Originally it was the
flag emblem of all SS forces. (The Death's Head of the TV. must
not 'be confused with that of Gelman tank' personnel, from which
it differs in that . the TV skull has s. jawbone).,

The first concentration camp at DACHAU, Bavaria, was opened
officially on 18 Mar 19$3. The first 150 TV men were selected
cm. 17 liar 1933.	 .

Volunteers fo • the TV signed Up fOr twelve years, all of
which were considered as military service. They were paid in
accordance with Wehrmacht schedules. The men receive military
training and. were organised as motorised infantry along the same
general lines as the other full-time militarised. units of the SS
(the sairseata:LAp_u. en, or General Service Troops) formed at
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that period.

Recently, under the general policy of manpower preservation,
the employment, of trained SS Aufseherinnen . ( female guards) seems
to be a universal praCtice at female" camps.

19. TV Regiments

The Totenkopfverbande were originally organised into four
Standarten, named after the areas in which they served, as
follows:-

OBERBAXERN, original home station. at DACHAU, near MUNICH
BRANDENBURG, original home station at SACESENHABS&T, near

BERLIN;
• THbRINGEN, original home station at BUCHENWALD, near WEIMAR;
OSTMARK, most of the personnel of this regiment were

recruited from among Austrian SS members.

Units bearing the name of ELBE, SACHSEN,. ORAWIENBURG and
.0STFRIESLAND have been mentionecisince-about 1938, but these names
may. designate Sturmbanne (Stubas, , or Battalions) or sub-units of
Standarten rather than regiments.

The four regiments were placed under the command of the late
SS Gruppenfthrer BIM as Inspector, and subsequently-Commander,
of Concentration Camps and Totenkopf units. Previously he had
been commandant of the ORANIENBURG camps. =RE was killed on
the Eastern Front in February, 1943.

Each StandArte was divided into Sturmbanne (battalions),
designated by Roman numerals, and these battalions into
Hundertschaften (companies), which consisted of 80 to 120 men or
more, according to requirements.

The strength of such a TV Standarte was generally greater
than that of a regiment in the 'Army. In 1936, for example, a
report on Standarte BRANDENBURG stated that it consisted apparent-
ly of six Stutmbanne numbered I to VI, with Hundertschaften
numbered consecutively from 1 to 24.. Gaps in the company series
may have existed, however.

Each Hundertschaft was organised and armed like an ordinary
rifle company in the Regular Army.

It was planned originally that the unit to be stationed at
a concentration camp should be a SturMbann, but in practice the
actual size of the unit depends upon the size of the camp
concerned.

20. TV Functions 

TV units are also organised along functional lines as follows:-

Streifendienst u. RollkommandoS (Patrols and raiding
pursuit squads) , e. g., detachments searching for escaping
prisoners. In occupied countries, HJ-Rollkommandos or HAT
Jagdkommandos are mentioned as auxiliary raiding squads and
pursuit detachments under the command of SS-TV officers.
These units are said to be composed of 15 to 16-year-old



recruits . from the Hitler Youth Organisation who have not yet
entered the German 'Labour ServiCe.

Wachverlijinde . (Guard Formations)

Sonder-Verblinde (S-Verb. - Special Purpose Units). These
are reported to . furnish execution squads, often operating in
areas distant from their home stations.

21. TV Strength and Auxiliaries

Prior to 1939 the TV were said. to number 25,000 officers and
men. The highest (unconfirmed) estimate in 1939 was 24.0,000.

' Successive levies of men for the field formations of the
Waffen SS have left the original Totenkopfverblinde oonsiderably
reduced both in numbers and in quality. As a result, there was
an influx into the TV of foreign volunteers, who, though they are
in no /My below standard. in brutality tovrards prisoners, do not

• have the • same political loyalty to the Nazi. regime. A large
number of these foreigners in the concentration camp guards are
Volksdeutsche ("racial" Germans) from the Balkans. But because
of the needs of the fighting front, these men are Often elderly,
physically defective or otherrrlse unfit for active service.-

SA Auxiliary guards, Werksohutz (Factory Police) and. even
Tartars and released Ukrainian IN's have recently been reported
as concentration camp personnel, indicating the growing manpower
shortage among the ranks of the V.

It is also worth mentioning that TV personnel are not
infrequently transferred from one camp to another.

S-VerbAnde are frequently referred to . by the Roman numeral
of the Sturmbann which controls them (e.g., S-Verband I under
S tuba. I).--
-An S-Verband appears to be organised often into Sonder-
'kcoman.dos der Totenk fverbOnde (S-Kdo. d.. TV, or Special
Detachments) . S-Kdo LAUSITZ and S-Kdo SACHSDr have been-
identified.

T-Einsatz,staffeln z.b.V. (Death' s Head. Detachments for
special assignments) have also been reported, and may be yet
smaller nits.

In addition there seem to exist E-Starme (Ersatz Stiirme, or
Reserve Companies) quartered in some of Germany' s larger cities.
They ben- the name of the town or city district in which their
barracks are located e. g. 	 turn HAM.

SS TV-VerstOrkungen (Reinforcement Units) have also been
reported.

Among the service branches of the Death' s Head Formations
are the TV-Motordienst (Motorised. Service) the TV-Nachrichten-
dienst (Signals Servioe) , the TV-Sanittitswesen (Medical Service)
and. the TV-Ausbilduna (Training Cadre).

22. TV War Service 

The original function of the Totenlnde was to guard
concentration camps. But it was clear from the outset that
H1MKGER also envisaged this picked force as one of his most
effective instruments for repression within Germany in the event
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of unrest or insurrection. The combination of physical fitness,
military organisation and concentration camp training made them
eminently suitable for ruthless action, even against the German
population. TV personnel are definitely known to have undergone
on various occasions "training" to render them capable of
unprintable cruelties.

1n1937 HIMALER asserted that 32500 Death's Head men guarded,
as he claimed, 8,000 inmates of concentration camps, , He
explained that-this large nuMber'of guards was needed as no duty
is so terve-racking and fatiguing as that of guarding criminals".

The war has not. yet provided an opportunity for any wide-
Scale repressiVe action by the TotenkopfverbAnd•; at the same
Uba it' has seriously depleted the strength of these formations.

As early as. the campaign in Poland in 1939 regiments drawn
from the Totenkopfverbande fought along with the SS Verftgurgs 
trUpnen as part of Germany's forces in the field.

In the Winter of 193-1940 an SS Totenkopf Division was
formed from the first three of these combat regiments (now SS Pt
Div "TOTENKOPF", These Totenkbpf field formations mist be
distinguished from the;Totenkopf Standarten and StUrmbanne 
which remained behind in their original capaCity at concentration
camp guards. The latter are. frequently referred to as
T-Wachterbande (Death' ' s Head Guard Formations).

After the outbreak of war, the general. tent Waffen SS (Armed
SS) was introduced to cover both the VerfagUngstruppenSnd the

' Totenkopfstandarten. The Waffen SS though a branch of the SS
is not in the official employment of the Nazi Party but is a
specially.regulated service of the, Reich modelled after the
Wehamacht.

. By an order issued in June, 1939, the finances of. the
Waffen $S were placed under the control of the Reich Minister
of Finance and its: property under the Minister of the Interior.

ThUS the Waffen SS, including the TotenkapfverbAnde, is, in
'effect, a fourtharb, of the servioe alongside theArmy,.the Air
Force, and the Navy, and its expenses are a State charge:.

23. TV Uniforms

Men and officers of the SS-TV may wearthe regular black
uniformbf.tha'Allgemeine-SS4 but shou the skull and crossbones
rather. than the SS-rune on 'the right collar patch. . Those who
belong to the reserve' formations wear grey instead of black
collar patches.

. The Waffenfarbe (distinguishing colour of the epPulette
piping) for the TV is light brawn.

. Officers. of the SS-TV may year on special gala oceasions a.
light grey :uniform . similar to that worn by the Sicherheitsdienst 

, (SD). Because of this,' the Totenkopf.guards are referred to
• frequently . aa the "White SS" ,, in contrast to the . "Black" or
Allgemeine $S.

The first TV Regiment (OBERRA(JRN) wears as a special
insignia the SS skull and crossbones superimposed an a narrow
armlet. to be worn on , the left' lower arm. Its members also seem
to wear a death's head on both the, left and right collar patches.

The female SS guards wear 1 a grey, skirtcum-trouser pattern
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uniform.

• 24. Punishment of Inmates

• Punishment in the camps may be inflicted upon the inmates
individually or in groups. Individual punishment may originate
either with a report by an SS man Or a prisoner official to the

• camp administration. It has been ordered that corporal punish- .
mentis to be administered by one Battling upon another under
supervision, but German liattlinge are never punished. by foreign
Haftlinge; women also carry out punishment upon each other.
Records are always kept of those Haftlinge executing and receiving
punishments. For each case, there must be included a photograph
•of the punished Tattling along with a' form Stating: his citizen-
ship, nature of crime, civilian occupation, family status and
record of conduct. The name of the inmate administering the
•punishment is also included on this form.

While there exist official camp orders and penal regulations
for the punishment of Haftling, it is probable that every SS man
may punish the prisoners as he sees . fit. The prisoners have no
rights, no protection, and are subject to the arbitrary power of
the SS administration. Recently, however, reports would seem to
indicate that more leniency is being shown to inmates than
previously. Official documentary evidence is on hand, however,
showing that an official punishment code was in effect as late as
March 1944. For minor infractions, , a prisoner may be forced to
stand at attention for long periods. Minor infractions are also
punished by withholding mail or rood, or by punishment drill.
Major chastisements include flogging - 5 to 25 lashes - solitary
confinement or transfer to a punishment coup any. A 'tattling may
be punished. by one or several of these methods.

Three distinct degrees of solitary confinement are known to
,exist:

Stute I - mittel (1st degree - medium) - Consists of up to
three days confinement in either a dark or lighted cell
furnished only with a wooden bunk.

Stufe II - verscharft (2nd degree - severe) - Consists of
up to 4.2 days confinement in either a dark or -lighted
cell furnished only with a wooden bunk.

Stufe III - streng (3rd degree - most severe) - Consists of
up to three days confinement in a dark cell without
opportunity to sit or lie down. ,Stufe III may be
combined, in. certain cases, with Stufe II.

In all three degrees of punishment, the prisoner is fed only
bread and water. A full ration is granted • every fourth day.'

A record is kept of all punishment administered and
notification, in case of men (excepting Jews, Poles and Russian
Civilian Workers) is sent the Chef des Zentralszates (Arat.D I)
of the WI/HA (Chief of the Central Department - Rudolf H83S), and

the Oaee Of women to the RS Adjutantur - Berlin SW 11.0
Prinz-Albrecht-Strasse 8. These notices contain a photograph,
a short biography of the 	 	  covering his nationality,
civilian occupation, family status and previous behaviour.

•Por a reproduction of the Disciplinary and Penal Code at
ESTERVIEGai see Annexe C.
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25. ARP Measures in Concentration Camps

The dangers resulting fram air attacks on industrial plants are
aggravated In the case of Konzentrationslager and ArbeitslaRer bY
the presence of a potentially hostile and un-cooperative labour force.
To counteract this, elaborate protective measures have been instituted.

Concrete one-man shelters, or one man pits (1.80m. deep) are
provided for each guard at strategic points around the camp. A.
system , of trenches connects these one man emplacements and is used. by
reinforcements for the sentries. Trenches are provided in front of
each building for the staff, and a 'system of zig zag trenches may be
built for Haftlinge, the materials for this purpose being supplied by
the factory directly concerned with the camp. Machine Gun emplace-
ments around the camp are to be manned in case of direct air attack
and a machine gun post is to cover the camp entrance, with a view to
preventing escapes.

A fire-post is set up in each barrack-block and the Camp
Engineer is responsible for the placing of water and sand in all
parts of the camp. To minimise danger, ammunition reserves are
divided and kept in at least two different places. With the Alarm
Luft Gefahr 30 (approach of energy aircraft), camp barriers are moved
into position and the following officials are notified by telephone:

The Lagerkommandant
The Fahret d. Wachtsbannes (Commander of Guard)
Mutt on Dienst

. Blockfahrerstube

The Fthrer von Dienst is responsible for the immediate sounding of
sirens (alternating high and law sounds) and for the enforcement of
blackout throughout. the camp (only essential lights to remain lit).
He is likewise responsible for the iMMediate reinforcement of the
ring Of sentries s round the camp. , In case of attack, staff and
workers ate to take cover in the trenches provided. Where no
trenches are provided for Haftlinge, these must remain in their
quarter 's; Blockalteste and Stubenalteste . are responsible for order
and discipline, and HAftlingeare warned of the risk of being fired
upon if they wander outside.

The Iagerfthrer and his deputy, the Chef and assistant Chef, the
SIX- (First-Aid Assistant) and the camp doctor are to shelter in
separate positians. . The SDG is to remain in a safe place away from
the camp so as to be available for 'first-aid immediately after the
attack. Immediately after an air raid, a roll call of the,staff and
H&ftlinge is taken; if any of the latter are missing, Pahndmg
search measures are immediately . put . into effect

In the Absence of the Lagerfahrer, the 7threr . d. WachtstuiPbannes
as his deputy is responsible for the enforcement of all.necessary
measures.

Upon the sounding of the alarm, the Guard Company and reinforce-
ments are to take up their emergency posts, in "alartrdress" -, with
respirator, steel helmet and weapons. A. disposal squad is to be
formed from the guard 'personnel not s on duty, consisting of;

1-Porte-epee Unterfthrer
3 Unterftihrer

24. Men

equipped with spades etc., in readiness for the end of the raid.
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The disposal squad is a_lso to provide a special fire-fighting
detachment, under. the Camp Engineer, equipped with All fire-
fighting weapons.

In the case of lone parachutists being encountered during an
air raid, they are to be inraediately apprehended; paratroop
attacks are to be resisted. with an weapons at the guards'
disposal.

26, Postal Regulations for Intaates

The following instructions were published by the concentration
can MAUTHAUSER/GUSEN, Oberdonati and refer to German inmates.
It may be assumed that simi l ar instructions were published by
other camps.

Every prisoner may receive from and send. to his relatives one
letter or one postcard per, month.
Letters to prisoners must be legibly written in ink and. may
contain only 15 lines per page.
Only one sheet• of normal size notepaper may be used.

• Envelopes must contain no
Only five stamps, each to the value of 12 Pferraigs, may be
endlosed in a letter. All other enclosbres are subject to
confiscation.
Postcards may contain not over ten 'lines.
Photographs may not be used as postcards.
Sending of money is permitted; but exact surname and
christian names, date of birth ., as well as prison block and
cell must be stated.
Newspapers are permitted, but may be ordered only at the
camp post office,.
Parcels are prohibited since inmates Can purchase all their
requirements within the camp.
It is useless to address the camp authorities with any
appliCations for; release from custody.
Al]. mail not complying with the above instructions will be
destroyed..

Special postal rules are in .effect for foreign iniates. In cases
of foreign Illiftlinge, including.,PrOnchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen,
Norwegians and. Luxembourgers, marked sheets and envelopes are to
be used by these prisoners. All letters of the lifittlinge are to
be written in German and, in 	 where the inmate does not know
German; permission to write in a f'oreign language may be given.

Nacht und Nebel iliftlinge (see para. 8) are permitted to
receive no mail whatsoever, while previous Luxembourg police
personnel are allowed to receive 	  only once a year.

Russian civilian labourers (Ostarbeiter) are only perMitted
to write on postcards with a. form attached. on which the addressee
May reply. These cards are so worded that the addressee does
not know that the sender is ari inmate of a KL. This would make
it appear that drafted. foreign workers are being committed to KLs.

27. Effects of Deceased Inmates 

The personal effects of Polish, Jewish, Gipsy and. NN liSttlinge 
as well as those from the old. Russian territories are confiscated

F,^s

1440'
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by the government, excepting their clothing, which is fumigated
for future use in the KL or, if too ragged, sent to the Waste
Cloth Collection.

The effects of Hetlinge of German extraction and other
Hiftlinge, not mentioned above, are sent to their relatives with
the exception of gold teeth and fillings which are extracted and
retained.
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ANNEXEA

(List of Identified Concentration Camps)

1. Annexe A gives all ,loc.xtions reported by various sources
as sites of' us at one time or another; such a list cannot of
course be regarded -as -eitherAsomplte or entirely reliable.

Of the 708 entries, 93 are cross-references.

2. Camps have been listed regardless-of whether they are
known to be still operating or whether they only operated in the
past; thus camps in territory from which the Germans have been
driven out are included, as information on past activities of
persons connected with Is is likely to be valuable.

Only rarely have the Germans closed camps in territory
they still controlled, though the Status of a camp has sometimes
been changed, or its operation temporarily suspended.

PART ONE: LIST OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS GROUPED TERRITORIALLY.

3. Part Three gives an alphabetical list of camps in each
country, the countries themselves being also in aliihabetical order,
as follows:-.

Baltic States	 Greece
Belgium	 Holland
Bulgaria	 Hungary
Channel Isles	 Italy
Danzig	 Norway
Denmark	 Poland
France	 Slovakia
Germany	 Yugoslavia

Cross-references which occur later in the detailed list
(Part Two), are given also in Part One.

4. "GERMANY": Germany, as explained under that heading,
has been broken down territorially.

5. Territorial Boundaries: September, 1939 has been taken
as the deciding date for frontier lines. Thus all camps in
"Wartheland" are listed under 'Poland", while the old Austria,
Saarland and Sudetenland are found under the subdivision "Reichs-
gaue" in the "GTIMWT.f" list.

Note, however, that the Prussian Provinces are given
according to their most recent organisation.

PART TWO: AUTABETICAL LIST OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS, WITH DETAILS.

6. Part Two lists all the camps alphabetically, with
alternative foreign names in brackets, and the territory also in



.tdwftwawm,pme,....m9,ftmwm,..A=.*4*

.brackets, Part Two contains all the. information known about each
camp.

7. Details of Camps: Dates of identification, inmates, type
of camp, and. personalities ard. given, also notes on the location
of the camp.

SS units and. establishments; 'Which are freqUently loca*1
near Els, are also given,

8. Dates of Information: Wherever possible dates of
reports are given, and. may. cover a protracted. period, • It is not
always possible to ascertain whether the camp was actually in
operation during the whole period.

9: 	  It has been difficult to obtain names,
ranks, functions and dates of personalities connected with the
camps, and. contradictory reports have been received in some cases.

It is unlikely,, however, that such personalities have
been transferred, to other , duties, whatever change of function or
camp may have occurred. This applies particularly to NCOs.

• 10. Terminology: Names and designations are given in the
spelling and language in which they were reported..

It has not always been practical to translate units, and
reference should be made both to the text and to other publications
for ranks and abbreviations.

PART TRIM:

12.. Part Three is a list of SS Arbeitsstabe Works Control
Staffs) not located near, or known to be connected with any
identified concentration camps.



Elsinore
Farevejle

DENMARK

Horserhd

A.NNEXEA

-NYC ONE 

LIST OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS
GROUPED TERRITORIALLY

BALTIC STATES 

Goldfials Unlocated)
• Kretynga (Lithuania)
Ostland
Petrasiula (Lithuania)

Pleskaa
Froweniszki
Riga
Viliampole 1

 Northern Russia)
Lithuania)
Lithuania)
Lithuania)

BELGIUM

From a general surrey of Belgian concentration camps it
_appears that about one third of the camps were under Gestapo
control, and it is from these that most of the transfers of
inmates to camps in Holland are said to have been effected.

Twelve camps have been reported at one time or another
in Belgium.

Achel
	

Jabbecke
Breedene
	

lokeren
Breendonck
	

Malines
Hasselt
	

Schaerbake
Hoboken
	 Tervueret

Huy
	

Yvoir

BULGARIA

Ksanjije	 Varna
Sveta Anestasia

CHANNEL ISLANDS 

Alderney	 •	 Sylt (See Alderney)
Jersey

DANZIG

Danzig
	 Gdansk (See Danzig)

Danzig, District
	

Hela
Danzig-Matzkau
	 Stutthof
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ktotal of-78 camps, taid to .belWs are:repOrted-
as having .. been ' in operation at one tine or another in
France inOlUdingAlsaperi3Orraine.

AIliers

Argeles-sUr-Mer
Arraa:i
Anbagne,.
Barregiux
Bayonne
Beannerlar.Rolande
Belfort .
Bouguenais
Brans	 . .
Cbarleville-Mezieres
Chaqvailles
Compiegne
Doullens
Drama,'
Dun.surw.Avan
Ecrauves
Frejus
Fresnes
Gaillin
Grasse
Curs
Hazebroudk
Jargeau
La . Lande a Monts
Lande
Landerneau
.LarzaO.
Les Ailiers
Les Wiles
Le'Verdon
Le Vernet
LiMagea
.Laiasons
Macau
Manzaa
Marseille
Manta°
Marignam
Metz

Miranda,.
Mont-deMarsan -
Natzgreiler
Nexon
Noe
Orleans
Paris
Pau
Petite'Rogaette
Piohey.
Pithiviera
Poitiers
PontiVy
Reached= •
Rieucros,
Rivesaltes
Rouille
St.. Cyprien
St. Etienne	 .
St. .Germain legvBelles
St:.Nazaire	 : •
St. Pan1D'Eyjaux
St. Paul lea Eanx .
St. Privas
St. Quentin.
St. Renan.
St. Sulpiee.!lamFointe
SohirMeak .
Sobuneker
Sennbeim
Sister=

- StrastibUrg •
..TOuldute •	 .
Vals-les-Bains.
Vannes.
VesoUl
Vichy:
Vidauban
Vincennes
Vorbruak See , Sabirmeak) •

• Voves • -
Watten

See Paris)
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Of the 229 entries for Germany, 36 represent cross
references. This does not imply that Germany. has 186 camps,
since all camps are not continuously in operation, and the
same camp may have been reported under its correct name, the
name of the nearest torn or railway station, or the name of
a region etc.

Illegible or garbled reports may account for different
names for the same camp (e.g. Darrheim or Darkheim) but it
seems safe to say that there are well over 100 can sites in
Germany capable of accommodating over half a million inmates.

The camps in Germany have been grouped for convenience
into regional divisions, i.e. Lander and Reichsgaue, the
latter being listed together under that heading and subdivided.
PRESSEN has also been subdivided into Provinces.

Baden

Ankenbudk
Bad Darrheim
Baden-Baden
HeUberg
Kafertal

Bayern

Ansbach
Bad Darkheim
Bayreuth
Bernau
Bischafsgran
DP him 
Darkheim (See Bad Darkhein)
Eila
Fechenbach
Flossenbarg
Frankenthal

Karlsruhe
Kislau
Mannheim (See Kafertal)
Rastatt
Singen

Gotteszell
Hof
Kochel
Landsberg
Lauren
Lichtenburg
Limburg
Neustadt
Schirmitz
Stadelheim
Wasserburg
Warzburg

Bahmen und •Mahren

Bum
Breschan
Brezany (See Breschan
Braun
Klety
Lipnik
Mahrisch-Ostrau

(Moravskatriore)
Milowice (See Milowitz)

Milowitz
Pilsen
Plzen (See Pilsen)
Spielberg
Stepanov
Swatobarschitz, Kyjav
Terezin (See Theresienstadi
Tneresienstadt



GERM! (contd.)

Wolfenbattel

Hremen

Braunschweig .

Bremen:

Eltkag
Barmbeak
(See . HaMburg-Barmbet

Bergedorf (See Hamburg)
Fuhlsbettel (See Hamburg)

Hamburg
Hamburg-Barmbeck
Neuengamme (See Hamburg)
Wittmoar (See Hamburg)

flessen

Foehenbeim
Ginsheim
GInsheim
Griesbeimersland

Grossenrobrheim
Langen
Obenrode
Osthofen

• Ascbenburg
Ffirstenberg
Ffirstenburg
Nlederhagen

Ortumsand

Mecklenburg

Ravensbrack
Pickling
Strelitz

Oldenburg

Vechta

Preussen

a) Province Brandenburg

Alt Daber
Berlin
Bernau
B8rnicke
B8tsow
Braetz-Schwiebut.
Brandenburg
Jfterbog
K8nigswusterbausen
Lichteneelde
Meinsdorf

Neurrandenburg
(See Ktoigswusterhausen)

Olympisches Dorf
Oraniedburg
(See Sachsenhausen)

Sachsenhansen
Schneidemdbl
Senftenberg
Soldin
Sonnenburg
Uckermark

b) Province Halle-Merseburg

Erfurt
GrIfenhainichen

Torgau
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GERMANY,_ Preussen (contd.)

c) Province Hannover

Arbeitsdorf-
Fallersleben
Aschendorfermoor
(See Emsland)

Berenbostel
Bergen Belsen
B8rgermoor (See &Island)
Brual-Rhede (See Emsland)
Buns Hoheneck
D8rpen, Walohum
(See 'Rms.,  and)

Emsland
Esterwagen (See Emsland)
Falleraleben
(See .Arbeitsdorf)

Farge

•d) Province Hessen-Nassau

Kassel
Kassel-Melsungen
Melsungen
(See Kassel-Melsungen)

Harpstedt
Hastedt
Hoheneck
(See Burg. Hoheneck)•

 1Crondorf (See Emsland)
Lager No.21
Langluetjen
Lathen (See Emsland)
Moorlager (See Emsland)
Moringen

•,Neusustrum See Emsland)
•Oberlangen See Emsland)
OsnabrUck
Papenburg (See Emsland)
Watenstedt (See Emsland)

Welheim
Sahra
Wetslar
Wilsede

e) Province Holstein

Rendghurg.

f) Province Magdeburg

Griebo

8) Province Magdaburg-Anhalt

Bernburg
	 Rossi=

Dornburg

10 Province OstPreussen

Braunsberg
Elbing
Dmialdowo (See Soldau)
Grundaus

j) Province Pommern

Hannerstein
Hohenbreck
Kolberg •

Heilsberg
•Lebigu
Soldau
Tolkemit

Stettin
Vulkan Werft (See Stettin)



GERMAN!, Preussen (contd.)

k) Province Rheinland

Benninghausen
Beyenburg
Braunytiler
Brauweiler
Deren
Hinzert
Holbecksbof
Mich

Kalkturm
Ketone
Koblenz-Karmelita

• Koblenz-Karthause
Mtiblheim
Siegburg
Wittlicb (See Kalkturm)
Wuppertal.

Province-Schlesien.

Trankenstein
Gleiwitz
Grossrosen-
Hoyerswerda
Leschwitz•
Liebau
Mansterberg

rs) ite rinee Schlesig-kiegstein,

Neubersdorf
(See Nieborowitz)

Niebormitz
Reichenbach (?)
Waldenburg

Unlocated camp

Abrensiboek
Butin
Glackstadt

ri) Province Westfalen

Heide
Kiel
Kolding

Bergkamen
Bochum VI
EiIpe

Sennelager
Wa1ne.4ikel
Wattensoheid

Province West-Preussen

Unlocated camp

Reiobsgaue

Karnten

Klagenfurt

Niederdonau

.Tratzdorf
(See W811ersdorf-Tratzdorf

Oberdonau

Bretstein
Gusen (See Mauthausen)

W811ersdorf-Trtitzdorf

Mautbausen
St. Georgen

. (See Mauthausen)
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GERMANY (contd.).

•Reichsgane (contd.)

RB Wien

Schwechat
(SeeWien-Schwechat)

e) Saarland

Lerchenflur

f) Steiermark

' Bruck/Yrur

g) Sudetenland

Fischern
.0pawa (See Troppau)

Wien-Schwechat

Saari auten

Troppaii

Sachs

Bautzen
Burg Hohnstein
Colditz
Crimmitschau
GrAfeahainichen
GrOnhainichen
Bainewalde
Hainichen
(See Grenhainichen

Bad Sulza
Blankenhain
Buchenwald
Ohrdruf

Hohnstein
(See 'Burg Hohnsiein)

Unigstein
Lichtenburg
Matbilden!-SchlUschen
Ortenstein
Osterstein (?)
Reichenbach
Sachsenburg
ax4big

ThBringen

Osterstein (?)
Untermassfeld

Weimar

• WfirttemberK

Bucbau
	

Welzheim

Kuhberg
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GRaCE

In sane oases it is difficult to differentiate between
prisons and concentration CamPs, as the Creeks had various
opemair . agriciultura1 prisons and . labour camps before the
occupation.. 'In a list of prisons in Greece 8 agricultural
prisons end labour camps werementioned.

. Before the war the Greek method of dealing with
paliticel'prisonersitka tobanishthem . to the Islands, but
even SO prisons in Greece were saidtobe inadequate for
even the normal . peace time incidence of crime.

.	 - There have been no concentration or :internment camps
intheli...up sense of the word since 1922, but after the •

,.occupation the Germans andltalians established them all
over the country.	 .

Agia	 - _
Agios Myron (Heraklion)
Alexandrpuplos
Aliartos
Athena
Aieroff
Chios
Corfft
Corinth (See Korintb)
Crete
Ltomokos
Didostxdion
Didymotikhon
Domokos
Edessa (Edessis)
Eleusis
Embirikos Asylium
Fl
Ghoudi (Goudi)
Hadjikosta Orphanage
Haidari
Halkida (See Khalkis)
Hios
Ipisti
Kallithea
Khaidari
Khalkis
Khios
Kirzali
Komotini
Korinth
Lamias (See Lianoklsdhi)
Larissa
Levadhis (Levadia)

Li4tIohlsdhi (Lianooladi)
ce Iraklion

See Agios Myron)
Mytilene
•auplia
Naxos
Davos Melss
Ptroi
Patras
Paulo Melas
Pavlou Mela Thessalonika
• (See Salonika)
Pazoi
Plannina
Salonika
Samos
Skolis (See Salonika)
Somovit
Syngrou
Tatoi (Tatoy)
Thebes (Thive)
Thive (See Thebes)
Tithorea
Trikkala
Tripolis'
Tsikala
Volos
Voulgiameni
Vuria (?) Piraeus
Xanthi
Yeryeri (Amariou)

Rethymnos
Ypati
Zanti

no



HOLLAND

Thirty camps were reported as EL's or similar
detention centres in operation in the Netherlands at one
time or another.

Almelo	 Miechelsgestel
Amerefoort	 (See St. Miechelsgestel)
Amsterdam	 Moerdijk
AmSuhrskamp	 Ommen
Arnhem '	 Oudleusden
Barneveld .	St. Miecheisgestel
Blaricum	 Scheveningen
Domburg	 Schiedam
Ellecan	 Schoorl
Ganda	 Sluis
Haaren	 Utrecht
Haren	 Valkenburg.
Heeren	 Veenhuizen
Hearareenbeck	 Vught
Hertogenbosch	 Westerbork
Hoben	 inerden-Almelo

HUNGARY

Szarvas

ITALY

Mantua	 Rab

NORWAY

A general report on concentration camps speaks of "ten
'main camps", surmises A number of secondary ones and claims
that any prison may be Used as a transit camp for Schutzhaft
linge (persons in protective custody).

A total of 8,000 Norwegians were estimated to be
detained in KL's of which Grini is said to contain one third.

A. very recent report, however, claims that 4,000
Norwegian KL inmates were sett to Germany to work.

TwentY-nine:camps are reported.

Berg	 Kvan
Bogen	 Lanes
Bollan	 Morino
Brettvedt	 Osterdalen
DoMbaas	 Oslo
Eggemn	 Saeterm4n4

SeinesEkne
Espeland	 Sem
Falstadt	 Setesdal
Grini	 Starern
Hedmark District	 Svanwik
Jernvaten	 Sydspissen
J8rstadmoen	 Tuesdestrand
Krokebergsleita	 Ulven
Kvaenhangen	 Verdala4ren
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• Of the 192 entries for Poland 4.3 represent cross
references, mostly the result of the fact that many locations
are known by Polish as well as German names. The list
includes camps in Poland as of 1st September 1939.

.Augustow
Augustow
AugustowITI
Auschwitz
Belzeo.

Gtirnau
Goma- Grupa
•(See Obargruppe)

Gorzyce.
Gra.jewo
Graudenz
GrCzyn
Grudziadz (See Graudenz

and. Oberg.ruppe)
Helenaw
Helm
Helmnok-Debia. Estate
Hohensalza
Hrubieszolr
Huta Beldon • (See Beldon

H(ttte under• Bentschen)
Huta Zgoda(See Friedenshfitte)
Inowroclaw(See Hohensalza)
Jablonaw
Jaslo
jaworznia (See Kielce)
Javrorzyn
Javrorzyna.

Bendzin (See Bentschen)
Bentschen
Bialystok
Birkenau
•Birnbaum
Bischofshofen
Boohnia
Bodzentin
Bogumin See Oderberg)
Bohumin See Oderberg)
Bojanovr
Baniechavrek I
13aniechawek II
Bozanowo
Bromberg
Brzezinki (See Birkenau)
Budzyn

•Bukowa (See Kielce)
Cerwica
•Chaim
Chelmno (See Kulm)
Cbludow
•Chojnice (See Konitz)
Cbrubiesszow
•Ciechanow (See Zicherunt)
Czestochavra

(See Tschenstochau)
Dabrowa
Debioa
Dobrzylca
Dreanica
Dyle
Dziesiata
•Dzezinka
Fort Vila. (See Posen)
Freistadt
Friedenshiltte
Frydryohowlca (See Lemberg
Frystat (See Freistadt)
Garczyn
Gerwolin
Gamma
Golcza
Gorozin

Jezierna
Kambinowski, Region
Kattowitz (Kattowice)
KasmierznBiskupi

(See Bischofshofen)
Kielbasin
Kielce
Unigsbfitte
Koldyrzewo
Konitz (Cbownice)
Konstantinaw
Konstantyn I
Kosminek
Kosaw Podlaski
Krakau
Krasnik
Kulm (Chelmnc)
Kutno
Lemberg (Lwow)
Leslau (Wloclawek)
Liban Quarry
•Litzmannstadt
Lodz (See Litzmannstadt)
Land
Lopuszno
Lublin
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POLAND (contd.)

Lukow area
Lwow (See Lemberg)
Lyska
Majdanek
MAlkinia
Maloszyoe
Miechow-
Miedniewice
Miedzychod (See Birnbaum
Mlociny
Myslowice
Nakel (See Pottlitz)
Nasielsk
Obergruppe (Gorna Grupa)
Obra
Oderberg
Ostrow
Oswiecim (See Auschwitz)
Ptbianitz (Pabianice)
Pelninia
Piekoszow (See Kielce)
Pionki
Plasow (See Krakau)
Pleschen
Pleszew (See Pleschen)
Ploehnen
Plonsk (See Ploehnen)
Plock (See Schrfttersburg)
Pomiechowek
Itmiechowek I
Pomiechowek II
Poniatow
Posen (Poznan)
Posen-Treskau
Potulice (See Potulitz)
Potulitz
Poznan (See Posen)
Preussisch Stargard
Przedzielnica
Puck (See Putzig)
FUszczykow (Pustkow)
Putzig
Radogoszcz
Radom
Radziwiliszki
RadzymIn
Rajsko
Raua Ruske_
Rembertam
Rippin

Rudniki
Rybnik
Rykosz (See Kielce)
Rypin (See Rippin)
Sapiezyska
Schrfttersburg
Schwetz
Sichelberg
Sierpc (See Sichelberg)
Skalbmierz
Skarzysko
Smukla
Sobibor
Solec
Sosnowiec
Starachowice
Starogard (See Preussisch

Staigard)
Swiecie (See Schwetz)
Swientochlowitz

(Swientochlowice)
Swiety Krzys
Szebunia
Tarnow
Tozer
Thorn (Torun)
Tomaszow
Torun (See Thorn)
Trawniki
Treblinka
Treskau (See Posen-Treskau)
Tschenstochau
Vilna (Seelffilno)
Warschau
Wausr
Wielrenia (See Kielce)
Wilga
Wilno
Winnica
Wloclawec (See Leslau)
Wronki
Wysokie Brzegi
Zabikowo
Zacisze
Zakrzowek
Zamarte
Zambrow
Zamosk
Zascanki
Zascienek
Zgierz (See G8rneu)
Zichenau
Zwierzyniec



V;

•
SLOVAKIA

ChalmovaBojnide

•

YUGOSLAVIA

• BaoskaTopola
13txt! „ (Hopohe:di Catro):
.Begrads::
Belgrade
BoOche dilOataro (Soo Bar
Dedinje

:Ferinpanoe
• J'asenOvao-
..KOOmilskalatroVioa,

KtalDie
garburg/Drau
MichendOrf
Nigh
SajmistO (Zemum)-
Saryar -
Stem: Oradiokt

.(Stare Gradiote)
, Velikaf-Kanija
Zagreb:

Glasmoor
Karagjok.
Zwring‘Ti.

UNLOOATED

Three camps without
fUrther definition

•
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ANNEXE

PART TO ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CONCENTRATION CANPS WITH DETAILS.

ACHELThe camp at HUY was reported to have been
---Tffelgium) 	 moved here.

AGIA
--(Greece)

Near Khanoa Crete; reported as II.

ACIOSMYRON	 . Crete; reported as L.
(HERAKLION)

(Greece)

AHRENSBOECK	 Near EUTIN• last reported in 1936.
(Schleswig-Holstein)

ALDERNEY	 "Sylt Camp" reported in iFebruary, 1944 to
(Channel Islands)	 have 900 "political inmates".	 OT

document Addressed to Bauleitung "Adolf"
(code name for ALDERNEY) refers to "KZ"
Haftlinge in Feb 1944.

ALIARTOS	 Attika BoeotiA; KL established by the
(Greece)	 Italians and still reported functioning

in June 43.

ALEXANDROUPOLOS	 Western Thrace; is established by
(Greece)	 Bulgarians; capacity unknown.

ALLIERS	 Not confirmed; probably identical with
---TiWnoe)	 LES ALLIERS (which would be the more

correct name).
See IES ALUMS.

ALMELO
--Tialand)

Only a Hula van Bewaring (Penitentiary).
60 reported there. ...; see WIERDEN-ALMELO.

ALT MAHER	 Near WUSTER11APS8N; last reported in 1936.
• Orandenburg)

AMERSFOORT
(Holland)

Type 
Dulag (DUrehgangslager) with small KL

annexei',-Which May be the camp for Jews in
OUDLEUSDEN	 •	 .
CapabityH

ai4 tobe 10,000.

In August 1943, 600-700 inmates were
reported. They were prominent Dutchmen,
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ANERSFOORT Contd.) members of the Orange Wacht, hostages,
etc.
In March, 1944 reported numbers had risen
4, 140 ) 3,000 of whom were to be taken to
Germany by April 15th, 1,500 to the
airfield RHEINE, and 1,500 to the airfield
OSSELDORP. They were to remain
prisoners guarded by the "Grane" Pelizei.
Guards

100 SS men (probably Dutch, and a few
SD men.
SS Troops in the vicinity 

An SS guard battalion of 400 men
stationed there is said not to be connec.
ted with the camp. Elements of SS
Panzer Division "Wiking and Ir./sS
Artillerie Audbildung und Ersatz Regiment
(SS Artillery Training and Replacement
Regiment) are also stationed in the
vicinity. SS Wachbatl. 3.
Personalities 

The camp ,doctor. and' NSB, man !MOW is
the only personality reported.

AMSTERDAM	 Type 
2 "Houses of Detention" reported. 	 I

at WETERINGSCHANZ and II at AMSTELVEEN-.
SCHWEG. Actually status is undetermined:
Capacity

Approximatelyl 100 inmates reported
in each pripon.
'Guards	 .

Dutch, strengthened by a few. SDmen,
who are subordinate to: the	 at Euterpe
Street ., Inner Girls High SChool (COmman-
der; SBP LACES),

AM'SUBRSKAMP	 Near RATZEBURG; last' reported 1936.
OloIlatid)

	ANKENBUaK .	Reported 1936; not confirmed..

	

(Baden)	 Reported 1943 as FIVeaMi%
SS Guard.

ANSBACH	 40 Km. SW NURNBERG.
---7;75ern	 Reported in July, 1942 as XL. Maybe

identical with LICHTENBURG.

SLEBEN Believed to be in operation. May onlyARBEITSDORF-F
(Hannover)	 • be .4 work camp.: -

VCIka-werke (VoiksmaAen, People's car
plant) in vicinity of ARBEITSDORF.
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ARC- -t-SONA1NS	 *January, 1943 • 190 Gypsies were reported
"( ranee, Doubt)	 there.

	

AR .ES-SUR-Mkat	 April, 1943, reported as camp for Jews
"Tr'rance, Pyrenees	 and aliens.

	

Orientales)	 Used to be an internment camp for Spani,°-
loyalist soldiers.

ARNHEM
--(1171-11end)

,toToe,	 .
A "temporary detention House with 30-

40 political priaoners under Gestapo
control was reported here in August 1943.
SS Troops in the Vicinity

The SS PanzerOrenadier. 	 Ausbildungs
und Ersatz Btl. 12 (SS Panzer Grenadier'
Training and. Replacement Btn. 12) is
located neat Arnhem.
SS UnterfOrerschule.

ARRAS	 A camp for "political" internees and
7-7717rance Nora,	 black marketeers reported in Aug 1943 at

Rue des Carabiniers d'Artois.

ASCHENBURG.	 Reported in JUly, 1942.
(Mecklenburg)
	

Supposed to be for women only-.
Also reported near varaft.

ASOBENDORPER MOUR 	 See ELAND.

OREMPireaus Street, ATHENS; Hadiikosta
---74sece)	 Orphanage reported as KL with 200 inmates

• in Jan 44.
Reported also as the ma*,gaol used by
the Rallis Security Battalions to house

• hostages.
Said to have been condemned by Swiss Red
Cross but is still in use.

• For other camps in ATHENS Are see also
GHOUDI and HAMAR'.
SS und Fclizei Gericht Athens.

AUBACNE
Bouches du

Rhone)

AUGUST( I •
(NE Poland)

AUGUSTOW II 
(Poland)

Marseilles region; no details reported.

Reported as civilian "Dul

30 Km. • 8. SUWALKI (SUPAUEN)
Reported as KL.

All



Reported as special Kb with enclosures
for women.

AUSCHWI'l (OS'k'rIECIM) 
chlesien,

Po, lerly Poland)

30 Km. :In KATTOWITZ.
ype

Definitely XL:• mentioned frequently
since 1939. One report claims MAJDANEC
to be• part of DopPelliwer AUSCHWITZ.

BIREEMAU camp is definitely connected;
as AUSCHWITZ makes use of BIRKERAU's gas
chaMbers, though it is said to have 10
crematoria and 4 lethal gas chambers
itself.
OaPacity

In 1940: 40,000
A recent report claims 62,000 Jews and

foreign workers to be employed in the
synthetic rubber plant and other enter-
prises around this town.
Inmates 

One report gives the following figures
as an outline of the camp's history:

1939/40 - Over 5,000 inmates
July 1941 - 8,000 inmates, all Poles
Mortality rate 2q5 for each 6 month

period.
Late 1941 - 600 'Russians and 200 Poles

gassed.
September 1942 - More than 120,000

persons had passed through the camp.
Mortality has risen as over 80,000 are
said to have died or been shot.
May . 1943 - "At least 2 trains of 20 car
loads each arrived daily".
1944 - Another report states that 150,000
names were listed as having passed through
this camp.
Guards
—67-ds Sturmbann KG AUSCHWITZ has been
identified and may be a death's Head unit.
One member, upon enlistment into the
Waffen-SS served in this unit prior to
his despatch to the Eastern Front.
Remarks 

Many typhus epidemics are said to have
raged here throughout its existence.

In the neighbourhood, reported to be
at IVORY, is an I.G. Farben plant for
synthetic rubber and "benzine", whose
workers also live in nearby camps;
slackers (those who take more than 2 days
off per month) are confined to an.Arbeits-
erziehungalager (Workers' educational
camp) connected with the XL.

BUNA-WERKE (Synthetic Rubber Plant)
draws labour from the XL.
SS Units in the Vicinity 

Hauptwirtschaftslager der Waffen SS.

•
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Personalities 

*Rudolf HOESS

RODE,

AUMEIER

BURGEN

Dr. Joachim CAESAR
Dr. Edward WIRTHS
Dr.Kurt UHLENBROCK
Richard BAUR
Armand LANGERMANN
Fritz HARTENSTEIN
Emil STOCKER
Dec 1943 
ZIEMESEN

v. BODMANN
SCHWARZ
SELL
SCHOPPE
STIBITZ
MANDL

Mar 1944 
DRECHSLER
GRONER
VOZNITZA
MSC 1 Di*

BOGER
-LACHMAN

OSBF probably comman-
dant .

OSBF Also reported
as commandant
(formerly Natz-
wailer)

FISF deputy comman=
dant -

SF
HSP Garrison M.O.
ESP
HSI
HSF
aBF
HSF

HSF Chief of camp
administration

OS?
HSF
-US?
Uschaf

Senior wardress,
formerly Ravens-
brflck Wardress

US?
USF

Oschaf

AUSCHWITZ (contd.)

• AVEROFF
	

Reported as prison, but may well be a IL.
..-7—(GWece)



BAPILI3ECK	 See HAMBURG-BARNEBECK

BACSKA. TOPOLA
(Yugoslavia)

BAD ARKBEIM
(Bayern)

BAD•DORRHEIM
..(Etaden)

BAD SUIZA
(Titiringen)

Near Villingen.
Last reported April, 1938.
Possibly identical, with BAD DUI:ix:HEIM.

Near WEIMAR
Possibly is not a EL, nor in
operation at present.
In January 1943 "Russian Prisoners"
reported there.

BADEN-BADEN Not confirmed as El.
Hauptwirtschaftslager der Waff'en-SS
in BADM-BADEN

R. (MCCUE DT CAIRO) Croatia.
(Yugoslavia)	 under Italian and: Ustaahi control.

•B.APNEVELD
---(Holland)

BARE=
(Prance).

A camp for "distinguished Jews"
reported there in Tebruary, 1943.

Known as Port B.AIRREAT3X '(Isere).
Zue.

Not confirmed as German or Vichy.
operated KL. May , be a detention
caznp of another type.

Inmates 
July, 1943: 800 "escaped criminals"
and Jewish black marketeers
reported there.

BAUTZIZT	 May be a Zuchthaus (penitentiary
(Sachsen)	 Last reported May, 1938.

BANE	 Inmates 
--(France, Basses-	 April, 1943: 200 French "communists"

Pyrenees)	 reported at the Citadel, doing
forced labour.

• October, 1943: French hostages
were reported as being sometimes
transferred from the German
controlled VILLA CHAGRIN to the
Citadel.

Guards
• French and Belgian volunteer guards.

•
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BAYREUTH
	

Not confirmed as KL.
(Bayern)
	

A. camp with 400 inmates was last
reported here in 1936.

BEAUNE-LA-ROLANDE	 Moved to DRANCY in July, 1943.
(France, Loriet)

BEGRADE	 Location
-----(Yugoslavia).	 Not identified; probably an

error for BRLGRADE (q.v.).
Type

"Special camp for Jews".
A KL for all Jews from nrIGRADE

and vicinity.
Remarks 

Reported discontinued at the
end of 1942, when the inmates were
either shot or deported.

' BELFORTStatus not determined... De Gaul-
---7Prance, Alsace)	 lists said to be held in the,

Fortresa of BELFORT, .August, 4940:
the Friedrich: Prison was reported to
contain over 500 inmates,

BELGRADE	 Consists of 4 camps:-

(1) Gestapo KL "DEDINJB" reported
there, 3,000 to 3,500 inmates.
Commandant is named VUJKOVIC.

(2) 5, Aleksandrova Street; a
Gestapo transit prison, generally
between four and five hundred
inmates; they stay usually over
a month. Commander of the
prison -; NCO Johann RICHTER. •

(3) KL "SAJMISTE": . capacity 10,000.
Inmateswere.at first Jewish
families and later thai4ly
Servian elements".caught
mountains and woods. Overflow
was sent to.cmnp..AEMUN,..:
Direction of cant vas under
Ustashi Control.

(4) Type 
Transit KL "ZEMIN".

Capacity
Reported to be 80,000.

Remarks 
Is used to accommodate the

overflow from camp "SAJMIST"

See also BEGRADJ4-

SS Units in the Vicinity
SS Pferdepark.
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UNNINGHAUSEN

BEIZEO.
—77--TPoIand)•

Location'
80 Km. VW of LEMBERG.

bpe'
=4yExtermination camp for Jews.

Capacity
10,000 Jewish inmates reported

BENTSCHEN (BENDZIN) 	 Location
(Poland)	 12 Km. NE of KATTOWITZ.

Type
Partly. EL, Partly Straflager for

Arbeitsverweigerer (those refusing
to work) in the KATTOWITZ mining
region.
Inmates 

KL inmates have clean-shaven heads
Arbeitsverweigerer are allowed "short
haircuts".

1942: 21,000 Jews, Poles, Czechs
and Ukrainians reported there.
Remarks

A similar Straflager exists near
the Beldon Hatte, (Huta Beldon),
S IMMINENZ.

DETENBO,STEL 
(Hannover)

Norway)

Lodation
Near HANNOVER.

Type:
The 25 0000 inmates and SS Guards

reported there in January, 1944,
indiCatea . KL 0 but. only. Single
source mentions this extremely large
camp.

Location
Near TONSBERG

Guards
Under control of "Quisling" polio%

Inmates 
October, 1942: 330 Jews are said

to have been transported there from
Germany. Aryan inmates remained
there.

November, 1943: some "students"
were transferred there from
BREDTVELT.

January, 1944: estimate of number
of inmates was 300-500, including
political prisoners.

BERGEDORF	 See HAMBURG.
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BERG . BELSIN
(Hannover)

BERCKAME1
yrre-s-tfalen)

BERL.,N
'TBrandenburg)

Near CELLE.:
KL for Jews reported therein
February, 1944.	 -
Bekleidungsamt der Waffen-SS
BERGEN. .BELS

Last reported May., 1938.
Also reported as Work Camp for
Ost Arbeiter.

COLUMBIA-HAUS
Reported in a list of KLs as existing
in JanuarYJ • 1944, but the COLUMBIA-
HAUS has been knodn as a Gestapo HQ
with facilities for pre-trial
detention. It is most likely still
that and not a KL.
BERLIN AIEZANDERFLATZA
Reported to have had 20,000 men in
its cells waiting transfer to KLs.
This may be the COLUMBIA, HAUS
reported above.
SS Units and Establishments in the 
,
Ergfinzungsstelle der Waffen-SS

(1W10,•Wilsnackerstr.3)
SS Hauptfdrsorge- und Versorgungsamt

(Reichsministerium d. Innern,
NW7, Unter den Linden '72)

SS Standortkaumandatur
(ff15 1 Meineckestr.10)

SS Kleiderkasse
(K8lnischer Fischmarkt 4)

- now, evacuated to BAD SARROW
SS Wachbataillon 1

(Berlin-Lankwitz, Leonorenstr.17)
SS HauptsanitAtslager

(Berlin-Lichtenberg,
Rittergutstr.1921)

SS Kraftfahrzeugamt
(Berlin-Lichterfelde)

SS Kraftfahr Ausbildung- und
Ersatzabteilung

(Berlin-Lichterfelde,
Pinkenstein-allee)

Hauptwirtschaftslager der Waffen-SS
( Sddende , Turmstr. .4)

SS und Polizeigericht
(Berlin-Sohmargendorf,
Davoserstr.1)

Ausktnftsstelle fdr Kriegsverltste
der Waffen-SS

(Berlin-Siemensstadt,
Siemensdanm 62-84-).

Beauftragter far den Biensthundewesen
der Waffen-SS

(Berlin-Stieglitz, 23kequell)
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SS Lazarett. at •HOHENLYCHIN
N 'f Berlin

Panif:r Gruppe	 und
,E.rsatz Bataillon 1
SPREENTHAGGN, near e

SS Lazar. at STARNSD(.
(TELTOW,. BerL.n)

.SS Strafvollzugslager
at LULWIGSFELDE (Kr. TILT:00Vir)

Near Berlin
Last, reported March, 1938.
Believed to be no longer in
operation.

MRNAU . 	Identified in 1943. Last report&
----70berbeyerr0	 Januarys 1944.

Location and Size
Jar ROSIZatini Chiemsee.

Camp "stretches over several miles
towards the 'Alps".
Inmates

Arbeitslager for men; including:-
Gerachtserzghler (rumour mongers)
Schwarzh8rer (listeners to foreign
• broadcasts)
Scluarzschlachter (black market

butchers)
Other Volksschadlinge (anti-social
• elements)
According to a German newspaper

dated December, 1943, there were
1,400 inmates, all from Bayern and
the Protectorate, "as the camp serves
these territories".
Remarks

Its sister, institution for women
is in LAS m/Salzsoh

SS china porcelain enterprises are
reported to draw labour from here as
well as franumo, but this is not
confirmed.

13ERNBIMG	 .Near DEssAu. Believed to be in
---(rragdeburg-Anhalt) operation as detention centre of

unknown cla.ssifica.tion.

.URG-
,Rheinland)

BIALYSTOK
(Poland)

Also reported as B) BUG near
traltilVAL.
Last reported Ma,y, 1938.
13AYEKBURG is not listed . in the
directory; D4 BURG exists as
suburb of tiVUFP.IRTAL.

In region incorporated into . Ost-
preussen as a Regierungsbezirk.
There is a XL at ZASCIANEKI:very
close to BIALYSTOK:.
1eported . 4s.p..-sdgrogatirig camp for
expropriated Poles.; with 4.0,000
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BISCHOPSHOM 
•(KAZIMIERZ-OnsKuPI).

(Central. Poland)

BISCHOFSGRtiN 
(Bayern)

BLANKENRA1N
(Tharingen,

BLARIGUM.
(Holland)

BOCCIE DI OATARO

BILIN
(Czechoslovakia)

Not definitely confitmed

BIRKENAU 03RZEZINKI)
(aq Poland)

BIRNBAUM (MIEDZYCHOD)
..(Polandj'

BOChNIA
. —7-717oiand)

BOCHUM VI 
(Westfalen) .

BODOZENTIN
• (Poland.)

Type
Special hL and annihilation camp

for women reported here.
Inmates

Reported to be mostly Hungarian
Jews.
Remarks 

Most likely- controlled by
AUSCHWITZ, where Jews are sent to
keep the 4 crematoria busy.

Possibly Straflager: a. forced labour
camp was reported in this area.

Neer KONSKIE. Reported in 1939/1940
as IS for pripe.ts from W Poland.

Telephone directory (1941) lists
"Strafgefangenenlaprer" here.

15 Km. S WEIMAR: last reportea.
May, 1938.

_CaMp reported but not Confirmed
•a. KL.

See BAR

4‘) Kni. . ESE WICK% .
Type.

May not be a ICI; a ghetto is
reported in . this town and may be
identical with reported camp. •
Inmates 

Number estimated at 8,000.

Reported before 1 .939 as KL.
•The VI may inply that there are
other camps in the vicinity; note,
•however, that Bochum is in Wkr.VI.

Type
There is a. ghetto in •th.is•town,

which may be identical with reported

Inmates 
One report estimates 1,000 inmates

there.
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BOGENT
Norway)

BOGUM, (Polish) or
BOHUNLii Czech)

BOJAVON (BOJANOWO)
(Ihr Poland)

BOLLAN
7.----(Norway)

BOMIECHOWil{ I
(Poland)

BOMIECHOWIX
(Poland)

B8RGERI4OOR

B8RNICICE
-7---(Brandenburg)

BOJNICE
---7—(7lorakLa)

"For i ellectuals".

See ODERBERG

70 Km. NNW . %iESLAU. Reported as El
for womeri; as special XL for nuns; as
"Th_LA.1 E. for raonks and nuns".

Not confirmed.

Near .ALTSUND.;

Near MODLIN'; .

Near WARSCHM; Ma . for Jews:,

See BLAND

•Possibly Straflager; may be connected.
With SACHSENRAUSIII. Last reported
March, 1 938.

BOTZ0e
-7—(Brandenburg)

BOUGUKITAIS 

(Prance, Loire- .

Inferieure)

• BOUM:NO..
•--(1-3•;land)

Near SPANDAU . Last reported in
March,1938 with 800 inmates.

Inmates.
The 'CAMP. DES LANDES was reported

in . JUnai .1911-31 to have 233 "commun-.
iats"Hand .30 ,h1a6k . marketeers
"syphilitic . prostitutes and anti-;,
social elements" as inmates.

15 Km. N of RAWICZ; probably
identical with BOJANOW.
El for clergy.

BRAM-SOME:WS 
	

Auffangilager
(Brandenburg)
	

Believed to be in operation.
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BRANDEIBURG- Near BERLIN. Old Zuchthaus 
JCL 1933-35.
Reported in operation in:spring,1941
"for Jewish intellectuals" . ; probably
not in operation now.

BPADNSBERG	 Location
(Ostpreussen)	 Near HEILIGENBEIL; possibly

identical with'TOLKEMIT.
Type

Strafanstalt to which KL was
attached.

Last known to be in operation
in 1935.

BRAUWEILER
Tfgeinland)

BRADNWEILER

BREEDENE

•BPEENDONCK
(Belgium)

Reported, May, 1938, to be near BAD
KREUZNACH, but may be identical with
BRAUNWEILER near K81Z.

10 Km. W of Min.
Used as collecting point for TM
transports in November, 1938.

Detention camp located there;
possibly EL, but reported as
"occupied by prisoners".

Inmates
"Jews and Gentiles"; the latter

serve definite terms after release
from a regular. prison.

Hostages (Pabbi ULLMANN) kept
here.
Capacity
• 500 inmates reported in September,
1943.

Camp WAS to be enlarged to hold
2,000.
•Personalitie 

Commandant: OSBF SCHMIDT, in
office since January, 1944; (there is
a Polizei-Major Dr. SCHMIDT reported
in MALINES)

HSF H,. probably connected
with this camp.

Two Jewish inmates, OBLER and
KESSLER, and two Belgian ss men)
WEISS and DOBOTTE "excel in sadism".

The entire stall' was reported in
July, 1943, as consisting of 1 Major,
1 Lt., and about 50 Cerman and
Belgian SS men.
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•A camp for Jews , Poles and Spaniards
reported near this town in January,
1944.

• Dienststeile SS Pqrsorgeoffizier

Near GAILLAC. 365 women, political
prisoners, prostitutes, black market
offenders reported there.

There are ;3 towns by this name, plus
a. RPRApHAN/EGE'R,.. in Czechoslovakia.
It is reported, however, that'• inmates
. of this camp were employed in the
building of the P.ARDUBITZ
The German . command at this camp is
assisted by .forther Gendarthes.

Previously reported as BREDTVEDT.
Said to be camp for former members
of NS (Norwegian Nazi Party) who
have broken with the party.

See BRESCHAN

BROMBERG
Poland)

Reported as camp for Polish child
hostages, 6-12 years.

BRUAL-RIME	 See EMSLAND

BRU MUR	 Caw reported for those evading
Styria)	 compulaory. labour.

BADT, (BRIM An internment- caMpi-located'at
student college repotted there,
SS Panzer Grenadier:Ausbildung
und Ersatz Bataillon 10,

BRZEZINKI	 SeeBIRKLITAU

BUCHAU•,	 Location
-(WOrttemberg)	 14. Km. W of BIBER.AOH.

Type 
Alleged to be for Volksschaainge

(anti-social elements). •
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IDi "ALD
(Thtiringen)

BUG Near WEIMAR. Railway station
SCHONDORF
Type 

Probably identical with KLs refer-
red to as ERFUR2 and DOENBURG.
Definitely KL.
Inmates

November, 1940, 24,000 inmates
were reported there.

A report of 1942 speaks of 12-
14. ,000 inmates, among them 1,300
Czechs, 800 Poles, 2,000 Russians (in
special enclosure), "and a few Yugo-.
slays, Frenchmen and Dutchmen".

January, 1944, 20,000 inmates were
reported to be in the camp.
Guard

March, 1940, SS guards moved out,
and were replaced by blue-uniformed
men from the Justizverwaltung,
(Ministry of Justice). Late 1940,
discharged Waffen-SS men again took
over.

1942, it was reported that the
guard consisted of 700-800 SS guards,
including 100 officers.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Nachschublager
SS Panzer Ausbildung und Ersatz

Bataillon
SS Kraftfahr Ausbildung und Ersatz

Bataillon
SS Panzer Grenadier Ersatz Bataillon

4. (WEIMAR)
Panzer Grennaier Bataillon Totenkopf

Feldgendarmarie Kompagn•e Kommando
Stab Reichsftihrer SS "Hegewald"
(WEIMAR)

Peldgendarmerie Einheiten der Leib-
standarte Aany HITLER

SS Feldpostprestelle, Ausbildungs-
stale und Motorgendarmerieschule

Personalities

E.Pr7anz VOSS

SC#OBER(?T)

Hermann PISTER
.	 -

Otto BARNEWALD

PLAZA
Heinrich KRONE
Dr. HOVE!

SS OGF pomman4ant
-0940 •

SS SBF 1 Lagerfahrer
0 9410

SS HSF 2 Lagertahrer
.(1944) Also
referred to as
.40piity CO.

SS SP - commandant
(Dec. 194.3)

SSISEFJ4eiter.d.
Lagerverw.

SS SEP
SS HSF, I Lagerfiihrer

(19371938)
SS OS)? (Dec. 194.3)

HSP	 -
HSV Garrison M.O.

Otto POERSCHNER
WEISENBOLN(?)
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BUDZIN	 12 Km, SE of onammz. eperted as
-----(Poland)	 "Dula, for civilians, 	 ccn.firmed.

13UKOWA	 See 1C1lLOE

BURG HOHENECK
(Hannover)

In Harz mountains.
Yoixth detention• and correction camp
reported in 194.3.

BURG: HOBNSTEIN
(Sachsen)

Location
• May be HORNSTEIN, Slichs.Scl-steiz.
Type 

Identified until 1938 as KL;
•later reported. as Stalag IVA (IV
camp) guarded. by Landesschtitzen.
Believed to be no longer in operation
as ICL.

•



(XE:EnticA 
	

Reported as KL.
(Poland)

CHAIMOVA 
(Slovakia)	 Not confirmed.

CHARIEVILLE-MEZIERES	 In September, 1942, a large
(France, Ardennes)	 concentration camp for Jews

reported. near this town.

CHAUVAITIRs 	 Not confirmed as German or Vichy
(France, Saone-et-	 operated. KL; may be detention

' Loire)	 camp of another type.

CHUM
(Poland)

CHFAMNO

CHIOS
(Greece)

Cli.WDOW
---(Poland)

District of LUBIZN.
.D22.

Reported as "punitive camp for
forced labor."
SS Troops in the vicinity

SS Kavallerie Ersatz Abteilung,
SS Reiter Ausbildung Schwadron.

See KETItt.

Not confirmed.

Reported. in 193940; XL "for priests"
probably not in operation since 1940.

CHOJNICE	 See KONITZ.

CHRUBIESZOW
(Poland)	 Forced Labour camp with enclosures

for Jews.

CIECHANOIT	 See ziaeauu.

COLDITZ	 34. Km. SE of LEIPZIG.
Confirmed. until 1941.

COMPIEGNE Location 
Near Paris

Type 
Polizeihaftlager, but also reported

to have section for British women
internees from Channel Islands as well
as section for Jews who were deported
sometime during 1944.
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CORKY
(Greece)

Ienian Islands; KL stated to be
"in the island of Ie.zarette„
Corfu," reported with 600 inmates'
in July 43.
See also PAXOL.

• COEINIX	 •	 See !CORINTH.

OHEM	 Not confirmed*

	

(Greece)	 'Exact location unreported*

cRnsaTscHAu	 Near ZWX0KAU.
(Sachsen)	 Existence confirmed in 1933.

Last reported. May 38.

CZESTOCHOWA	 See TSCHEN'STOCHAD.
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DABROWA	 Number of inmates estimated at
---(Poland)	 6,000.

DACHAU	 location
(Bayern)	 ig-Tarn Wino:hen; the actual

site of the camp has been reported
as being 10 to 12 km NB of DACHAU
on the right bank of the river
Amper.
Inmates 

Fram1940-43 the number of inmates
varied between 12,000 and 30,000;
an undated report gives the following
breakdown:

Germans
Political:	 400
Berufsverbrecher:	 1000
(Habitual Criminals)
Workshy, Bibelforscher 800
(Religious Enthusiats)

Non-Germans 
, Belgians:	 400
French:	 500
Dutch:	 300
Norwegian:	 300
Czechs:	 1000
Poles and. Russians: 	 6000
Catholic Priests of
various nationalities_ 800

In November 1941, 8,000 inmates
were trained at the KI, for factory
work; 2,000 worked in the aircraft
parts factory inside the camp.

In 1942 the camp is said to have
been closed for at least a short
period and exclusively used as Waffen-
SS training centre, SS-TV barracks
and replacement depot; the inmates are
said to have been taken to MAUTHAUSEN
and, according to some reports,
possibly also to AUSCHWITZ AND
NEUENCAMME.

These were "Jews, Communists,
political suspects of the Wehrmacht,
Italians and Spaniards."

In spring, 1943, the camp was
reported as reopened.

While the end of 1943 another report
claims 10,000 inmates at the same time.

• Guards
Only about 300 SS guards for camp and

outside working parties, all over 40) yrs.
Foreman (Arbeitskapos) selected from
Berufsverbrecher (Habitual criminals)
tmt training units of_nearby Waffen-SS
'could -he °ailed in for emergencies.
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DACEAU (Continued) Remarks 
Adjacent to the XL punishment

camp 1'01*We...filen-SS and. Polizei
with 1.400 to 1.600 inmates has,
been reported.,

This seems to be an institution
similar to the one in DANZIG-MLTZM.
SS Units,and establisineuts inthe 

vicinity. 
SS Standartkereich
SS Gewdrzhof (SS Si ice Farm)
SS Krautergarten (Herb Garden)
SS China porcelain manufacturing

plant.
SS Hauptzeugamt
SS Hauptwirtschaftslager
SS Ausrustungswerk
SS Bekleidungswerk
BQ Bauinspektion SOd (Inspectorate

of Construction "South.")
SS Bekleidungswerke (SS-Clothing

Works)
$S Iazarett (SS Hospital)
CV Prdfstelle (Gesundheitsverzehrungs,

• prdfstelle der Waffen-SS)(Functions
unknown)

SS Waffenamt Prefungswerkstlitte
(Ordnance testing centre)

SS Parer Sohule der Verwaltung (SS
School of Administration)(SBF
MULLER)

SS Saniatsschule
Waffentechnische Lehranstalt der Waffen-

SS (Technical Ordnance Training
Center) (OSF Otto ARRAS)

SS Totenkopf Stand. "Oberbayernr (SS-SF
NOSTITZ. Formerly TV Sturdbann. I.
Obeebayern, a regional command..

Era. Abt. SS Verwaltungsdienststab.
SS Flakausbildung und Ersatz Rgt. (SS

Training and Replacement Rgt.)
SS Wirtschafts Bt]..
SS Ausbuilding und Ersatz Abteilung

der. Verwaltunga Dienste
Transport Offizier SS-"Sddr (Lussenstelle

des TO-SS b. FHA, Transportdienststelle)
SS Rekrutenstanlarte
SS Lazarett
Karstwehr-Ersatz Kompagnie
SS Lehrkdche
Personalities
Martin WEISS	 'OM commandant since

Apr.4.3•
GRUNEWALD	 SISF	 deputy commandamt
HAMS EICHELE	 OSHF Leiter der SS-

Standnatverwal-
tung (CO of $S
Garrison Command)

Dr. BRACHTEL	 HSF	 Dr. at. the camp.
Dr. WOLTER	 HSF	 Senior camp M. 0.
Prof. BREUER	 Psychiatrist
REDWUZ	 HSF	 Also reported

as deputy
commandant.
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DAGEA.0 (Continued)

WEISS,

HOMNN
JAROLIM
REHMELE
FRONAPFER
PFEIFER
MA,Y
WAGNER
PREISS
SCUDDER
ZEISS
ZEISS
mom
=MAYER
TIEDCBEN
STUMPF ,
ZILLE

• US?
US?

HaScharF
0ScharF
0ScharF
0ScharF
HaScharF
0ScharF
0ScharF
HaScharF
HaScharF
0Scha.rF
0ScharF

US?
HSF

DANZIG. District

DANZIG

DANZIG-MATZKAU 

Personalities (Continued)
KLAITENHOF	 HSF
Otto REINECKE	 US?
Sigmund RASCHER	 US?
Previous commandants:
A. PIOREOWSKI	 SBF (reported Feb.

1942)
1ORITZ	 OF

(1940-43)
Adjutant to
PIORKOWSKI
1. Lage rfahrer
2.Iagerfahrer
1.Rapportfahrer
2.Rapportfahrer
83-kitchen
Prisoners' kitchen
Laundry
Cell Leader
Cell leader.
Ce11 Leader)B
Cell Leader
Cell Leader
Cell Leader
Gestapo Kommissar
Politische Abteilung
Lagerfahrer until
1942, when he went
to LUBLIN.

Type 
Reported in January, 1914.4, as

"segregating camp for expropriated
Poles."
Inmates 

5,000 people reported there.
SS Units in the Vicinity
Ha.uptwirtschaftslager der Waffen SS
Truppenivirtschaftslager der Waffen SS
SS und Polizei Gerioht
Erganzungsstelle der Waffen SS
(GOTENHAFER, Adolf Hitlerplatz 10-12

Reported as iCL "for priests"; May
refer to STUTZHOF which has also been
reported as such.

May also include PüTZIG and STEENBERG
GOTENHAFEN.

See STUTTHOF and. PUTZIG.

Type 
Called Strafvollzugslager der $S 

und Poll zei  . I
Inmates 

Has SS prisoners convicted. from six
months - one year. These work on docks
together with French Pffs but do not
speak to them. Many joined 999th Div.
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LEBIQA
(Poland)

Tyne 
KL.

SS Units and establishments in the.
Vicinity. 

Textile Mills
SS Truppern.abungsplatz Heidelager

(POgit PUSTKOW
SS Sturmgeschtitzersatz Batt. 9

.(Replzoemehts for Assault Gun
Battery 9$ HJ Div.).

SS Pahrzeugersatzeinheit (SS Motor
• Replacement Unit)

• 5"Rilige" (48 e • aniet Of 14. platoons
of 30 'n' each

$S Kavallerie Regt. 1
SS
	 w	 2.

SS Polizei aegiment 1
:SS	 "	 "	 2
SS	 "	 3
SS : I4Axiteiie Reglment 8
SS'	 "	 " .	 10

Elements of the SS-Totenkopf Division
and of Estnische SS-Preiwilligen
Division
Zentral Bauleitung der WafferiSS und
•Polizei

SS Ausbildung und Ersatz Btl.. 33
SS Panzer Grenadier Ausbildung und •

Ersatz Btl.
SS Depot (SS-312 und Gennaj. 41. W.-SS

•Bernard VOSS)
Personalities 

Wilhelm SCHITTIZ	 SSP Commandant
(Or SCHITLI)

yjuispELD"	 OS? Can
SS Grenadier A.usbildungs 'and :Rx•satz

Regiment 14 (GALIZIEN Ausb.Regt.1)
at hs.WEIA.GER
Hauptzeuganit der Waffen SS

SS Wach Bn 5
• Standort Verwaltung

MINTS	 See BEIM=
---tytigoslavia)

DHOMOKOS
(Greece)

Location
Piacthicti s Phokis

&Et
EL reported. with 565 inmates in

June 1944.

))IDOSTXDION 
(Greece)

DIMMOTIKHQN •
(Greece)

DJAKOVO
------(dreeee)

See MYTILENE

In Western Thra6e: reported as

In Croatia: KL reported in the
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•DOBRVLOA
(Poland)

DORNICORG

(Magdeburg-
Anhalt)

Location
On MOTOSZYN-PIESZEW DRZYST

Railway line.
26 Km. from KROTOSZYN.

Tye 
Reported as Elft

DOBRZIN
(Poland)

DOMBAAS
-(-Norway)

Location
On Vistula, 28, Km. NW of PLOCK.

Type 
KL. Probably identical with KOCK

Camp.

Also reported as DONBAS: opened late
1941.

DOMBURG	 Reported in February 19144.
(Holland)	 Type

"Fecziehungsheimn. Disciplinary
camp for people who refused to work
on Zeeland. Fortifications.
Inmates 

Inmates include OT people.

DOMOKOS	 XL reported there with 565 inmates in
June.
Camp run by Germans.

Location
Probably in 'MALT near BROM ', but

possibly near N	 In the latter case
it may be close to, or identical with
BUCHENWALD.

HAS also been reported as DORNBERG
near LESSAU.
Inmates 

Last reported in March 1938 as having
800 inmates.

138RM, WAICHUM	 See EMSLAND

DOULLENS 
(France, Somme)

TM) 
Reported in September, 1941, to be

a detention camp for black marketeers.
Inmates.

Said to have contained Frenchmen
who were generally transferred to labour
units of the OT.

DRANCY	 ,Type
(France, Seine)	 KL for Jews of various countries,

both sexes and all ages; all wear
yellow star.
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DM:EMMA.
(Poland)

DRANCY Continue,. Capacity; .
2,5003,000 inmates though it is

sai& that as many as 30,000 were here
at one tim. 1,000 being sent to
Germany alMost every month; in November,
1943, it was confirmed that they went
into OT, by Januarys, 15441 about 30,000
are said to have passed. through this
camp.
Remarks

in July,. 1943, Beaune-Ia-Rolande camp
• with only about 200 inmates was moved

there.
Guards .

In summer, 1943, there were only five
• Germans and. 300 French guards at this

camp.
PersonAlities 

BRUNNER	 ESP commandant
ROETHME	 OSP exact position no.

known; reported a:
successor to a
certain sadist
nained DAIsINECIOIR

MUG	 S haft Often seen with
BRUNNER

DREWNIOA. 
	

Near CHEM.
(Poland)
	

Reported. January, 194.3.
Also reliort.ed as Forced Labor Cam.

DUREN
(Rheihland)	 Not confirmed.. Reported. May 38.

27 KM. E. of AACHEN.

IDemipax

DUN-SUR-AVON 
.(France)

See BAD JARKHEIM

A camp of 100 wooden huts was reported.
on Route Nationale 153 near this town
in July, 1944; 400 men of the Milice
are said to be stationed there
engaged in "torturing prisoners."

.DYLE • S of T1JBLIN; reported. as
- (Poland)

DZIAIDOWO	 See ,SOLDATT.

S of LUBLIN; reported. as "permanent KL"

DZEZMKA Near AUSCHWITZ,
30,000 inmates reported to have been
liquidated, on a single day in or prior
to October, 1943:
Possibly identica..1 with BRZEZINKI
(KERKENALT).
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ECR•Between 'TOUR and ECROUVES.
(France, Meurthe-et- Called Centre de surveille: exact status

of the camp is not known.
In August, 1943, 145 people were interned
there for "political reasons":-.

14 as black marketeers,
21 women offenders against common law,
42 men interned "by oraer of the
Germans".

Moselle) •

EDESSA
—TEBESSIS)

(Greece)

f.20Mga
. (Norway)

Macedonia: KL reported here with 7.000
inmates in January 1943.

Near RONEROSS: reported in 1943.

EILFE	 Near ALMA: not listed in the directory.
—Westfalen)	 Last reported in 1936.

EKNE	 Location.
—(Norway)	 . Neat TRONDHJEM.

Inmates 
About 200.

Remarks 
Reported in 1943.
According to another report, it was

opened in February 1944 as the Voila
prison VW no longer adequate for the
Sipo.

EILA	 Near ONCHEN: believed no longer in
—(Bayern)	 operation.

For units nearby, see STAEELHEIM.

ELBING
---(OEtpreussen)

ELEUSIS
'-`(c7tieece)

ELLI3COM
—(ETI/and)

ELSINORE
—(E;r7;ark)

Formerly OSTPREUSSEN, now DANZIG-
WESTFITUSSEN.
Probably dissolved.

ATBENS area; unconfirmed report of a KL.

"For Jews and Aryans" also "political
prisoners".

KL for Communists and "Dangerous
Individuals" reported here.

EMBIRIKOS ASYLIUM
(Greece)

Reported as a reformatory for young •
women holding 100 inmates, but may well
be a XL.
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EMSLAND
"(iraz—inover)

_	 .
A:groUP...of camps with administrative head
4UartarS'at.i"APOIBURG.: •Ccmmonly referred
to ,as-PAPOtiV*BStEWECEN or "Moorlager"
(as a general term).
Whil .... a...0)4640CrOcnOWa of only five,
fourteeri.aàip were reported in . 3:943	 •
the Se ....0.040 .Ort4h.,OPer4ign" f!ACcor4i4g -
ts;:i... i.100101% ; ; ; :;;It44.**,J10t,:all..of the same
typo thiCt.

	 been
iaentified; .,,:-;j 0Maii . i.ifirrierai8 are official

,

Strafgef	 ya0r: reported in May
1943'aa haying 1000 inmates.

SA guards..
SA TruPpftthrer jOHANNIS reported there,

1940.

II., ASCHENDORFER MOOR,

%!-lager•with 1 ,700 inmates rwoorted i
in 1940. At the same time SA Stuf.
SAUTHOP was reported there.

The camp was last reported in May, 1943.
Guards are SA.

RUAL-RBME 
SK-lager.
Last reported in November 1937 as

having SS guards.

IV. DIORPEN, *ALCHUM

2221'
Strafgefangenenlager: referred to by

inmates as WALCHUM.
The camp seems to be primarily for war

Criminals (Kriegsverbrecher or KV)
Guards

SA men from all parts of Germany who
are picked for their cruelty. They are
called "Blaue" because of their blue
uniforms.
Remarks 

The work, cutting peat, is supervised
by farmers and farmhands from nearby who
are called "Kneiske" (Prom Kneis, Dutch
for Knecht - farm hand) and distinguished
by white caps.
Personalities 

BUSS	 Oberwachtmeister
ERMISCH	 ft

KLEINE-DOPKE	 Platzmeister
AUSSEM, Christian Commandant in 1940.

V.	 NEUSUSTRUM
Last. reported in Nay, 1938 as having

SS guards.

VII.. ESTERMEGEK
Known as "Moorlager"

Inmates 
1936. Berufsverbrecher (habitual
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EMSLAND (0, td.) criminals) who woi.e B.V. on their Jackets.
Some inmates wore red stripes on baCk and
.sleeves. •
Type

SK-lager with 2000 inmates in 1940.
Also reported as Straflager for Poles,

Jews and Gypsies.
A Sonderlager for soldiers was, said to

be. only attached.
Guards 

SS men of Wadhtruppe "Ostfriesland"
(1936).

In May 1943, camp was last reported as
having SA guards.
Personalities 

LIEDTKE, Harry Wachtmeister (before

SCHMIDT
1942)

Lagerleiter
SCHWARDT	 OSP (reported

December, 1943)

Other camps of various types belonging
to this group are:

OBERLANGEN/Ems.
Reported in November 1937 as having

SS guards.

PAPENBURG
Last reported in May 1943, as having

SS guards.
2,000 Jews and Poles are said to be

detained, here.

LATIN 
Last reported in 1936 as having SS

guards.

•KRONDORP 
WATENS TIMT 
WEMRITOOR
IEMSMN

The relationship of the following
camps to ENSLAND is not known:-

Gefangenenarbeitskommando ABELITZMOOR
AURICH,
Arbeitslager FEDDERWARDEN,
•Moorkommando OLDENBRUCK in
•STOCKHAUSEN
Gefangenenlager WlESMOOR.

Either some of these or other
unidentified camps are Russian PW camps,
which were reported by former inmates aS'
being guarded by Landesschfitzen.
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132‘67; TI) (contd.)

7- -Mille -Merseborg

U:its in this area 
Sturmbann IV "Ostfri land" represent

the SS Totenkopf commarl in this region.

Personalities
l- or HQ 	 e PAPENBURG.

Last reported in May 1938.
- Possibly identical with another camp.
(See BUOREMALD).

Location 
20 km. from BERGEN; also reported as

ESPELUND.
Inmates 

In Decenber 1943 number was given as
200.
Remarks 

This camp was to be en3arged while th4
XL at ULM was to be abandoned; the tff
have the same commander reported •as
HELENIA or HOLENIA.

The camp administration is said to be
German.

See , EMSTANp.

Reported befOre 1939,11 km. •North of
OBECK.
Reported 1936 n!:14r NeumlinPter. •
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PARGE
(Hannover)

PAREVEJLE
(Denmark)

• Built on LammefjOrd.	 .
High' school building; belieVed to be in
operation.

FALLERSIEDEN	 . See ARBEITSDORP FAIIERSIBBEN.

FALSTAD	 Location 
T--7'(Norway)	 •	 8 miles NE TRONHJEM.

,Type 

Referred to as ItGestapolager" and
definitely German-operated.
Inmates

In March, 1943, 354 inmates, 11 of
them women, reported there. Late in
1943 115 inmates reported as having
been sent to Germany.	 .

PECIENBX11
(Bayern)

Location 
23 Km. Northwest of BREMEN.

Type 
Reported in 1943 as ArbeitslAger;'

one report claims the camp to be divided
into

(a) Gernans (VOlksschIdlinge?)
(b) "'Europeans" including Baltic

. inmates.
Poles.

d Russians.
Remarks

Possibly same as HASTEDT.

Probable location 30Km. south of
ASCHAFFENBURG:'
Reported . before 1939; not confirmed.

FERINCANCE 
(Yugoslavia)	 XL reported there.

Commanders:
Sr Lt. Ftlip HERMANS and Lt. Adam

TISLER.

FISCBSRN	 10 Km. west of 'CARLSBAD.
------(Sudetenland)	 Confirmed in 1942. There are in KARLSBAI

an SS Lazarett and an SS Genesungsheint.

FLORINA
------(Greece)

• .PLOSSENBtRG.
(Bayern)

Macedonia; XL reported with unknown
capacity.
Used by Germans.andBulgarians.

Near . WEIDEN.
Last reported in June 1943 as having
2,000 inmates. •
Also reported as FLOSSENBMG- and in the
latter case possibly belonging to the

AO.



PLaENBURG (Contd.', Erland 1,raup. Them is no FLOSSENBURG
lied	 tbs.directory..

SBF

Dr•SCHN.ABZEL
PRITZSCH

SEP
FISP

c . riandant.,
-(fc:rmerly at

'... :GerTison M.O.
. deputy oaiim-
andant.

KOERMANN	 USP
.Willy :PASSEENDER USP'

Commandant in 19411SRP KUNSTLZR.

KRIM=
(He seen).

Near OFFENBACH.
Last reported May 1938.

FM 'VII See POSEN.

PRANKIDIS214
(Schlesien)

Near NEISSE.
Last reported in 1936-

FRANKENMAL
(Bayern)

Location. 
Probably in PfaIs; possibly near

REICHENBERG in Soblesien,.
ITAti

Reported as "Dulae until 1938;
believed to be 	 operation.. •

FREISTADT (FRIZETAT)
(STI Poland)

Roprbod : petober, 1943.
RspO#e440: . segregsting oemp."Pyr
.04#.4.riate*Polest."

PRELTUS'
(France)

Aleameillej.Svgionreported as' KL for
aiilians' in Meia4J943.

PRES=
7"--"-TPrancelSeineY

FRIBLENSHOTU 
(HUIA ZGODA)

(Pola.nd.Upper
Silesia)

Jail weed	 °le aring hou,se for Allied
"evaders" and for French.
3000 i:nmates including 600 women reported
there.
Remarks

Controlled by the Gestapo.

A Forced Labor. Camp reported there.

Denmark)
Neer PADBORG'.
A new internment Camp repgrted there in
August, 19444' . postibiy .. Kr, pow. 'See also
HORSTOD. •
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See LINBERG

PRYSZTAT	 See PREISTADT.

FORSTEUBMG	 Identical with RAVENSBRaCK and_ probably
(Mecklenburg)	 identical with UMERMARK.

In December. 1942, "female SS guards"
from this camp are reported as having
paraded through SACHSENHA
In addition a Police School ifFORSilm	 G"
is also reported.
Estonian Volunteers probably trained there
during the winter of 42/43.

FlitsmiBuRG Probably reported in error for PaRSTM-
BERG; information on this can is id-
entical with that on RAVIKNSBROCK.
There is an SS Lehrschwadron der Kavall-
erieverwaltung at DAHLZHOHJ nr. WODMR.
and an SS Ausbildungsteger at P/OD.14.2..

FUHISBitTTEL	 See  HAMBURG.



GAMIN	 Reported as Camp de Gaillin, Angers region.
Not confirmed as XL.

GARCZIN	 Reported as correctional camp for youths.
"IN-TrPoland)

GARNOL1N 	 Reported' in November, 1943; as "punitive
—Mara Poland)	 camp for forced labour."

GDANSK See DANZIG.

dnömut	 Athens Area; XL reported With 521
7-"(a761#) 	 :hostages: from ItALAMSS in Oct 1943. This

camp is nOvritated.ta be closed dawn.

—11-4es;en)
•i'robably MAINZ .74INSHEEM; reported before
1939; not confirsied.

.GINZATIM
• Hetisen

Near WISSBADEN; last reported May 1938.
Possibly identical .vrith aNsasnt.

(GINZIEIM not listed in the directory).

A damp: GLASMOCR, Was,reported in 1936 as.	 ,
 to exist". Uhloceted.

GraDYI
S.111.0.4

,
Reported • af.f .haVing moved here fran
AMP.* in April, 1943.
British inmates,
cailv. : 1,10.* be a Zisrailkseibeit 
An • 4.1* iittantnoo;. ;depot is located in SCHRAU

ss .Lazarett. in GLk.

'GONDA
7(Tiolland)



Suburb of:POSTN.
Reported in January, 1944, as segregating
camp for Polish labour.

10 EM. horth ' of'LlTZMANNSTADT; reported
AP KL.

See OBERGRUPPE.

Reported in October,. 1943, as segregating
camp fOr "expropriated Poles".

30 lb. ENE of STRAUBING.
, Said to be for women; last reported
April 1937.

44n' NE f HALLE; reported before 1939.

6o Km.. ssyt . of. stivcAux, just south of .old:
East Prussian border.
Reported as . Segregation camp and .EL:

According to a report from January, 1944,,-
a EL was being set up at the PLATEAU
NAPOLEON:

Reported:as KI.
See also 033ERGRUPPE.

• Repörted as a l reformator3r camp for young
,Poles,

.KreisM4RBST;' KL or Straflager; not
confirmed,':

GCIRCZIN
7-71—)olkuld

103RNAU

(Poland)

GORNA GRUPA 

GOMM
--(grPoland)

,GOTTESZELL
.:(Bayern)

• GRbENHAINICHEN
(Halle-Merseburg)

GRIPENHEINIOHEN
(Sachsen)

GRAJEWO

GRASSE
---(France,. Ales

Maritimes)

GRAMM
'74—tuDzIADZ

(Poland

MO=
--TP7Cland)

GRZEIBO.
—Tiragdeburg

'GRIESHEIMERSLAND'
•,Hessen)

Near Grimma..,
Last reported in May 1938. Probably
identiCal with GRRPENHAINIOHEN.

": Near GRIESHEIM.
Last reported. in 1936.
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Gant Former women' pri .ton opened May/Jur.-
----71\" ay)	 1941.

Inmates 
Inmates f	 BA.KADAL ansferred

there.
December, 1943, about 2 ,000 4 nates,

100 of whom were women.
• 700 Said deported to Germany in late
1943, but number of innittes stirl
believed 2,000 early in 19114 Ming to new
influx.	 .	 .

800 pOlitiCal NOrwegian prisoners
reported to have been moved recently to
soldiers' barracks at BARDV
Personalities,

(From a supplement tO.. a report of
7 Ausitst 1943.).

4,gerIcOmMandent; born
.1898 • • • 	tall.	 •	 . 	 A

. • 	 ,01:044;
-„ . SBP	 "Gestapo"

'permanently,	 •• .,..: •stationed there.
• Gestapo; :permanently

);Oh.04.thOra. A
XarI Otto MOH SF
reported as C.0. there

formerly, at
• pgriENNALD: •
Gestapo;. permanently
stationed there; in

Gestapo; permanently

•sttioned there;. in

• administration.,

DETTIZER



GROSSROSEN 
(Schlesien)

GROSSENR,thRHEIM
(Heasen)

Near DARMSTADT.
For women.
Believea to be in operation.

Location 
23 Km. S. LIEGNITZ.

1CL, reported in 1938, and in 1943 as
being still in operation.
Inmates 

In 1938 women inmates from MORINGEN
were transferred to this camp.

February 1943, 140 Austrians and 3,500
Russian PWs arrived at this camp.
Special treatment and gas chambers
awaited Russian commissars. The other
PWs were hardly better off, and 60 - 80
deaths sometimes occurred in one day.

July, 1943, some Polish inmates were
reported to be. in the camp.

August , 1943. Inmates were put to
work in quarries. 	 •
SS units in the vicinity

Elements of SS Fretwilligen BOSNISCH-
HERZEGOWINISCHE Gebirgs-Dtvision
"Kroatien".

Elements of SS Grenadier Ersatz Btl.
"Ost".
SS Infanterie Rgt. 4 (Mot).
Personalities 

ROELEL

GRAY

HWNEBERG.
STOERZINGER
THUMANN

ERZBERGER

LINDSTEDT
OTTOHALL
MARIENFELD
ESCHNER,
Helmuth
SCHRAMMEL,
Erich
WITTE
REMMELING
SCHRAMM
SCHWA=

113F

HSF

OW
OSF
ITSF-

OSF

Oschaf
Uschaf
Uschaf

Uschaf

Rottenfa,
Rottenfa.
Rottenfa.
Rottenfa.
Uzchaf

Commandant until
Apr 43
Commandant from
Apr 43
verwaltungsflihrer
1 Company
Lagerfahrer until
Apr 43
Lagerfahrer from
Aim 43
SS Clothing store
33 Handicrafts
InMates . kitchen

I Rapportfahrer

II Rapportfahrer
Blockfahrer
Blockfahrer
Blockfahrer
Aibeitsfahrer

GRUNDAUS
(Ostpreusseni

GRUDUADZ 

GIONHAINICBEN
• (Sachsen) •

Near KNIGSBERG.
Last reported in May 1938.
Not listed in. the directory.'

See GRAMENZ & CBEACRUPPE

. Also reporte&,as_HAINICHEff...
Last reportecV March; •21938.:.:
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•

WX:1	 Capacity 
According to a..report of April, 1943,

Pyreritieel:	 there: are about 6,000 inmates, 2,000 Of
whom: are Jews'.

An Undated'report,conflioting with
'above figures, claims that 7,000 Jews are
detained .,..therel ;mostly ...German, and the
.0amp has held up to 10,000.

LoytIist , 4aniards-detained there are
said to 'need a request from the present •
.Spanish governMent to be released.
Remarks 	 -

Cap was. -to be Ifdleaned Out" by
November, 1943.

SeelidAUTHAUSEN. •'GUSEN

•



HAAREN.
7-7-(Holland)

toCatiOn
- NBRABANT1 see entry under-J=1W.

Loier:HAAREN, the large seminary, is
possibly intended.
Inmates	 -

•Awroximately4C0 inmates reported.
Guards,'
-• SD, SS, (tJkriniens) (and a few' Dutch
SS-men)..
Personalities
• The: Commander HSF =RE is said to be
leaving or to have left already. The
new CO -is unknown,

HADJIKOSTA OITHANAGE 	 See ATHENS

&MARI
--(reece)

• HALVEtALDE
:(Sachsen)

HAINICHEN
----.(5;asen)

Athens area, 3 km outside of ATHENS.
2.1022.

reported
•Inmates

Reported to have:
March 1944 - 1,200
April 1944 - 3,100
July 1944 - 2,000
17th July - 1;500

Personalities
• The commandant in March was SS
•(Oberstunnbannfehrer) Major RADOMSKI

Reported May '38. Not confirmed.

. 4.
See GRUNHAINICHEN

HAL8IDA	 See MAIMS

.11ALTURG,.,	 Identified 1943, but probably operating
as early as 1934,..
Location	 .

Main camp at FUHISATTEL.
Located in, or . conneCted viith the Old
Zuchthaus
Inmates -

November, 1943; 4,000 inmates reported
to be in the camp, inclUding jeAM■ .
Related Camp-
. Connected with MBISATTEL is
:MooraussanatatiOn'SCHILP, last reported

• in December 1943 with 3,000 inmates.
. °Verna* camps at: .

BSRGLIINDORF, 15 Km. SE of HAMBURG.
17ITTMOCR ..(Possibly a Straflager. It

was ideutified until 1938*)
.NEUENGANNE (This camp. has been,reported

aacOnnected mith'Mboraussenstation
SCEItP. 	 •
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Camp Commandant
in 1940. Ha.rly
194.3 transferred.
to DACHAU

HSFWEISS

HAREN
(Holland),

HASSELT
Belgium)•

HAMBURG
Cont' d.)

Inmates
•—637Norwegians.  The camp was
als0 reported as being a 1 with 3,000
inmates and in Ootober, 194.3, was said
to be connected with a "Gefangenenanstalt
ffir 3,000 — 4,000 politisCh Verarteilten.
A.1Ao in 194.3, 7,000 inmates (including
some Russian PWs) were reported to be hid
there. (It is also said tha.t there is•
a gas clutmber there).

thits in the . vicinity
A BanleitunK of the Bauinspektion

der Waft en—SS Reich Nord.
SS Wahrgeologen ro`rsatz Bn (HA)BURG-

LANGENHORN) .
Erginzungsstelle der Waffen SS (HAIIRIRG-

13, Mittelweg 38).
SS Standortkommandantur (HAMBURG ...

LANGENHOM, S$ Kaserna, Lahnatr.).
$S unit Polizei Gericht
SS Pferdesammel und Ersatzstelle

(ISEREIROOK).
Personalities

SCHITLI • Haschaf Arrived in 194.0
from SAMISEN-
HAUSEN, with
rank of USF and
job as Lager-
filhrer.

PAULI	 SBF
	

Replaced !SS•

LUETGEMEIMR. OSF

HAMBURG—BARKBECK . •

HA/61E.RSTEIN
PomMern).,

•HAS1TEDT
(Hannover)

Reported in operation as XL late in 194.3.

Near SCHLOCHNU: last reported in 1936.

• Near BASSUN: last reported in 1936:
SS, Guard..

Province of LLZURG; 400 inmates;
possibly not

This may . be an alternativ.e name for PARG3
It Wail list ...reported , intMarch, 1938 1 as .

HALSTEET . neiX''BriOCE,N ‘ a .133ada. which does
not•:e4st.,:

7
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451104Mazy
Holland)

'HAll2i0UCK
---"--7-1rance, Nord)

The status of this camp is uncertain,
but 479 Jews were reported to be there
on 20th Ida,y, 19144.

•An OT organization under Frontfahrer
• BADER was probably employing their labour.

• EZDIVIROK.'District	 One: c.autp .has • ;beerk reported as located'
..11100*19„"	 hare. ....• 	 •. •

EOM .Reported to contain political suspects.
---71Holland)	 Possibly identical with HAAREN and .HAREN.

.	 ,

rani	 Near Toenning: last reported in 1936.
(Schleswig. -

Es .. Hoastein)
64 km., S of IdrIGSBERG: Reported before

—1-07preussen)	 1939.

In October, 1914.3, a "EL for Dutch youths"
reported there.

HELk
'	 (Danzig)

HELENCW

(Poland)

Near DANZIG.
Reported as military EL.
Inmates

Wear triangular red armbands with
black SAW (Sander Aktion Wehrmacht).

Near LITZMANNSTADT..
Reported in July, • 942, as experimental
camp for the improvement of the Nordic
race; allegedly 500-700 Polish boys and..
girls there.

HEM 	 XL reported in area; may be identical
(Poland)	 with CHEM.

HELMNOK-DEBIA ESTATE 	 13 km.. SE of KOLO, on the NER river.
(Poland)	 EL for Jews.

• HERTOGENBOSCH.	 Location

	

. (E104110)	 NO0RD4RABANT, also known as DEN BOWEL
See also HUT; there is a possible
relationship to WAREN.

' The HAAREN Seminary was requisitioned
by the Germans as a XL.
'Inmates

Inmates fram BUCHENWALD were.transfer-
refithere. It was reported to have
Mainly Dutch inmates, including some
hostages.
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MOEN
(Holland)

HOBOKEN•

• "7"---7("Belgium)

HC:IP
(Bayern)

liarsmaticat
(PoMmern)

HEDBERG•
(Baden)

HINZERT
- (Rbe inland)

EMS •

Type.
Though this camp was reported as a XL

from 194-43, it is probably not one. .
HEUBERG was the training ground for the
999th Div.
Inmates

September 1943, there were 14,000
soldiers in IIEUIDTaG, all former inmates
àf KLs. Since they were to carry
weapons, the Gestapo was removed and.
the- treatment was improved.
Guards

SS and SA units ftrmed the guard, when
the camp was last reported in 1942.

• Er

Referred to as . Sonderlager; reported
in 1944.
Inmate's

Mostly Luxemburgers, Hollanders and
Flemings.
Remarks

8 barracks of double rooms, each
room for 70-90 men. (Inmates have their

•heads shaven. Working parties go as far
as SAARBIMG.22.10.43.)
Personalities

SPORENBERG, Brother of $S General
SPaRRINBERG	 osr Commandant
Jakob SCHNEILEIR USP Deputy conanan3ant
WIPPS "Doyen du camp" (Lagertiltester)

well treated by $S.

See KHIOS

Not confirmed

Near ANTWERP, but existerice not ,confirmed.
There is an Ersatz Kolo.der Waffen-SS in
ANTWc..IPP.	 •

Location 
.Near

2/E1

Near VEIDEN; 600 inmates (crimi.nal.)
Latest rvort, Aug. '.38.

Location 
30 Km. SE STETTIN.
Typo,

In operation in 1941; a report
claiming the move of this camp'amp to VULICAN
IMPT in 1938. conflicti with PT report
•claiming that VULKAN IMPT vras an
independent camP, not a 'XL, and not in
operation in 1(..ey, 1941. •

MENEM • See BURG HOHIZTECK.
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•Near ESSEN.
EL for Jews (Sept. 42

IfOLBECILSHOF

Homaaik (IioviRocraw) zro.
• Reported. in January, 1942, as KL,
September, 1942, as "punitive camp for
forced labour".
January, 1944; as punitive transit camp.
SS Units in the vicinity.

There is . an SS.-Arbeitsstab in this
town at Wiebenstrasse 47.

See. BURG HOFINSTEIN.

Location
Near HEISINGSZIR. -

Type 
Possibly still in operation as KL.

for political prisoners, although
reports of August 1944 said it was
to be converted into a 'Military . camp
for special training.
Remarks

According to one source the 720 inmates
were to be transferred to a new KL. at
FROSLEV but another source claims that
they Were to be ;taken to the Vestre
prison in KOPENHAGEN, one wing of
which is administered' by the Gestapo.

HOYERSWERDA	 Location
(Niederschlesien) ' At HOYEESWERDA and EGIRNSDOR-F.

Regierungsbezirk Liegnitz.'
.tmel

Probably not a XL but a Work Can
and a Sammellager (Collebting Centre).

BRUBIESZOW	 Reported. in October 1943 as forced
Poland)	 laboUr• camp for jaws.

HUTA BBLDON

HUTA ZGODA

1MY Fortress of
(Belgium)

See Beldon Htttte under MNTSCHEN

See FRIEDENSHOTTE

Location
SW LIEGE.

Inmates
In November, 1942, 800 inmates were

reported there: "political prisoners,
priests, hostages, labour evaders" etc.
September, 194,3, the number was down, to
400-550.
Beginning January, 1944, the camp was
emptied; some inmates were taken to
S I ITEPSOGENBMICH in April, 1944.
According to information obtained in Aug.,
1944, the camp at HUY was mOved to AONFT,;
inmates were classified as 9civtlian
prisuners“.
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Phthiotia .PbokisOlear TAWS;.. . KL

77-_	 reported wO1i_90'inthates in Feb 1944.

Inmates were used for roadwork, eta.



JAWORZYNA
7(7/Taand)

•Said to be occupied by "Russian.
Prisoners".

, PrObably identical with SCHAERE9KKE (part
of. Greater BRussn.․ )._

Reported. in; 	 1943
for "expropriated Poles".

as traneit -Cans

• jARGEA11
•--772;400

Not donfirmed.as a KL..
'Cletbber 1943; 188 Gypsies, 62 prOttitutes
and 5 tabour evaders were reported to be
in thia.capP.'

Croatia.
KL. for Croats, Serbs Moslems.,. Gypsies
and JeWs.
Capacity about 800.
Camp controlled by the Ustaski.
In February 1943 the camp was liquidated.
The internees were ordered to dig their
•own graves and then sh6t.
COmmandant "Ustaski" Lt. Ljubomir MILCS.

JASLO	 Reported to be a KG.
-- (-§W Poland)

'ANOMIE:AA.	 See KOICK.

,J1MtRZYNOu.the CBRZANOW-SOSNOWIEC Railway line.
--77011a) 	 A KL was reported there but it is probab-

ly identiCal vith.JAWORLNA.

This camp was reported in July, 1943, to
be a . "phnitive Camp for forced labour".
January, 1944, the number of inmates was
estimated to be 8,000.

JERNVATN
---(N7;rway)

JERSEY1,000 Russian civilians are reported to
---TEannel Isles)	 be at St. Brelade.

JEZIERNA
	

This camp was reported in November, 1943

—7§—E Poland	 to be a KL for Jews.

JOIRSTADMOEN This can had teachers and Norwegian
officers as inmates, but it was reported
as being "without political prisoners"
In 'January, 1944.
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le camp, 844. is
:1.1teiy

era f the Army and Waif en-SS
eitakg'*Otel-e4te4

1,200 inntes were there according to the
last report in March 1938.
SS* Units in the vicinity
SS.	 .

School 1)
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111B2EtWBII REGION
.	 (Poland)

ICARASZOK
---(Unlocated)

.	 KASSEL •
--(Hessen - Nassau)

KASSEL-MELSUNGEN
(-Hessen - Nassau)

XATTOWITZ (KATOWICE)
(Poland)

.KAPERTAL
--7-Bidon)	 Probably looated between MANIMEald

and =MELBERG.
Reported in Pebrixary 194. as camp
for "Badoglio Italians".

KALLITHEA
----(reece)	 Reported as prison but may well be

a KL.

KALKIIMM	 •
—77-Rhineland) .	 WITTLIOH near TRIER'	 .

Believed.' to be in operation.

Near WARSAW. .
Forced. Labour Camp, reported. there.

Only reported in connection with
OSP MARTIN and IISIP LEMANN, both
•reported as stationed there.,
Not confirmed.

.1ARLSRUBE
• , ---'7":"Kraden)	 Believed to be in operation.

Reported May 1938 as El.
Possibly identical with KASSEL.
MEIBUNGEN.
SS units in the vicinity

SS Hauptwistschaftslager der.
Warren SS (VIASSEL-BBEITENBACH)

SS 'ud.	 Gerioht.
Erenzungsstelle•der Waffen SS
(KASSEL-WILHELUSHOM, LBwenbracksta
10)

Probably at FiELSUNGEN, 21 Km S KASSEL.
Was in operation until 1939; not in
recent reports.

Reported. in November, 1942, as
transit camp.
A Polizeisobule is located there.

KAZIMIERZ-BISKUPI 	 See BLSCHOPSHCIPEN.

KENNA
Obineland) .	 Near WUPPERTAL.

List reported. May 1938.
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Se HAIDARI

Euboea; XI:reported with 350 inmates
17141y ) 1944.

Aegean Islands; KL reported near
KHIOS.

200 Norwegians reported in
Sond.ergerioht.

Near GRODNO. Reported. in 194.3 as
"punitive camp for forced labour"
There is an SS Standortvertaltung
in GRODNO.

iczerm
(Poland)

Reported in June, 194.3.

There are 9 Baudienstlager
(Polish forced labour camps under
BAD supervision) in this di.striot:-

/4. at =ICE
1 at BUKCWA
1 at JAWORZSIA
1 • at IMOSZ
1 at PIEKOSZ(11

• 1 at WIERZNIA?
SS Units in the Vicinity'

Elements of the SS Polizei-
division.	 '

SS 1E. Ausbildungs Sohwadron
(Training Squadron).

SS Heimatpferdepark.

X1RZALI , .	 Reported to be under--the • contra of
--- (qreeee)	 Bulgarian authOritios.-•

KISLAU
(Baden

Location
25 Km. from HEIDELEM near

BRUCHSAL.
age.
• Probably not a n.

It was reported before 1939.
• Later it was reported as oamp
for ex-members of the French Foreign
Legion.
Inmates

900:

•
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AFU •Carinthia.
Capacity has been placed at 14,000
by German Sources. There is an SS
eind Waffen-Junkerschule in
KLAGENFURT.

KLETY Not confirmed.
(Czechoslovakia.

KOBLINZ-KARMELITA
(Rheinland)

•Possibly identical with Zuchthaus
there.'

KOBLENZ-KARTHAUSE 
(Rheinland)

Possibly identical with Zuchthaus
there. .
KL reported May, 1938.

KOCHEL
(Bayern)

This camP.is used for Austrian
' political prisonert

KOLBERG
-----(Pommern)

(SSStrafvollzugslage$ An SS
punishment can has been reported
here.

KOLDYRZEY/0
(E Poland)

Near BARANCWICZE.
Reported as KL.

KOLDING Near.FLE*SBURG
bra

Wehrmachtshaftanstalt and
Strafvollstreckungszug.
Inmates

PolitiOal prisoners of armed.
forces with sentences up to 6 months
and ordinary prisoners up to 6
weeks.

"Danish partisans of both sexei
are invalt#g trial here".
Guards

SS guard's (January, 1944).
SS Units j.nthe Vicinit

SS Feldpostpriiiking, .Zweigstelle
NORD (FLENSBURG, Grossestr. 26)

SB Passierscheinzweigstelle
(FLE3SBURG, Hale des Hauptbabnhofei

KOMOTINI
----(Greece)

Western Thrace; KL established by
Bulgarians.
Capacity unknown.
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iconctr 	  VROLEWS .k HUTA
Was reported in Noveer, 1943:
as a "punitive Oigrip r.:ParcOd
labour".

,Lodation..
.	 • 28, Kra .SE of

It Was a IL 126./7, but
in... thiCe*er.: 1943 it was repOrted
as a 1W camp with Arnr guards.,

It 1.0.....:..e.1.40"';adiaciplinarY.camp
for officers. -	 ;•

KONIGMUSTERHABSEN 
(Brandenburg

KONITZ (013=10E) 
(Poland)

KONSTANTOVi:

KONST.ANTYN I 
(Poland

icamtni .tooRnms) 
(„GeieGe)

Location
•27 Km. SE of BERLIN.

Type .
A camp for liolksschttcUinge

(anti-social elements) including
expelled. SA, SS men' and, possibly
military personnel.
Remarke 

It is probably controlled by
SACESENHAUSEN.
SS Art. Sohule 1 at GLAU bei

TREBBIN, SW' of BERLIN.
Kraftfahrzengarat a.t PAETZ.

May be identical with ZAMARTE; not
confirmed.

Near LITZWINSTADT; also reported
as KONSTANTYNOW.

Reported in September, 194.1, as
KG for priests and. in Mal-oh
as transit camp for "expropriated.
Poles".

Recently again mentioned as KL.

Near LEMZA.'
Transit camp

Peloponnes; KL established by the
Germans.

Reported. with 200 inmates June
1944.

KosithreK
77-77o1 and)



.TOSOVSKA KETROVICA
(Thgoslav-la) Near the- river Sitnica.

Reported as a Gestapo prison camp,
but may well be• a XL.

•KOSOW 
(E Poland)	 Reported in September 1942, as

extermination camp for Jews.

MAW KaKOW) 

KRAPJE
Yugoslavia

e.
• Reperted.in November, 1942, as
•transit camp and in 1943 as "punitive
camp for forced labour" controlling
the following camps:-

DISTRICT LIBAN, LUBLICZ STRET
(given as Nr. 2), MUM PLAllOW,
"CRACOW SUBURB", WOLA.DUCBNAKA.
L forced labour camp.
Inmates

Estimate of inmates 5,000-80000.
In.HEIDELAGER, Post PUSTKOW Ober.

KRAKAU the following are located:-
Ft. KO. der SS Kav. Div.
SS Estntsches Ausbildungs und

Ersatz Eft.
SS Ptlizei Rgt. 23
SS KradschatzenErsatz Abt.
SS Lazarett.
SS Flonier Ausbildungs und Ersatz

Bn. 3
SS Kraftfabr Sabule III
SS und Polizei Gericht.

;Croatia.
' KL . rePorted;there, controlled by
camp JASENOVAC.

KRASNIK	 40 K. $W of: LUBLIN.

.Maar not be
Tninatali 

Number of inmates estimated. at
44060.	 •

Ghetto was established there.

KRETYNGA
--77— (rd.thuaxd.a)	 Reported as Kra for priests.

KROKEBERGSLETTA
(Noritray) Opened. 1942

'.Inmates
Transferred there from SIDSEISSEN.
:Estimated in January 1944, at 150-
200.
Camp reported to be German operated..
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.CRONDORP '• See SLAND.

—(-Bulgaria) Thrace• said. to be in operation.
2,000 inmates ,reported.

KUBBERG
7— (1,7tirtemberg) 	 Near Blaubeuren.

' Last reported November 1937.

KULH (=IMO) 
(Poland)

64. E114 NE of IITZMANNSTADT; also
called KULMHOP.

Reported as KL for Jews, priests
and nuns and, as extermination camp
for Jews.

KUTNO
(Poland)

Near POSEN'.
Telephone directory '1942 lists
"judenlager", Poiner Strasse.

VAENANGEN
(Norway)	 Near MA

KVAM
• (Norway) Location'

5 Km. from NORTMIMSUND.
zra

Camp is referred to as FRAMES
UNGDOMSKOLE ("Youth School"), poss-
ibly ;re-invasion designation for
the site.
Inmates

Since June 1942, an internment
camp for children and old. people.

Inmates capable of woT-k were
' sent to Germany; inmates comparat-
ively well off.

A report of November 194.3 speaks
of 210 hostages there.
Guards.

Norwegian Police guards and. an
NS Police man in charge.
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LANDE
France)

LABLAU
---(0stprenssen)

LAGER No. 21 
(Hannover)

Near Ktell IGSHERG. Reported before and
after 1939.
KL; believed to be old Zuchthaus.
SS Units in the Vicinity.
SS und Polizei Gericht (C8NIGSRERG)
Erganzungastelle der Waffen-SS
(KaNIGSBERG)

Near HANNOVER; 600 prisoners, with
SS guards reported there in January,
1943.

Li LANDE A MONTS	 Reported as internment camp; not
(France Indre-et- confirmed as German or Vichy operated
Loire) ,	KL. May be detention camp of

another type.

LAMIAS	 See LIANOKLSDHI

ANGERS region. •
Reported as II for women end
communists.

LANDEENEAU	 Type,
-(Prance, Finistere	 In December, 194.3, the STADIUM .

was reported as being prepared as KL
in case of an Allied invasion.'
Remarks 

Said to be sttrrounded by a 2-metre
wall . with .3-Metre wire fence inside;
wooden towers in SW and BE corners,
with platform 11- metres .high.

LANDSEERG/Lech
(BikVern)

• LANGER
--(Hessen)

Last reported, 19%. Fortress where
HITLER was Imprisoned.

Probably .in Land Hessen. Last
.reported, May, 1938; no details
known.

LANGLUETORT	 Near. BROW. Last reported 1936..
• . .(Hannover)

LARISSA
(reece)

Thessaly.
ape

KL established by the Italians in
the old barracks of Larissa AA Bty.
Inmates 

August 194.3: 2,000 Jews 2,000
Greek hostages and 1,500 Russians
' reported there, but July, 194.4.: only
84. persons were reported as confined
there. (cont'd.)
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LARISSA
—7(Greece) ( cant' d. )

LERCHENFLUR
(Saarland)

• LS ALUMS 
(France, Charente)

LAWAT
--77France, Dordogne)

LATHEN
----(Hannover)

LAUFEN(Salza.ch
(Bayern)

LEMERG (MN)
(Poland)

Families of guerrillas detained
there.
Personalities 

Capt. van HALDWAND, commandant,
July, 1944.

25 miles WSW of ERNGEPAC.
in old airfieldvieported in July,
1943, as being used as can for 200
Poles and Czechs.

See ELAND

Type
Arbeitslager for women; referred

to in German newspapers as EL. 	 .
Sister institution to BLMNAU am

CHIEMSEE.	 .
Inmates

537 women in December, 1943,
according to German source.

800 in January, 1914.

In November, 1942, only one. big
transit camp at janowSka.Street
reported; in OctOber, 1945,: however,
Lemberg camp was reported as identi 7 •
cal with or-in:control of
FRYDRYCHOCKA, a "punitive camp for
forced labour"
LWOW II reported as permanent EL.
SS Troops in the Vioinitv
Several companies Of the SS Frei-
willigendivision "Galizien" aad
SS Ptaizei Rgt.24 are located there.
Truppeawirtschaftslager-derWaffenSS
SS Standort Verwaltung
SS Veteringt Uhtersuchungsamt.

•

LENES
	 Near TROM4
(Norway)

Near SAARBROCKEN.
Probably not in operation.

Probably identical with and the
correct name of ALLIEPS.
198 men, women and children reported
in August, 1943.
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LESCHNITZ

LESLAIJ (WLOCLAWEK)
(Poland)

LEVADHIS (LEVADIA)
(Greece)

France, Douches
du Rhone)

LE VERDON
----TP-Trancep Dordogne

ISM
Not confirmed as German or Vichy

operated EL. May be a. detention
camp of another type.
capacity

An old brick factory with a
capacity for 3,000-4,000 men.
Inmates 

Germans, Austrians and Ex-
Legionaries until 1940.

Then it became a transit camp for
Jews and aliens.

SepteMber, 1943: inmates moved out,
One report states that 1,400 inmates
were kept at camp and new location is
in 'Bordeaux region.
Guards

Old French Army men up to the end
of the French campaign

Near. GOERLITZ.
Last reported, in 1934.

WARTHEGLU. Reported as ZIA. There
is an SS Heimatpferdepark in LESLAU.

: Attika Roeotia.
Type:	 I
• KL, established by the Italians
outside the town. Now under German
control.
Iniates

1,500 reported, January, 1944.
Only 77 (hostages) in July, 1944.

Acoordjn to another source LE-VEMDON-
SUR-MER (Gironde).
Inmates are Jews convicted of fraud
or sexual crimes.

. LEVZkilET	 .
--777gnce, Ariege

In Aril, 1943: 1,800 inmates, mainly
Jewish refugees reported there.

•Commiasaire LDDEMAN in charge.

•Also repOrted as being located in the
Pyrenees , Orientales, Montpellier
region, with .1 	 political

I •prisonera.

L.LANONISDHI(LIANOCLADI) Phthiotis. •ICL reported with 150
(Greece)	 inmates in February, 1944, but with

only 80 inmates in July, 1944.

.The LIBAN WARR!
	

Near ERAKAU. Forced Labour Camp.
• • (Poland)
	

See also 103AKAIT.
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1,LICHTENBERG

LICHTENBURG
Stt-7—*.chsen)

LICHTKRFELDE.
(Brandenburg)

• TTRRATI	 .

7-7-0ffiederschlesien

MOM

•-7---(Prance, Haute
Vienne

LIMBS
-----TbzeohOsiovaki'

LITZMANNSTATV (LODZ) 
..(Poland)

Reported as'LIGHTENBURG, which does
not exiit; there ia'a,LICHTENBERG-
near BAYREUTH..
Reported to have been opened.. 'in 1938
for Women only
Possibly identical with ANSBACH.

Near TORY. In operation in 1934.,
probably no longer in operation.
Inmates 

•1,100 reported last (February,
1944).
Personalities 

SCHMIDT: Commandant before 1936
BARKIONSKI: Commandant Jan.-Sep.1936
REMMERT: Deputy Jan.-Sep. 1936
=NIG: SBF, Commandant 1938
SCHMIDT: OM, reported Commandant.

Near EIERSIYALDZ. Last reported as
EL in 1936. Pr camp in February,
1944..

Regie.rungsbezirk Liegnits.
Work camp for Poles.

Near .TEL. Reported last as
Russian W camp.(February, 1944).

Two new camps in the vicinity of
LIMOGES were reported in November,
194,3: Capacity 3,000. Type and
status of camps not determined.

Internment camp for next of kin of
statesmen, politicians, government
officials eto. who escaped from -
German dominated territory.
In, 1943 relatives of Dr.	 said.
to be interned here. •
Remarks 

No town by that name listed in
1940 directory for B8hmen-Mithren,
only LIPNIC (LIPNISCH).

Type
The following camps have been

reported here in July, 1941:-

Transit camp for "expropriated
Poles"
Correction camp for Polish
youths (LODZ IV)
Experimental camp for the
improvement of the Nordic race.
Concentration camp at RADOGOSZCZ
A "Dulag" at RADOGOSZOZ II.

(oont'd.)
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LOND
(Poland)

LITZMANNSTADT(LODZ) 	 The following have also been
(Poland) cont'd.	 reported:-

LODZ-I, a-transit Oamp consisting of
four camps
LODZ II, a permanent EL.
SS Units in. the Vicinity

SS RBntgen-Sturmbann
SS Sanitatslager
Bekleidungslager derWaffene6S
SS:Einwanderungszentral.
Personalities 

Commandant is said to . have been
-OSP Bans RONACBER. In view.of the
estimated figure of 35,000 inmates
the command of RONACHER • ( a Lt. )

--seems unlikely to have been exercised
over all these camps.

unssizas
----(Prance)

• LOKEREN (=HERE)
(East Flanders

LOPTJSZITO

LUBLIN
(Poland)

Aisne, Laon . region. Reported recent-
ly;. exact location unknown.

Is alleged., to be an SK can for
members of the Wehrmacht, but may
be a regular prison.

9 Kflt. S of SLUPTBO onfbheWaxla.
.kconcentration can for clergy
reported there.

Near KIEW.B. Reported'An March,1943,
as punitive camp "for forced labour
for peasants".

Taut
Lublin la said to control the

'following camps-

ICE, at DZIBSIATA
"Punitive camp for forced labournat
LUBLIN-ICOSIONEK

P1 for Jews in LipowsZtreet
"Dulag" at Krochmalna-Street
"Punitive camp for forced labour"
near river Krzna.

Telephone directory 1941 gives
"Oudisches Arbeitslager", Lindenstr.7

One report refers to the ICL at
Lublin- assuming that there is only
one- as "KL Lublin derlWaffen-SS"

(cont'd.)
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.9.,

LUBLIN Personalities 
(Poland) (oont'd.)	 FUSS

FASSTECT	 YLSF
MAST= NSF

Chird TROMMER Os"4"
SS Units in the Viwinitsr

SS Polizei Rgt.13
SS'Polizei Rgt.25
Hauptnaohschttblager der Waffen-SS
Krattfahrzettott der Waffen-SS
SS ,Standort Koitatandantur
SS RetitOnteanrt (=MICE)
KriAtsgefangenettlager.

See also PONLATCW

LUKOI area
	 On the Krzna river.. it forced labour

(Poland)
	

camp: is reported there.

INOti	 See LEMBERG

L'YBKA	 •Reported in October, 1943 as t.ransit
W Poland)	 can for "expropriated Poles".
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=DONEE.

=UM (MECHEM) 
(Belgium)

MACAU
(Prance, Gironde)

XL for "labour evaders", reported in
March, 1943

MXHRISCR osTgAu 
1M0RAVSKA OSTRWA)	 Reported as camp for the area of

(Czechoslovakia)	 Moravska Ostrava and Velke Kuncice
(the latter name not in the directory
farBtRummLN3hren).
'Inmates

In May, 191440 the inmates of this
'comp were reported to be working in
the region N of Ostrau, probably
doing clearing, grading, and rough
construction work.

'Near LUBLIN.
Reported in 1942 and 1943.
Typø

Mentioned variously as EL "Dulag",
part of Domellager AUSCKUTT, and
also as extermination camp.:

One report mentions three camps
located there.

hAJDANEK, special concentration camp.
with enclosures for women.
MAJDANEK I, transit camp.
MAJDANEK II, XL and annihilation
camp. (These are the camps referred
to in the newspapers as "the LUBLIN
extentination camps").
Inmates

Uncciiifirmed -estimates of number of
inmates range from gwoo to 50,000.

Inmates.
The Dossin barracks house Jewish

inmates. In July, 1943, 1,200 of
them left for unknown destination.
August, 1943: 450 were reported to
be still there.
March, 1944: two trainloads of in-
mates from this damp were seen passing

eascushEABSELT.
Guaxas

'1 officer, 4NO0s and 4 Belgian
88 men are reported to guard this
camp.
Personalities 

Commandant Polizeimajor Dr. SCICEDT
is reported to have been in dharges
from January, 19444 on.
An OSBF SCHMIDT is reported in BREEN-
DOU ICK; same date.
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MaraNIA,	 Reported in . September, 1941, as
--"777Tris Poland) 	 ."corraptional...oNqp".

maoszycs.
( 0 end)

Aeparted-as •
2..Wzions

MANTUA .
(1'447)

MANZAC

See XXFEATAL.

No details.

(Prance)
Limoges region.
zra

A three section camp for Com-
munists, Gau1lists and Jews.

•14411BURG/Drati •	 .Type,

HOORIBOA1: • -	 Theq-EZEILINGal barracks are the
(Yugoslavia)	 main .KL area, Separated by a wire

fence from the riff CAMP.
Inmates 

800 4000, Jews from ZACREB,
Iniests, doctors, lawyers .; mayors,
etc.
Raroarks

It is repotted that inmates were
shot for . looking out of .windovit had
to -stand at attention in presence of
guards,. etc.

• SS_Units in the Vicinity
• SS ROntgen Sturmbann at Krie-

lubergasSe 31.

MARSEnlE	 According to A report dated
Boudhes- .February, 1943, FORT ST. IITP4A8

ad-hone)	 was "taken over by the Gerthans" in
November, 1942..
Inmates

In January, 1943, Polish in- .
ternees were reported at the "Getman
controlled" PORT ST. MEM.
BRAUN, in this area, is a "transit
camp for aliens"; tapadity about
1,000.

mAnarm-sclassatEN
(Sachsen)

Near DRESDEN.
Last reported in exIstence in May,
1938.

MAUTHAUShli 

(Oberclonau) •19 Km., SE of LINZ.
Consists of three camps:- NAUTHAUSEN
(controlling all three), GUSEN and
ST. GEORGEN. (Cont'd.)
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MATHAUSEN	 Total Inmates (three canoe).
------Merdonau)	 Estimated by local population at

(cont'd.)	 about 20,000; reported to be Sperlish
loyalists, unreliable Germans, work
evaders, Jews, sentenced criminals,
homosexuals, Poles, Czechs and other
foreigners. Inmates work at quarries
on the Danube electricity works at
the Hermann G8ring works near LIM,
and on building construction.
Inmates wear blue and, white striped
overalls, and a round brimless cap.
Heads cut close with a stripe al-
most shaved through the centre.
Guards

Waffen SS, according to a report
of March 1944. Outside the camp
they are posted at intervals of
50 metres.
• Inside guards said to be Waffen
SS and Werkschutz, mostly older re-
tired men of the Steyr works (where
a small branch of the KL, about 200
men, is working, at the Walzwerk).
The Werkschutz wear a grey-blueuni-
form with a combination of chevrons
and Pips.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Totenkopfstandarte "Ostmark"
(original home station VIENNA), may
have elements nearby. (See "Per-
sonalities").
Details of IiikUTHAUSEN 

Mentioned as KL in German tele-
phone directory. Continuously in
operation; partly, burned down, but
may have been restored.

Consisted in April, 1942, of 20
blocks of dwelling houses, plus
underground prison cells.

About 6,000 inmates reported in
1940; they are largely-Jews, some of
whom are especially-brought here for
gas experiments.
Details of OUSEN and ST. GEORGEN Camps

Almost adjacent to NAUTHAUSEN, all
three being within 5 km. of each other.

OUSEN was also reported in 1944 as
a "twin" camp, GUSEN-ST. GEORGEN.

East of ST. GEORGEN-GUSEN is
ST. GEORGEN-LhaERSTEIN, also reported
as an interment camp.

OUSEN said to have been a KL for
priests in September, 1941, and for
Spaniards in April, 1942.
Personalities

ZEEREIS	 CSBF Commandant in
1940 and 1942, pro-
bably continuously.

Dr.EduardlPMSBACH SBF Garrison:M.O.
QUIRZFELD	 SS SBF Compander SS

Totenkopf Stand.
"Ostmark."

SAND	 OSP -Chief Admin-
istrative Officer

Bruno KITT	 usr
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blAUZAC	 Camp for "comm	
t

unists Gaullists and
(France, Correze) Jews". Also for Loyalist Spaniards.

Possibly .a double camp.

MEINSDCEIF	 Near efTERBOG.
---7 (Brandenburg)	 Last reported in 1936.

CRT,qumEN:
	

See KASSEL-MSUMEN.

MERIGNAC	 A camp BEAU-DEZERT-MERIGNAC has been
France Gironde) reported but is probably a mistake

for the BEAU-DESERT camp in PICHEY.
A Gerraan police school is located in
IIERIGNACt

Reported as "one of five French camps
France Lorraine) for Jews" but not confirmed.

SS Un__3..tain the Vicinity.
„SS Machrichten Ausb. Abt. 4

(MORCHMEN)
SS Nachrichten Schule.
TruppenvrIrtsoha.ftslager der Waffen

ss (MerRatinnEN)
SS Remonteamt (IMIMERS)
SS und Polizeigerioht
SS Iazarett (PELTERS)
Kurierstelle der Waffen SS

liccarmaxav	 XL reported there.
----(Yrgoslavia)

illEadELSGESTIM	 See St. MIBMWGESTEL

=MOW	 35 Km. N. of Krakatu
Possibly not a XL but may be ident-
ical with ghetto located there.

MLEDNIEWICE
	

Near LO/ICZ.
(Poland)
	

Reported in January, 1942, as "hard
labour camp for peasants".

IdIEDZICEIOD	 See BIRKEWJM.

MO/32Z	 Location
TaLogioni	 Near Prague

(Czechoslovakia)	 .T.xm
Confirmed as KL at . the end of 1943.

SS Units in the ViCinity

SS Artillerie .Schule 2 (PRAG-
BENESCHAW.:

SS Truppentbungs-Platz "gaiMEN"
(PAG-WESCHAU).

SS Panzer Grenadier Ausbildurigs
tmd Ersatz. Btl. 2. (PRAG-RUSIN)
Wont

METZ
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ISILOITITZ
/MILOWICE) 

(Czechoslovakia)
(Contt d. )

SS Aushildungs Rest. z.h. V.
SS Polizei Grenadier Regt.

(masomi).
SS Reit-und Pahrschule
SS Artillerie Ausbildungs und

Ersatz Regt. (SELTSCHAN near )RAG).
SS Pionier Ausbildung und Ersatz

Bn. 2. (PIROWITZ, near FRAG).
Komp. SS Panzer Spghwagen Ersatz Bn.

(BON, near PRAG).
SS Pallschirmjgger Ersatz Komp.

(CHIME, near PRAG).
SS Panzer Ausbildun,gs und Ersatz

Regt. (HEINESOHAIT).
SS Pionier Schule (BEMSCHAU).

•SS Pionier Schule (DAWLE, near

SS Pionier Schale (RADISCHKO,
near BAG).
• SS Sturm Geschfitz Schule s (BUKCNIANt
near FRAG).

• SS Stunn Geschtitz Schule B
(JANOWITZ, near RUG).

SS Kavallerie Truppen tbungsplatz
(JUSTINITZ, near FUG).

SS Junkerschule (.AG-DEVrIZ).
SS Sanitatschnle (FAG).
Truppenwirtschaftslager der Waffen-

-SS. (BEIZSCHAU).
•Hauptzeugamt der Waffen SS (HG).
Kraftfahrzeugamt der Waffen SS

(FRAG).
SS Sanitatszvreiglager (EBM).
SS Kleiderkasse (PRAG).
SS -Wachebataillon (PRAG,)• ,
SS Standortverwaltung (FRAG).
Erglinzungstelle der Waffen SS

(Nebenstelle B8HMEN und laBREN, at
FRAG IV, Czerninpalais).

SS und Polizeigericht (FRAG)
SS PtIrsorge und Versorgungsamt

Auslarid (IRAG II, Karl Laznovskyufer
6o).

SS Lazarett (ERA).

KERMA
--(Prance, Gets)

Not confirmed.. There is a camp
ICCRANDA . DE EBRO:in Spain in which
political refugees of various nations
were detained.
Inmates

Of the 1,700 Frenchmen: reported
in NoveMber, 1943, the majority had
fled :from forced laboUr in Germany.
They were transferred to Africa in
groups of 100 to 300.

The communist inmates were mostly
Germans.	 .

A release from this cam could be
obtaixled :by those who. coald produce
visa for' another country..

A75



EIDORLAGER
----(T—rannaTer)

MORINGge

MORLKEIM

------TEheinland)
Near DUIPBUM
Last reported' in 1936.

MfSLOWICE

•moony
----(Poland)

MOERDIJK
Noord,-

Brabant).

MOT.DE-MARSAN
(France, Landes)

Near WARSAW.
Reported in February, .043, as a
recently eF 'aablished Ms.

•For political prisoners and Jews.
See also ITUGHT.

Reported, February,• 194.3.
Reported as intenuaent camp for
"people who attempted to escape over
•the Pyrenees".- •

Possibly identical with IA LANDE A
MONTS.

See EIELAND.
(Colloquial name for ESTERMEN and
other camps of goapENPLAND).

Location
18 Km. N of CgITTINGEN.

Reported in 1933 - 34. as XL for
men and women (Political prisoners)
and subsequently for women only.
?mates
• 800 women inmates were reported
there.ln 1938 the women inmates were
transferred to GROSSROSM.

After 1943. the camp was either
•pa:Aly or entirely transforied into
a lurcendschutzlager der Sim (Security
police camp for the protective cus-
tody of boys).

57 Km. 5 of BRESLAU. Last reported
in May, 19•3s an& probably no longer
in operation.

, See .AGIOS /CRON

.T2:m
Reported in September, 1942 as a

transit camp with an especially large
section for women.

It may be identical with the camp
which has been reported as:

MYSLCWICE 	 A "Special KIJ with en-
closures for women".. (Contsd).
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MYSLOVICE	 October, 1942: Reported as "a pun.t-
(Poland)	 tive camp for forced labour".
(Oont t d.)	 'March, 1943: inmates estimated. that

3,000 Poles were held there.
January, 1944: reported to have 1,000
inmates.
Remarks

A considerable number of inmates
had died fran typhus, according to
report.

MXTILENEAegean.	 reported as run by
-7G-reece;	 Germans at DIDOSTXDION,
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See POTULITZ.

N Poland) 60 Km nacth of WARSAW.

Bighest . nortality rate of all camps
(5).CdePt extermination camps.

May be identical or affiliated
with 8cnIPMEM.C.
Inmates
• March 1942: 930 inmates

August 194.2: 54.0 inmates. The
decrease was "nat the result of
release."

190: Number of inmates increased
again to over 1,000.
Hod

Interior duties (laundry, etc.)
Construction and quarry work,

using .about 200 men each..
Remarks....

The .'quarry belongs to the
Deutsche *a; und, Steinbruchcierkei 
SS NeUbauleitung-Deutschlarid
Reidhsftihriuik, Berlin . (an SS 'enterprise).
. 'Motor cars, lorries, ' Ara. other

vehicles: have number 12,000 	 t500.
Private cars . of officers have

civilian Plates Of the MOLSHEIM
district.,
Personalities in 194.2 

Egon. ZILL

RODL	 OSF

SW'

probably
COmmandanb before
194.4 later
Auswvz, With
ark of Opie.

reported 'after
1942 in FLOSSEN-

OSP 1. Lagerftihrer;
probably
there.	 .

finiKELMANN	 OSF 2. Lagerfehrer-
PASOHING-BAUR at,
SCHLAGETER	 OS?

IL O. "notorious
formerly

at BUCHI,OltItiLt.
in Charge of
motor pool.
1. Kasernenftihrer
in charge of
quarry.
Lagerttlteater
(a prisoner)
In charge of

Strafkdo (punit-
ive ' detail
prisoner.

Er. EISELE•OSP

°ache

Saha.f

Ernst ROHRSCHACII

1CASEBERG

•
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• NAUPLIA
77-7(15reece) Unconfirmed.

NAXOS (Islatd Of)
.	 (Greece) In the Cyclades. Unconfirmed

report of KL there.

NETJBERSDOPY 

14EUENGAINVE

NEURRANDENBURG-

See V7EBOROWITZ

See HAMBURG NEUENGAMME

See KONIGSWUSTERHAUSEN
KONIGSIPUSTERHAUSEN

NEUSTADT
77(-Bayern) Last reported in 1936.

NEUSUSTRUM See EMSLAND.

=ON
(Prange 'Haute Vienne) August, 1943: 400 "labour evaders"

Gauliists, and Jewt" were detained
here.

NIESOROWITZ 
(NIEBEROWICE)

(Schlesien)
Near GLEIWITZ. Renamed NEUBERSDORF.
Reported aa KL for Russian PW.

NIEDERHAGEN
(Mecklenburg) elieved to be inNear ROSTOCK. B

operation.
Personalities

Adolf BAAS
Heinrich
GRUETER
MICHL

HSF Commandant
OSP Deputy

Commandant.
OS? Leiter • der

Lagerverwaltung.
OS? Senior Capp MO.

■

Dr.METZGER
Dr. Gerhard
KRIEGER SHE Garrison MO.

NISH
Yugoslavia) Serbia. KL reported in the vicinity.

NOE
(France Haute Garonne) status of camp not determined.

September 1941: 1,3000 aliens.
reported interned there.

NORDMO
' (Norway) Near SVANIK.
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OBERRODE	 Near DARMSTADT. Believed to be in
---"(Hessen)	 operation.

DBEPGRUFPE	 Near GRAUDENZ. Located near a
(GORNA GRUM)	 Truppenabungsplatz. Reported as a

(Poland)	 segregation and transit camp.

OBMLANGEN/Ems	 See BOLAND

OBRA-	 Either 7 Km. : S of JAROTSCHIW, or
* . ..(wPolOwid)	 7 Km. SW of WOLLSTELI. -Definitely

in.lf Poland.
Reported as KL for priests..PrObably
not in operation since 1940.

ORTUMSAM 

• ODERHERG
Poland)

TERDALEN
NOrwa,y)

OHRDRUP
---TThttringen

jiber,OLDENBURG:but.lodation,not‘
fond. Directory 1184 only ompt..
Last reported in 1936. .

Polish BOGUMIN
Czech -BOHUMIN

.00tOber, 19431 repdited as.aegrega-
tion 'camp for "expropriated Ftles

.	 •
Several camps reported., in that pro-
viace one of which was certain to
exist in.4941.

Reported prior to 1939. Not coo-'
firmed.,. Although it 'is believed to .
be a women' a vamp it maybe:an or
Militaratraflager. Army schools and'
establishments in the .vicinity.

•

CaMp. Wet :Jeugdatorft. Referred to
,(Hollend)	 'as.the "Erica forced labour caMp.

.	 Canacity.

	

2,000	 . .
.	 .

:	
It2.2	 .

Probably for'bladk..marketeers.
Possibly .also. for Berufaverbrecher
(Habitual criminals).

."OLIMF0ISCHES 7.DORP 	 Near BERLIN. List reported in
1Franikagmrg).•Apr31, 1943. 61000.1rmatee....

OPAVA
	

See:TROPPAU
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ORANIENBURG	 See SACHSBIIHAUSEN.

ORLEANS
Ioiret)

Not confirmed as German or Vichy oper-
ated EL. May be a detention camp of
another type.

•ORTENSTEIN	 Near Zittau.- Last reported in 1956.
(Sachsen)	 There is an SS.Lazarett in SENNERSDORF•

bei ZITTAU.

OSLO	 Type 
--(Norway)	 The AKERSHUS prison, the largest in

Norway, is said to have been used recently
as transit camp for political prisoners
who are to be transported to Germany.
SS Units stationed in the vicinity.

Truppenwirtschaftslager der Waffen SS
SS Waohbataillon 6
SS und Polizeigericht
Ersatz inspektion der Waffen SS
(Drammensveyen 105 and Nobelsgt 10)
SS Standorthommandantur
SS Rfttgen-Sturmbann

OSNABOCK	 At OSNADOCK. Last reported in 1956.
• (Hannover)

OSTERSTEIN

OSIII0n21
---(17;;;en)

•OSTLAND

OSTROW (OSTROW0)
(Poland)

Possibly in Sachsen or ThAringen..;
confirmed as existing under that name in
1942. Reported near Kirchberg in lag,
1938.

Possibly 34 Km. S of MAINZ. Reported
before 1939. Not confirmed.

Possibly identical with 'RIGA. -Believed
to be in operation.

Type 
Reported in 1943 as "punitive camp

for forced labour". Controls branch
in PLESCHEN.
Remarks 

SS Arbeitsstab at Kirchplatz, FROISTRI.

OSWIECIM	 See AUSCHWITZ.

OUDLEUSUMf
	

Location 
-(Holland)
	

2 miles. S of AMSPOORT.
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OUDLEUSIMT  (Contd.) Inmates
• july, 1943 : . .5,000 npdlitical prisoners'

'reported here.'	 .
other sotxrces , report this . osinp to he

SS controlled and prililarily for.Je*e.

See also AIERSFOOT.



PARIS
France)

PABIANITZ	 Naar LITZMANNSTADT,'
-- (FABIANICE)	 Reported in 1939/40 as "Dulag" with

(Poland)	 approximately 15,000 inmates.
Reported . in February, 1941, as "Dulag for
priests and Jews".

PALVOSMELSS	 See,SALONIKA.

PAPENBURG
(Hannover)

Headquarters of group of camps known as
EMSLAND.
Personalities 

Commandant of entire group believed to
be SA-OF Regierungsdirektor Dr. SCHAFER,
who is also reported as commandant of
SA-Standarte "EMSLAND".

SA-OSF KELM and.SA-Stuf WOK may also
be at this HQ or at one of the subordinate
camps.	 .

.Regierungarat SCHERMER and Regierungs-
rat BAUMERT are also reported to beat
this HQ. . .

Lt. SCHAFER is Police Chief in Papen-
burg . (town) but not 'believed to be
connected with the camp's administration.

For camp at PAPENBURG see also EM8LAND.

CHER= MIDI prison and VELODROME D'HIVER
haVe been used for, prisoners of
Paris region and also for escapees from

: PARIS may also be the seat of the.
controlling HQ of DRAY, FRESNES, and
FORT EE ROMANVILLE. SEE DRANCY and
FRESNES.. No further reports on the last
named camp. .

The PARC Dm, PRINCES Camp is used for
Jewish inmates.

The PETITE ROGUETTE prison is also
reported as a concentration camp.
SS .Units in the Vicinity
Truppenwirtschaftslager der Idafq.en-SS
(PARIS-VILLETTES)

ErsatZkommando der Waffen-SS
(24 Ave. Raymond Poincar6)

SS und Polizei .Gericht (PARIS)
Kurierstelle der Waffen-SS (PARIS)

PAROI	 la reported to be in the vicinity.
(Greece)



PATRAS 
Greece)

Peloponnese.
KL established by 'Italians and probably
situated in town prisons.'
Reported in MaY 1944 with 170 inmates..
Now under Cerman. control.

PAU

	

	 • September 1942, "many Poles" were
(-Prance, Basses -reported there, at the PELCRTA Stadium.
Pyrenees)

PAULO MELAS barracks	 Salonika area,. No details on hand.
(Greece)

PAVLON MELA THESSALONIKA See SALONIKA.

PAX0I	 Ionian Islands, near Corfu.
. (Greece)	 KL established by the Italians.

PELNINLA 
	

'Reported as KL for Jews and Poles.
(Poland)
	

KL for Jews has been reported as
Po/kinia III.

. PETITE ROGUE1TE.	 See PARIS.

PETRASIULA	 . Suburb of KAUNUS. Details unknown
.(Lithuania)

PICHEY	 Tho'BEAU-DESERT camP:repOrted as Xi.
(Prance, Gitonde): . ."Black Marketeers4 •labour : evaders, Jews

and communists" reported as inmates in
Octdber, 1943.

PIEKOSZCW	 See KIELCE.

PILSEN . .	 Confirmed up to November, 1943.
. (PLZEN)	 nliesengrund"...mental'hospital used for

(Czechoslovakia) .	Czech intellectuals; all sterilised, no
releases.

PIONKI
(Poland)

Near RADOM.
Reported in -*nine, 1943, as "punitive
camp for forced labour".

PIT1IV7ERS .	 Reported as internment camp,' not as Xi.
(Prance, Loiret) In October, 1943, 650 communists and

, dews were interned here.
A doctor is said to :h5. resigned because
of poor conditions in this damp.



PLANN1NA 
	

NI, reported in vicinity.
(Greece)

PLASCW .	See KRAKAU.

PLESCHEN	 N of OSTROW; reported in January, 1943,
(PLESZEW)	 ,ae-bratich of punitive camnOSTROOL.

(Poland).

FIESKAU	 Believed to be in operation.

(Russia)

PLESZEW	 See PLESOMEN.

PLCEHNEN.	 58 KM. N of WAPSAW i reported as KL.
(PLONSK)

(Poland)

PLONSK	 See PLOEBNEN.

PLZEN	 See PILSEN.

PLOCK	 See SOBROTTEMSBURG.

POITIERS.	 Former PW camp near airdrome was pre-
•	 -Trance, Vienne) selected to become KL in case of Allies

landing.
200 Jews and Gypsies reported there in
June, 1943.

PONIECHCWEK	 Transit Camp.
(Poland)	 Railway stop north of Warsaw.

, 3 Km. north of ,Nowy Dwor.

P0N1ECHOWEK 
	

North of Warsaw.

	

(Poland)
	

Permanent KL.

	

PONIECHOWEK II
	

North of Warsaw.

	

(Poland)
	

KL for Jews.

PONTIVY
------7France)

SK-Lager, reported as being primarily for
OT personnel.

PONIATOW	 Near LUBLIN.
(Poland)	 In July, 1943, it was reported as a

"punitive camp for forced labour and Jewe.
It was mentioned in one report as LUBLIN-
PONIATOW, an establishment consisting of
4 Camps with 4,000 inmates at PONIATOW
prpper and a total of 14,000. 	 (This
figure may include other LUBLIN camps.)
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POSEN
(POZNAN)	 Reported in 1539/40 as a 'Dulag" with

(Poland)	 15,000 inmates.
Other Camps 

Possibly identical with the above are:

GLOWNA-STREET, a "Dulag" reported in
July, 1942.

Fort VII a, reported ts a KL, but may
be identical with POSEN-TRESKAU.

PUSZYKOW and ZABIKOW may also be
administered by PEN.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS und Polizei Gericht
Erganzungsstelle der Waffen-SS
(K8nigsring 22)

SS Röntgen Sturmbann.

	

POSENTRESKAU 
	

Small XL there since Junkerschule 

	

(Poland)
	

"BRAUNSCHWEIG" was transferred there,
replacing the SS UnterfUhrerschule.
Possibly•identical with PORT VII a.

POTULITZ,	 Near NAKEL, .20 Km. west of Bromberg.
'(poTuuq)	 Al4p..referred to as NAKEL.

(Poland)	 TYT)  -
Reported . in Mat'eh 1942 as punitive camp

for Poles refusing tO enlist 'asVolks-
deutsche.	 •

'November, 1942, reported as transit
camp for "expropriated Poles".	 .

December, 1943, reported as JCL and
forced labour camp for 15,000.
Inmates 

September, 1942,.4,000 inmate's.
October, 1943,. 3,000 Poles reported

there.
Remarks

May be identical with POTULITZ II'
Which has been reported as KL for Jews.

POZNAN	 See POSEN.

	

PREUSSISCH STARGARD	 40 Km. SSW of DANZIG.	 . .	 .
(STAROGARD) 	 Reported once as "possibly for Jews Only".

	

. (Poland)	 Reported in March, 1942, as "punitive
camp for forced labour" or Poles
refusing to enlist as VoIksdeUtsche,.

PROWENISZKI	 Near. KAUNAS; reported in September, 1943,
(Lithuania)	 as KL "for Polish priests of the VILNA

district."

•

•

PRZEDZIELNICA,
(SE Poland)

•Near'PRZENSYL; reported in October,
1943, as "punitive camp fOr forded
labour". .



PUCK	 See FVTZICT.

PUSTKO(	 10 km. NE of DEBICA. Forced labour Camp.
TPoland)

• PUSZCZYKOW
(N Poland)

Near POSal.
Reported in 1939/40 as concentration curip
"for Polish priests".
Probably not in operation since summer,
1940.
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itADOM

(Central Poland

2

RAB, Island of (ABBE)	 Off the Dalmatian coast E of POLA.
.( 1.#34")	 "FOr Jews".

RADOGOSZCZ
7-7(P31.and)

Suburb of LITZMANNSTADT.
Reported as KL,;.

Type
Report of June, 1943, claims over

8,000 Polish youth., to be in "puni-
tive -camp for forced labour" in this
district.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Veteriar Ersatz Abteilurig
SS Lazarett
SS:Pferdelazarett
SS TOtetkopfschule

RADZ1WILISZEI	 In February, 1943, "punitive camp for
(NE Poland)	 forced labour" reported here.

RAMEKIN

RAJSKO
(Poland)

RAUA RUSKA
(Poland)

•RASTATT..
--"-'7(Baden

Near WARSAW. Reported in August,
1941, aa'KL.

Near .ABSCHWITZ. Reported as EL.
At one time AUSCHWITZ and RAZSKO
together were reported to have 50,000
inmates, 20,000 of whom were
!teen.

NW of LEMBERG. Reported as KL for
Jew's.

SW of KARLSRUHE. Continued as KL up
to 1938.
Hauptwittschaftslage of the SS there.

RAVENSBROCK	 Near FORSTENBER6
(Mecklemberg) 	 .T.121

Reported in November, 1941, as KL
for women.

According to a report of July,1944,
there is a Jugendschutzlager der SiP0
(Security Police can for protective
custody) for girls either close to or
identical with the camp.
Inmates 

Around 8,000, aged 16-60, "wives
of Germans who fled, saboteurs, com-
=mists"•, etc. 500 Polish•women
reported. there in December, 1943.

( omit d. )
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;

	

RAYENSBRDOK	 Remarks 
(Mecklenburg) 	 Maybe identical with FIRST

	

(conis d.)	 FtIRSTEYBURG, and UCKERMARK.
SS Units in the Vicinity

An SS Naohschublager is established
in RAVX7SBOCK
A Bauleitung der Bel linspektion 'Reich
"Nord" of the Waffen-SS is located
here.
SS Bekleidungslager.

RECEBEDOU	 Near TOULOUSE. Rue St. Michel jail
- (Prance, Haute	 reported to be used for "terrorists".

Garonne)

	H	 50 Hill. SW of BRESLAU, or may be in
' (Probably	 ,Sachsen near ZWICKAU. In operation

Schlesien)	 in 1933. Reported in 1936 and again
in 1938. Reported as a transit camp

• but probably no longer in operation.
• Possibly a PW camp now.

,

REIC

REMBERTM *Near/URSA% Reported in January,
1943, as KL. Also reported as a
forced labour camp, but both may

'exist.

RENDSBURG'	 Near KIEL. 4.00 Norwegian prisoners
(Holstein)	 last reported in December, 1943.

RICK:LING	 13 Km. SE of NEUMONSTER.
----(Mecklenburg)	 Reported before 1939. Not confirmed.

RlEUOROS	 Not confirmed as German or Vichy
Ariege)	 operated KL. Maybe detention camp

of another type. Inmate's: "women,
mostly Jewish".'

RIGA
	

Possibly identical with OSTLAYD.
(Lithuania)
	

Believed to be in operation.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Lazarett
SS Panzer Ausbildungs- und Ersatz-'
Regt. LETTLAND (?)
SS Sanittltsschule (RIGAROTHENBERG)
Truppenwirtschaftslager derWaffen-SS
Bekleidungslager der Waffen-SS
SS land Polizei Gericht
SS Feldpostprafung: Zweigstelle
OSTLAND.
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RODELHEIM
(Hessen'-Nassau)

ROSSLAU
----(Magdeburg-Anhalt)

SAARIAUTEUr
(Saarland)

SACHSEN:BURG
(Sach sen Fl8hn

lomat (gxpmN)

• (Poland)•

RIVMALTFS 
(France, Pyrenees
Orientales)

ROUILLE
----77FranOe, Vienne

RUDNIKI
Poland)

58 Eht. NW of MIAMI, just over Polish
border." Reported in 1939-194A as
"KL,for Polish 'prieits"andas
"transit camp".

September, 1941: about "6,000 aliens"
reported there. An unconfirmed
report of October, 1942, estiiates
the capacity of the camp to be
50,000.

Near FRANKFURT/Main. Reported
before 1939.

6 N114 N, ..qf DESSAU.	 Reported as
having been women's camp only. Was
closed in 1938, but mentioned as
being in operation again in 1943,
possibly only for women.

Type
Not oonfirmed as German or Vichy

operated KL; may be camp of another
type.
Inmates 

In June 1943, about 300 inmates
here; "black marketeers, political
prisoners, offenders against common
law".

10 Km. NE of TSMNSTOCHAU. Reported
in October, 1943, as "punitive camp
for forced labour".

RESNIK
	

Reported in October, 1943, as transit
(W Poland)	 camp for "expropriated" Poles.

See KIELCE

See RIPPIN

Reported as KIJ for "Russian women".

14 Km. Ng of CheMnitt.
Identified in 1933; prObably no longer
in operation.
1500: prisoners'in 1938.
Personalities.

IsagerkommanAiniVklei 1936
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SACHSENHAUSEN	 30 Km. north of BERLIN.
(Brandenburg)	 Name of one of the largest J's.

Really 2 camps, 1),SACHSENHAUSEN
2) ORANIENBURG 

Both near the town of ORANIENBURG.
Little information is available on the
Oranienburg camp Which was closed for a
time and opened again in 1941. 	 It was
reported to have 3,000 inmates, in August
1943.
The following information therefore con-
cerns SACHSENTIAUSEN only.

Type 
Between 1938 and 1941 the camp

consisted of
1 Prisoner's camp

Commandant's camp
Deutsche Auartiistungswerke (an SS
enterprise)

4 Camp far SS-Totenkopf-Stanaarte
5 SS , settlement colony
6 Brick works
, A large boot factory was established

in the camp in 1940, but was not yet in
operation in January, 1941.

The camp was so big that 21 Lagerfahrer
each with an Arbeitsdienstftihrer; were
said to exist. (See text, para 6.)

The prisoner's camp had 85 wooden
'buildings.

The Kommandanturlager was separated by
a . 10-foot wall above which electrically-
charged wire was strung.
' The SS-TV-Standarte had 15 barracks

for 150 men each, 8 other two-storey
barracks and 6 three-storey brick
barracks;

For Polish inmates there was the
”Nolenlarger" also known as "Quarantine"
where especially harsh treatment Was
meted. out.

Six isolated barracks were reserved
for the Strafkompagnie.
Inmates 

April 1940.	 10,000 internees were
said to be in this camp. 	 These were:

1,000 ;Jews
1,500 Czechs (2/3 of them students)
500 Poles
7,000 Germans of Whom 3,000 were
classified as politically dangerous, and
4,000 as anti-social elements including
habitual criminals.

May 1940: 4,000 Poles arrived here.
In the winter 1940/41 2,000 inmates are
said to have died.
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SACESEtHAUSEN contd. October. 1941. A few barracks were
segregated for Russian PWs.
Winter 1941/42: typhus became rampant

• bringing the total of deaths for the
preceding two year 'period up to 12,000.

• March 1942: 300 Jews were shot And the
• rest were removed from the camp.

• April 1942: 120 Dutch officers were shot.
May-1942: at least 5,000 sick and
crippled inmates were executed in so-
called S-Kommandos.
August 1942: injection experiments began

• on Russians and Jews, the latter being
specially imported from AUSCHWITZ.

December 1943: reported to have 25,000
inmates,

Inmates who tried to escape once are
marked as "targets" by a red rosette on a
white ground.
The number of initiates varies, but in 1941
their allocation for work was approximate-
ly as follows:

2,000 for construction of brick works
1,800 for Deutsche Ausrilsiungswerke

(D.A.W.)
800 in various shops fortEamp necessities
1,000 building SS BarracIre
200 working on road construction
200 building ARP shelters (punishment
squads).

40 at railroad station loading materials
300 working at new boot factory
600 working at clay quarry (mainly
homosexuals expelled from the Party or
SS)
50 digging out unexploded bombs aroung
Berlin.

The rest as clerks, garage mechanics,
crematorium attendants, etc.

Occasionally.details of 'about 300 men•
were sent to work at the Heinkel Werke 
aerodrome at 01	 m :IMO. .	 These work a
14-hour day, but had better treatment.
The D.A.W. manufactures materials needed
by the SS, such as furniture, electrical
equipment eta.
SS Troops in the Vicinity

An SS-Brziehungesturm (believed to be
a disciplinary company).

The following SS establishments, units,
Ersatz units or elements thereof are
located near the camps, and make use of
local prison labour:

3/SS Totenkopf Kachbtl. Schutzkommando in
CEANIENBURG • (?)
SS Zentralzulassungsstelle ORANIENBURG

•
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KOLB

GRIM .
HEIDRICH.(?)

SACHSWHAUSEN (contd. SS Hauptzeugamt ORANIENBURG
SS Kraftfahrzeugdepot ORANIENBURG
SS Nachrichtenzeugamt ORANIENBURG
SS Totenkopfstanciarte BRANDENBURG
(originally 33 Totenkopf SturMbann V
"BRANDENBURG", Cmdr, SS SF NOSTITZ?)

SS Sanithts ' Ersatz Bn, 2
SS Totenkopfstandarte "ORANIDNBURG"
Elements of TV Regiment 10
SS Lehrktiche
Secret Radio Station reported as bearing
the code name "Ace of Hearts" (Herz As)
SACHSENHAUSEN
Truppen Verwaltungsamt der SS-TV in
ORANTENBURG
Bauleitung der Waffen-SS und Polizei•
ORANIENBURG
Zentralnachweis der Waffen-SS
SS Panzer Inst. Ausbildung und Ersatz Abt.
SS Dolmetsche Awibildungs und Ersatz
Kompagnie DesinfektOrenzchule
Bekleidungslager
Bekleidungswerk der Waffen-SS
Storage warehouses of the Wirtschaftw-
verwaltungs- Hauptamt SACHSENHAUSEN
Kraftfahrtechnische Versuchsabteilung
der Waffen-SS 
'Lehr und Versuchsabteilung far das 
Diensthundewesen der Waffen-SS
ORANIKNBURG,

The Bauinspektion "Reich Nord" of the
Waffen-SS anót.Police in Berlin used
Oranienburg

, Of . the 2,000 thén in the Totenkopfstandarte
4 - 500 were perManently, stationed in the

:camp While:the others received training
there, and mere : sent to. the Eastern front
as replacements arrived,	 .
Personalities at .KL, SACHSENHAUSEN 

.(a) Fbrmer Camp commandants' include:-

BARANOWSKI, Hermann SSOF 	 Now dead
EICKE, Theodor.	 OGF	 Now dead; see

EISTELD	 OSBF

	 text para 5

LORENZ	 SSOF	 1940-42

(b) Latest reported personalities:-

HSF	 Camp Comman-
dant reported
removed (ques-
tionable
source, July
1944)

OSP	 Adj. (?)
SS HSP Deputy Comman-

dant
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CORNELLI
v. TODDEN

F1ORSTLIZ

LAVER
KAINDL
1361-1M, Wilhelm

SCHITLI

Lagerftihrer
Leader of the
Administrative Coy
under LORENZ
Bauleiterfilhrer

GONEWALD's
predecessor as
lagerftihrer

at SAOHSENHAUSEV

• SACBSEpAUSEN (contd. 	 1VEYMANN, Hans HSF
OTTNER	 SS OSP Formerly in charge

of DAV office,
• Berlin

REHN•OSF	 "In charge of
prisoner's working
parties"

VOLK	 "Gestapo Chief"
(possibly Kommis-
sar) reported
removed (as KOLB
above)

OS:
Krim. Gestapo

$S HSF Reported there in
1941

SS SEE
SS,CSBF

Foreman of
crematorium and
burial squad
Rapportfilhrer
(later BlockfUhrer)

(c) Undated personalities:-

CAMPE
NOWACKI
SORGE, known
as Eiserner
Gustay.

SCHUBERT
PICKERT (or
PIGGERT)

BOGDALA.
SEIFERT
GONEWALD
BRUM

GENSIOR
KILINGER
SUREN

KLLNGER
SORGER
(Bauleiter)

RADICKE
IFHMANN

Ustuf
Oschaf
Oschaf

Oschaf
0Schaf

Oschaf
Oschaf
SBF
Ustuf

Ustuf
HSF
HSF

HSF
USF

Oschaf
Uschaf

HOFFMANN, R.
BRAUN
SOMMER.
BUGBALLE
KNITThL
KAMPE•

all SS men



GREVF,R,	 OS?

BAYER	 OS?
ACKER OS?
GILDNER	 US?

(b) Bauleitung:-

SCHOLL. asp
HtELINGER OS?

•.(9) Garrison, and

REUTTER, SS i titF
Dr.
KAINDEL SBP
ZIERSCH	 OS?

MISCH HSF
SCHRIMM OS?
NOSTITZ	 SS SF

V. JEN.ti	 SSGP

- SACESENHAUSEN contd.	 Personalities in ORANIENBURG (town), Or
in the vicinity of KL, SAOESENHAUSEN

(a) Nachrichtenzeugamt:-

MATTIAT	 SBF
TEUMANN	 HSF
MOW	 ESP
SCHREIBER ESP

MZIK	 ESP
EftaT. OS?

• DIMISE	 US?
MAYER	 US?

Comd
Ia
Comd of' the workshops
Formerly responsible
for accounts now.
posted
Legal officer
Formerly Adj., now at
the SS Signal School
in METZ
FORMER Comd. of the
districts, now posted
Adj.
Admin. officer
Responsible for the
constructional . office
and for the fitting of
trucks to carry signals
equipment, also
connected with
experimental unit
Coma. of NZA districts
Admin. officer of the
districts

Coma.
i/c

local units

Garrison M.O.

Garrison Comd.
Garrison HQ
(Had a house built for
himself in ORANIENBURG,
with official labour
and material)
Comd. of Garrison Adm.
2 i/c of Garrison Adm.
Possibly comd. of TV-
standarte BRANDENBURG
Coma. of TV-standarte
ORANIENBURG

SAE
	

Reported as "small camp".
Norway)

SAHRA
	

Near KASSEL: . believed to Consist of 2
(Hessen-Nassau)	 camps. Its existence was confirmed in

1941
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ST.. ETIENNE.
(France Loire)

ST. GERMAIN LES BELLES 
(France, Haute
Vienne)

ST. GEORGEN 

ST. MIECHELS-GESTEL 
(Holland)

:ST. CYPRIEN 
(France)

ST. NAZAIRE.
(Prance)

ST, PAUL:DLEYJAUX 
.(France, HaUte
Viennel

-ST. PAUL -les-EAUX
'	 (France, Haut'

Il
:

lenne)

Pyrenees Orientales or:Dordogne.
Status of camp not ascertained.
Reported in June, 1943 to house a large
nuMber - of "Jews and black marketeers".

In December, 1942 1,000 political
prisoners were reported there.

300 "Jews and communists" reported there
in 1941.

See MAUTHAUSEN.,

In February, 1944, camp it "De RUWENBERG
was repotted . as "camp for hostages".
Inmates said to be deported as labour fol
works projects.
SS controlled.

Angers region Loire Inferieure.

In AugUat i 1943: 150 "communists", 130
Gauilists, and 150 poisons interned for
-"sedition" and other reasons were
.reported to be there,

Maybe the same as preceding camp.
Not confirmed:as a.German or Vichy
operated KL, but may be a . detention camp
of another type.

ST. PRIVAS	 Not confirmed- as 4,
(France Ardeche)

ST. QUENTIN 
(France, Aisne)

ST; RENAN 
(.Pance,
terre)

ST. SULPICE-LA-POINTE 
(France,-Tarn)

Leon Region.

Reported in December, 1943 as KL for
40,000 civilians in case of Allied
invasion.

January 1944: "KL for civilians"
reported as removed from this location.
August 1943: approximately 500 inmates
reported there; "Gaullists and communist:
e+c
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SARVAR
(Yugoslavia)

SCHAERBAICE 
(Belgium

SAJMISTE
	

See BELGRADE.

----(ZEMUN)

SALONIKA
7-----"(Greece)

1. PAVLOS MELSS KL 
' Macedonia: reported with 1,100

inmates in April 1944 and with 1,400
inmates in May, 19144. An undated report
speaks of 700 inmates.

2. SKOLIS KL
Macedonia.	 102 Sofia Street,

• SALONIKA.
Reported there with 400 inmates in

April 1944.

SAMOS	 Unconfirmed report of KL.
(Greece, Island
of Samos)

SAFIEZYSKA 
(Poland)

, Near VILNA: reported in February, 1943
as a "punitive camp for forced labour".
The name was also reported as	 •
SAPIERZYSKA.

A KL was reported there.

Suburb of BRUSSELS.
Politeigefangnis (?): see also JABBEEE.
SS Units in the Vicinity

Ersatzkommando der Waffen-SS (BRUSSELS)

SCHEVENINGEN	 There are said to be 1,300 prisoners in
(Holland)	 SCHEVENINGEN, in the following two camps:-

1. The Oranje Hotel.
750 - 800 "political prisoners"

reported to be interned there for
inte-Arogation by Sipo and Gestapo.

2. Police prison Nr. 850 on van Alkemade
Laan.
Guards 

German guards, SD and SS, who are
subordinated. to SD in DEN HAAG, Pie in 1.
Personalities 

Prison is commanded by Osohaf SCHWEIdR.
Prison Doctor is Dr. WERTENTERP, NSB

who is also doctor for prisons on the
Pompstations Road.
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2001201
(Zuid ,Holland)	 there:i.

Concentration amp for women reported

•SCHIRMITZ

(BaYern)

Last reported in September,'Near WEIDEN.
1942..

scHimEamc	 Alsace.
(France, Haute	 Type

Also called SicherungslaAer VORBOCK
bet SCHIRKBMK. See also NATZWEILER.

Originally a transit camp of the
French Army, it became a KL immediately
following the French campaign.

Reported composed of 4 sections:
1. Police barracks
2. "Normal section" for inmates
3. Special section for inmates receiving
especially harsh treatment
4. 'Namen's sectiOn.

Inmate's
July, 1941: 350 inMate.s.-
September l 1941: 1500,
JanuarYi 1942t •	(The camp was
still growing'at the time.) •
JUIy;.1942::iCamp enlarged... 	 10000-2,000.
• "Valunteers for the Spanish war on the
Loyalist side, homosexuals, priests,
'Grentgangerstugglera and deserters)
and 'political offenders" reported as
inmates,

1944. Parents and entire families
of Alsatians who deserted or attempted
desertion from the German Army were
interned there,

'Identification
.Prisoners are said to wear the

folldwing bands for identification:

Red cloth (4 x 5 cm)	 Political
Red band around cap 	 Spanish war

volunteers
Rectangle with small
blue and brown squares
Green band around cap
Blue band
Blue cloth rectangle

Social reasons
Frontier jumpers
Perverts
Priests

SS . Units in the Vicinity
SS Truppen thoungs PIatz is near this

camp..
SS Panzer Ersatz Abteilung (in BITSCH)
Bauleitung der Waffen-SS.
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SCHIRNECK (contd.)

SCHNEIDENNL
(Brandenburg)

SCHOCRL
-----(North Holland)

SCHROTTERSBURC
(FLOCK)

(Poland

Personalities 
Camp Commandant is. OSF HOUCK who was

also reported as "Hauptmann der Sipo".
A Schupb Lt. in charge of the guards

(40 men).
Three Zugwachtmeister, who work

directly under his command.'

Near Deutsch Krone. Last reported in
1936.

KL.

KL probably identical with DOBRZYN.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Kraftfahrzeugamt der Waffen-SS.
SS Kraftfahrschule III,

SCHUNEKER	 Alsace.
Bas Rhin)

SCHWECHAT

SCHWETZ

(NW Poland)

MINES 
(N. Norway)

SEM
(Norway)

SENFTENBERG.
(Brandenburg)

SENNELAGER

SENNHEIM
----(Prance, Alsace)

SETESZDAL
--(s Norway)

SICHELBERG
(8IERPO)

(Poland)

See WIEN-SCHWECHAT.

25 Km. ESE of CRAUDENZ.
Reported in November, 1942 as KL for
"Polish girls".

Reported as KL.

Near WilSBERG. For Jews.

Near CALAU. Last reported 1936.

Near PADERBORN. Last reported May, 1938.
Possibly for military offenders from the
Truppentbungsplatz there.

No details available..
SS-Ausbildungslager in the area.

No details.

112 Em. NW of WARSCHAU. Reported as KL.
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SISTERON	 Marseilles region. 43 0 black market
Alpes	 offenders And former police and camp

Basses	 oeficials.

• SKAIENIERZ	 'Reported' as KL.
(Poland)

STEGBURG
:(Rheinland)

25 Km. SE of KOLN.
Reported as Arbeitslager, probably former
ZUchthaue.'
RePOrtedmaY-T93.P.
..in943 . blacItMarketeers were reported
there.-

SIERPC	 See.SIOBELRERG4:

• SINON 
	

Near Ascb.• Camp reported there in
• (Baden)
	

November, 1942 for "prisoners and Germans
from abroad"

SKARZYSKO 
(Central Poland

•Near RADOM.\.
June, 1943: reported as two "punitive
camps for forced labour".
Octdber, 1943: reported as camp of the
same type for Jews.

SKOLIS	 See SALONZKA.

SLUIS	 Reported as a concentration camp for
(Holland)	 fasciSts before the invasion.

SMUKLA	 N. of BROMBERG.
(SMUKALA)	 November, 1943: reported' as "KL for

(Poland)	 Children". .
*January, 1944: reported as including
adults.

SOBIEBOR-
7-----(E.Poland)

SOLDAU
(DuAtbaff0)

(fOtiniellssen).

65 Km. ENE of LUBLIN.
Reported in SepteMber 1942 as KL and
extermination camp for Jews.

65 Km. SSW of ALIENSTEIN.
3 camps reported there:-

I' Transit.canTP
II KL

KL With special enclosures r women

SOLDIN	 Definitely established in 1936. Last
(Brandenburg)	 reported in March, 1938.
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SOLEC
	

Near ILZA.
Central Poland) February, 1943: reported as "punitive

camp for forced labour for Polish youths";

SOMOV/T	 KL reported there.
(Greece)

SONNENBURG	 11 Km. E of KUSTRIN.
(Brandenburg)	 Enlarged ZUchthaus turned into KL after

1933.
Inmates 

1933: 1,226 inmates were reported
there.
' 1936: 1,500 inmates reported there.

900 Norwegians.

'Last reported in December, 1943.

5 KM.. E of WARSCHAU, but may refer to
SOSNOWICE (SOSNOWITZ) near KATTOWITZ,
Oberschlesien.
Type 

Camp I. 	 July,, 1943: reported as
transit and forced labour camp.

Camp II. January, 1944: reported as
KL.

•SOSNOWIFr 
(Poland)

SPIELBERG . •	 May not be a KL but a camp of another
(Mbihren)	 type.

' STARA GRADISKA
(STARE GRADISTE)

(Yugoslavia)

STARACHOWICE 
. (Central Poland

STADELBEIM
(Bayern

Near MUNCHEN. Concentration camp last
reported there in 1936.
SS Units in MUNCHEN.

SS Art. Ausbildungs- und Ersatz Regt.
• SS Flak Ersatz Regt. (SS Kaserne

FREIMANN)
• SS Hauptreitschule (MUNCHEN-RIEM)

Berufsschule der Wafen-SS
(scilmisaiEn)

SS Standortbereich	 , 4

SS Hauptfarsorge und Versorgungsamt
(MUNCHEN 27, Mbhlstr. 12A)

SS Und Polizei Gericht
Erenzungsstelle der Waffen-SS
(MUNCHEN 27, Pienzenanerstr. 15)

SS Lebensborn (He;zog Max Str. 3 - 7)
$S Pferdezucht (MUNCHEN - RIEM)

Croatia. KL Under Ustashi control
reported there.

40 KM. NE KlEICE..
Reported once as KL, but in February, 1943:
as "punitive camp for forced labour".
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STEPANOV
-----(ffzechoslova,kia)

7 Km. SE of PRA..

STAROGRAD	 See PREUSSISCH STARGARD.

STAVERN
--(Norway)

Near LERVIK,
Provisional KL for "students" rePorted in
December, 1943.	 •
Said to have been previously a Russian

As .300 students are said to have been
deported to Germany; Since above date; this
camp may no ledger be in operation,

STETTIN
------(Pommern)

' Located at :the VULKANIHRFT • (famous ship=
yards)...

Reported in operation in 1935.•
Took: over part of Camp. 	 in ..1930,:.
Was probably an independent camp,
least fCr'a tithe k:and, : reported as such
1937.
Type ..

The Camp was hot'a:KL and has
allegedly been disbanded.•
Inmates	 .	 •

In 1940/41'a former inmate estimated
there were 100 = 12.0iinmateS:"Political
and former Wehrmacht memberS".: -
Guard

140 SS guards (reported by TOrinei.
inmate).
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Sanitats Ersatz En. I,
. SS und'Polizei Gericht Erg&nzungs.,.
stelle der Waffen-SS (Friedrich Karl-.
strasse 3.).
Personalities 

Dr..HOFFMANN said to be Commandant at
the time. -

STRASSBURG	 Yugoslav political prisoners,
—(Alsace-Lorraine)

STRELITZ
	

Near Ft1STE marG. Last reported in
enburg)
	

February, 1941.

STUTTHOF Location 
.Near DANZIG.

Type:
Official designation:. Zivilgefangen-

lager. .
1939-41: retorted. as KL for "Polish

Priests end Civilians".
November 1943.: other nationalities

such as Danes reported there,
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STUTTHOF contd..) • January 1944: Norwegians reported
there.

SS operated.
SS Units in the Vicinity

SS Bereitschaften, the SS-Heimwehr
DANZIG or elements of these units
stationed near the camp.

Several companies of SS division
"Galizien" held manoeuvres in this region.
See DANZIG.
Personalities 
• SEF Paul Werner HOPPE of Waffen-SS

reported to have assumed command.

SVANWIK	 In Finnmark.
----(Norway)

SVETA AlIESTASIA 
(Bulgaria),

Island near BURGAS. Reported to have
2,000 inmates and believed to be in
operation.

SWATOBORSCHITZ, KIJOV	 Both locations are given and camp may be
(SVATOBORICE)	 near both places, which are probably

(E8hmenrMahren)	 between IGLAU and BRUENN.
Type 

Internment Camp for relatives of
refugees who are working outside Czecho-
slovakia.
Guards 

Provided by the Gendarmerie of the
Protectorate, while the Gestapo takes care
of the trials.
Personalities 

C.O. is the former 1st. Lt. of
Gendarmerie CISAR, who now calls himself
KAISER.

SWIECIE	 See SCHWETZ.

SNIENTOCHLOWITZ 	 Reported as "punitive camp for forced
(SWIETOCHLOWICE) labour".

(W Poland)

SwiETY KRZYZ	 .	 October, 1943: reported as XL and labour
(Central Poland) . camp for Jews.

Inmates.estimated at 1,000.

SYLT	 See ALDERNEY.

SYDSPIMSEN	 Near TROMSO.
-(Norway)
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SYNGROU 
' (Greece)

SZARVAS
--7-7(Hungary)

SZEBUNIL.
(Poland)

Reported as prison but may well be a EL.

For "peasants engaged in anti-war
activities".

Jaslo County. XL permanent camp.
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TARNOW
(SW Poland)

TAPNON II 
(Poland)

TARNOW III

Reported as KL and transit camp.

Permanent KT.

KL with enclosure for women.

TATOI TATOY)
Greece) Location

Athens Area
Type

KL reported
Inmates 

April 1944:
June 1944
July 1944:

274
100
851

TCZEW
. (Poland)

232EZIN

TERVUEREN

THEBES (Tbil 
(Greece

Forced Labour Camp.

See TBERESIENSTADT

Near BRUSSELS

Attika Boeotia,
D2a

KL established
the town school.
Inmates

October 1942:
January 194.3:
February 19444
June	 19444
July	 19444
Undated.,report
inmates.

by Italians in

600
1,500
92
70
116'
says 3,000

2HERESIENSTALT
(TEREZIN)	 •

(Czechoslovakia)
Reported as extermination camp
for Jews.

Younger inmates are being
transferred to the Government
General.

'JfiLV1 	 ee TIMES.
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Jannary.1943. Reported as
Consisting of two camps:
10: I it mtmlam08 0) STEFANOWIC.I.a II “SZIAA10019111A"

: TRORN or TORDN
(0:Paand.)

•

TOMASZOW
'7777 (Central Poland.) 	 June 1943 i, reported as,."pUniiive

camp tor forced.Labout".

Near DESSAU. Army Prison. 900
German soldiers reported here on
MaY 18th 194.3.

TORGAU

Ralle-Merseburg)

TOULOUSE
7"---"(Prance)

TRAWNIEI
--(Poland-)

•TRIKSLINKA
--(111a4d.)

=TEMA.
--7---Cdreeoe) Phthlotis Phskia. n reported

in June 1944- with 300 inmates.#

. TOLKEk•
(66tpreussen) 	 76 kM. SW . of KONIGSBERG. Posdibly

identical with BRABNS33ERG..

TORUN ,	See THORN.

•January 1944: sports ground
being fixed up for Kt.

See also RECEBEDOU for St.
Michel jail.

Location
Near OHELM imthe LUBLIN

district.-

=2.2.
July 1942: reported as

consisting of 3 camps4
I "Punitive camp for forced
labour'.	 .
II EL for Jews. Inmates estimated
at 8,000.
III 30 Km. SE of ,LUBLIN.
Annihilation Camp,

Location
80 Km. NE ofiWARSCHAU

2/22
September 1941: reported as

consisting of 3 camps.:
I "punitive camp for forced labour.
II KL
III EX-termination camp for Jews.

•
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TrirESKAU

=MULL
-7-"(Greece)

.TRIPOLIS

See POSEN-TRESKAr

Thessaly. Reported as Mt

Peloponnese. KL established
by Italians.

TROPPAU
- (OP.AWA) May also be OPPAWA (OPPAU).

Confirmed in 1939.
October 1943: reported as transit
camp for "expropriated people".

TRUTZDOHF. See ALLERSDORF-TRuTZLORF.

TSCHENSTOCHAU or
CZESTOCHOWA

TSIKALA
-77-'--TGreece)

Location
60 Km. N of KATTOWITZ.

Type 
Reported as "punitive camp for

forced labour".	 .
Six. further camps planned.

Inmates 
Estimated 600 - 1,000.

Remarks 
There is a ghetto in this town

and the latter may have been reported
in error as a XL.

Thessaly.

TUEDESTRAND
(Norway) No details.
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ITLVEN
(Norway)
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ITC/CERMARK
(Brandenburg)

Location
Near Bergen. Former Exerzierplatz.
ULM said to have been abandoned

after,BSPELUND was enlarged.
Inmates 

January 1944: 100 .--, 200 inmates
'reported there, all of them from the
Bergen area.

Inmates work mostly on jobs
outside the camp.
Guards

German Police.

Location,
Post FURSTENEERG, Mecklenburg.

Possibly identical with with
RAVENSBRICK.
Type

Reported in, May 1944 as
Jugendschutzlager der Sipo for girls.

UNTEEMASSPELD
(Th(ringen)	 Near Meiningen. Reported. May 1938.

Not confirmed..

liTRICBT
77---7(Holland)	 House of Detention (GANSSTRAAT).

, Possibly. nbt KL.



V

VALIMNIRG
-7-Colland)'	 KL

.Ardeche ( Ityons Re ion)
Political internees.

V411-LES.-BAINS 
(France)	 •

• . VATINES
Morbihan).

VARNA.

Not confirmed,as German or
Vichy operated KL.

May be a detention camp of
another type.
Inmates

Reported to have 2,000.
British civilians also said to
be detained there.

(Bulgaria)	 2,000 inmates reported there.
Believed to be in operation.

VECHTA .
. (Oldenburg) Confirmed until May 1938.

vlasuuTZEN
"---TrEaland) 	 May be identical with WESTERBORK.

900 Jews reported there, June 1943.

VELIKA-KANIJA
(Yugoslavia)	 KL reported there.

.48RDALSOREN 
(Norway)	 Near TRON0Hali; reported as camp

for "German deserters".

vISOTIL
(Prance Haute-Saone) Reported in May 1943 as PW camp, and

in January 1944 as KL with 41 141 •
French inmates.

VICHY.
(France, Alliers) No camp there, but according to

a report from December 194.3, "several
camps were planned in case of an
Allied invasion".

1. At the caNcouRs HIPPIQUE near
the Siohon River and railway.
2. At the STADIUM near the conflu-
ence of the Siohon and. Allier rivers.
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suburb of KAnNo.

See WIII40

AccOrding to a report of November.
the, CHATEATIEVINCENNES is

"a:centre. ..of persedution and
tortilre".

Thessaly; KL situated near railwa3r!
station, and reported with 350
hostages, June 1944.

VINCENNES.:
..(.'randel Seine)

• VILIAMPOLE:
(Lithuania)

VILNA'

3. At the race tracks on the left
bank of the Allier river opposite
footbridge.

Covering a part of the airfield
N of Vichy an the right bank of
the Allier river near RHUE.

VIDADBAN.
(France,Var)	 Reported in August 1942, as "camp

for aliens"; not confirmed as XL.

.VORBRUCK '	Sep scx.mmtpK

VOUILIANENI 
(Greece)	 9 miles E of ?TREADS; unconfirmed

report of XL there.

VOVES

	

(France, Eure-et-	 • Reported in June, • 1943, as camp
'	 Loire)	 for political internees; said to

hold 850 Communists and 'socialists.

VUGHT.
.(Holland) Tyye,

Ja" Known as XL LOWER HERTOGENBOSC)
A`gts chamber us under construction

there.
Capacity

70000.
Camp was to be enlarged to over

20,000 in March, 1943.
Inmates

'	 March, 1943: 4 - 5,000 reported
there.

August 1943: report claimed
1,800 - 2,500 inmates.

January 1944: 4,500 Dutchmen,
and many Belgians, French and other
Europeans reported there.

•
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All Jews in Holland have to
report there.

It is said that the Dutch
Communists have a strong position
in the internal camp management.
Ftr instance Jan HUMANS, the
Lageralteste and right hand man of
•the commandant, is said to belong to
them.
Identifications 
•Reichsdeutsche are recognizable

by a green patch.
• Dutch political prisoners who

are members of the Dutch Communist
•Party 'wear a red triangle.
SS Units in the Vicinity

An SS Truppen Zbungs Platz is
located near the camp.
•Elements of SS Polizei Regiment

1 (motorisiert).
Other SS Polizei Regiment elements.
Personalities 

•Commander was arrested in the
middle of January 1944 on account
of "scandalous conduct".
, The camp doctor is Dr. WOLTER,

an SS nn with previous KL

experience.
Other Camps.

There are two outside camps,
probably branches of this one:
• GIMP, FIJEN

KOERDIJK (about 400 inmates)

VULKANVERPT	 See STETTDN

lrum (?). PIRAEUS:
(Greece).

•
Athens area: established by Germans.

KL reported in June 1943, with
81 hostages from Crete.

Used as transit camp.
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WALDEN-BURG
(Schlesien) S	 Bregla.n...Last reported. in

*T1938

•WANNE-EICKEL
(Westfalen)	 Reported. in May 1938, and. believed

to be an administrative centre.

WARSCHAU (W.ARSZAWA) 
(Poland.) 1. Camp at Skaryszewa Street.

Reported in November 194.2 as a
transit , camp for "forced labour"
with approximately 7,000 inmates.

2.. Camp at Gesia Street.
Reported in Ju..17 194.3 as .11 and. in
October 19).1.3, as "punitive camp for
forced labOur" especially for Polish
Youth.
Units in the vicinity.

SS Polizei Rgt. 22
SS Eavalerie Ersatz Bat.

Elements of TotenkOpf..Standarte

SS:4;alizOigrena4Ligr'Aiisbilii4ngs.
Una . Ersatz' 'Mi. 3.

' ..SS..Radfahrer 'Ausbilatings und
Ersatz Unit.

SS UnterShrer. Schule,
Bekleidungslager der 'Waffen SS

SS HAUptveterinarpark
Kurierstelle der WEiff en SS.

•WASSERBURG/Inn
(Bayern)	 Believed. to be in operation.

WA.TENSTEET	 See EMSLAND (Location of Gbring Works)

WA_TTEN
(France Nord.) Type 

•September 194.3: a camp for
"political internees" was reported
here.
Remarks
• "Undesirables are said to wear

yellow stripes and "bandits" green
stripes on their trousers.

MITTEN-SCHEID
(Westfalen)	 Near BOCHUM: last reported. as a KL

in 1936.

WAUER
(Poland.)	 Dulag reported near. AUSCHWITZ in 194.0.
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WEIMAR
(ThUringen)	 Type 

• There is an internment camp at FORST
• ETTERSBURG, with 75 buildings and a

factory, according to a report dated
•September 1943.
Remarks 

BUCHENWALD is at times referred to
as:WEIMAR.

WEIZHEIM 
(Wtirtemberg)	 Near Schorndorf. 	 Last reported in

April 1937.

WESTERBORK 
(Holland) Type

• Large EL for Jews reported there in
June 1943.

Maybe identical with VEENHUIZEN.
Remarks

2200 prisoners, many ill, were trans-
ported in, cattle oars from camp
Westerbork an July 20th, 1943.

WETZLAR
---(Nassau)	 Reported before 1939; not confirmed.

WIELRENIA	 See KIELCE.

WIN-SCHWECHAT
(Reg. Bez. Wien) South of Vienna. Concentration camp

reported there.
SS Units in the Vicinity
SSKraftfahrausb. und Ers. Komp

'Kraftfahrtechn. Lehranstalt
der Waffen SS

SS Bauschule
SS Ingenieurschule, WIEN IX,

Walringerstr. 67
Hauptwirtschaftsiager der Waffen SS.

SS Standortkommandantur.
Ergdhzungsstelle der Waffen SS
(Wien 14/66, Lichtensteinstr. 49
Era. Inspektion der Waffen SS,

SODOSTRAUM. )
Men XIII, Glorietteoasse

14 - 16)
SS und Polizeigericht
SS FeldpostprfAfung Zweigstelle StDOST.

(Wien VII, Mariahilfestr. 38 - 48).
SS Passierscheinzweigstelle (Wien IX,

Seegasse 9)
SS Lazarett
SS R5ntgensturmbann (Grosse Stadtgut-

gasse 28)
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WILGA
Central Poland)

WIWI=
---(Hessen-Nassau)

WINNICA\
7--7-(Poland)

WITTLICH

WITTMOOR

WLOCLAWEK

Off Poland)

WIERDEN-AIMELO 
(Holland)

WILNO (VIL) 
(East Po/and)

EL reparied as WIEETEN I and II
near AliTELO.

Near GARWOLIN,
Type

Reported. n July, 1942, as
EL for Jews and "punitive camp for
forced labour".

Type 
Reported in October, 1943, as

"punitive camp for forced labour"
Said to be located at DOBRA RADA

WOLLERSDOTRUTZLORF
(Iliederdomau

S of LUneburg
Last reported in May 1938.

12 Km SW of Pultusk. Transit camp.

See TrALKTURK

See HAMBURG'

See LESLAU

Under LOLLPUSS and SCHUSCHNIGG mainly
Nazi.inmates; therefore renamed
TRUTZDORP.
Several barracks burned dawn in 1938
and closed.
Said. to 	 Again in operation.

WOLPENBDTTEL
•(Braunschweig)
	

Identified in 1943.

IR=
PrObably called WRONKEN by the
Germans.-

lleported.as '"punitive camp for forced
labour".
.Reported to be an old prison.
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.W(TPPERT11,•

,.WORZBURG •
(Bayern)

At Wuppertal. Camp last reported
there in January 1944. had. 41,800
prisoners.

A camp was last reported there in
1936.

WYSOICCE .BRZEGI 
(W Poland) Near JEZORA. A town named WYSOKIE

has,.been renamed. HOHZNAII.
Reported as "punitive camp for
forced labour".
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Greece)	 Western Thrace; XL established
by Bulgarians; capacity unknown.

YERYERI(AMARIOU) RETBINNOS
(Greece) Crete; reported as' EL

YPATI
(Greece) EL reported with 90 inmates in

February 1944-

!VOIR
Belgium Namur.Belgium, report of January 1942, states

that a camp with barbed wire enclos-
ures was under construction there;
believed to be intended as EL.

ZABIKOWO
çs. Poland

Near Poznan; :a forced labour camp
is reported there;

ZACISZE 
(Poland)

ReportedAnlrOveMber. 1941 as 4
• Straflager "for peasants."
There Are 3 towns by this name in
Toland;
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`LAMM
(Yugoslavia) Type 

There is a concentration camp
near the Zoo at MAXIMIE, near
ZAGREB.
Renarks

Jews there wear, back and front,
a yellow patch with David's Star and
a
The SS Einsatzstaffel cmposed of
Volksdeutsche used to kill Jews in
the streets of Zagreb.
Personalities 

.Name of Gestapo under SBF is
unknoWn but the man is reported to
be a relative of Dr. UBERREITER
Gauleiter STEIERMARK.

ZAKRZOWEK
(-Central Poland)	 Near ILZA; reported in February 1943,

as "punitive labour camp".

ZAMARTE
----(IM Poland)

ZAMBROY1
------(NE Poland)

ZAMOSK

Near KONITZ.
In January 194.3 , confirmed as KL

Reported in February 194.3 ,

"punitive • camp for forced labour".

• (Central Poland)	 Type
. Reported in January 1943 as

transit camp for "expropriated Poles"
SS units in the Vicinity

SS Pferdesammel- und Ertatzlager.
SS Reit-und Fahrsdhule.

ZANTI.
(Greece)	 Macedonia. KL reported under

Bulgarian control.

ZAMA=
KL reported in Ncrrember 1943

ZASCIENEK 
(Poland)	 Near BIALYSTOK; RI may be same as

ZASCIANKI.

ZGIERZ	 See GOMM
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ZICHENAU (CIEGRAWW)
(Poland) Location

78 Km NNW of WARSAW

One permanent KL and three
forced labour camps are reported
in this district.

ZORBIG
(Sachsen . '	 Near MERSEBURG; reported. li*y 1933.

ZWIERZYNiE0 
• (Q.entral Poland) Near LUBLIN.

RepOrted in October 1943, as "transit
and punitive camp for forced labour".

ZWRINGEN
located)	 Believed. to be in operation.

Uniceated Camps 

EL between NEUSTADT and NEISSE in
Schlesien; reported in August 1943.

SK Lager for suspected German
soldiers returning from the Russian
front was reported as having started
in SepteMber 1942.

4 between LEIPZIG and BRESLAU,
especially for Jews reported in
March 1944.

KL for German officers and:other ranks
reported in Eastern Prussia inane
1943.
There are said to be 2,000 prisoners
dressed in Polish uniforms in order
td hide the fact that so many Germans
had. been "bad boys" at the Eastern
Front.

A.special XL for people having
connections with England and the USA
.is.said- to have been setup in
Southern German..
The'repOrt, , dated April 194.4., expresses
the-beliefthatpitler will hold these.	 .	 .
people as hostages to lirOtect himself.
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ANNEXE A 

Part III

List of SS ArbeitsstAbe  not located 
Near an Identified Concentration Camp

BREST Kt. LESLAU, Gutsverwaltung Popowiczki

ELSENAD, Kirchenstrasse 6

GEMLITZ Kr. MOGILNO, Dietfurt 22 Guthbitz

GNESEN, Gottestrasse 22

GOSTINGEN, Bahnhofstrasse 33,

• BiRSOBTEIGH; Latzowstrasse 2 (SS Werkzentrale)

.POTTKORST, Dietfurt Gutsverwaltung BlUchersfelde

•RAWITSCH, Esleuer Stadtgraben 13

SCHIERAK, Friedhofstrasse 6

Bahnhofstrasse 3

SCHRODA, Rigaer Strasse 5

STERNBRUCK, Kempen, Hirscheok

TUi8K, Wolhynieneinsatz, Strasse des 13 Sept 26

•WARTHBRIJOKEN, Sohachtahusstrasse 12

VEHLUNGEN, Krakauer Vorstadt 15

WOLISTEIN, Eichengraben-Oberhof

•WRESCHEN, Helmuth-Raymannstrasse 6

ZIRKg , Birnbaum, Markt 19
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CONFIDENTT A TI

SUPREME HEilDQUARTERSJLLIEDECPEDITIONARY POROE

EtrALUATICEI IND	 SECTION
G-2. (Counter Intelligence Sub.-Division)

H-4-n-D7B70-0-E •

(Karizmtrationslager)

AXIS CONCINTRATICHI ones AND DETENTION CENTRES 

REPORTED AS SUCH IN-EUROPE 

DOI

•Translaiion : of the Special 'Oszno Orders.-

for the a ESTWREGIZI



ZOncentration Camp Esterwegen.
Command Post •	 1 Aug 34

SneHoié(1 C amD Orders

fOr Prisoners Barracks 

1.. Puroote

-It4El_left to the individual in protective custody to
.meditate . Onithe -reasdn . wbyhe.had come to this concentrationcamp.
Bete he has the opportunity either tO:...Ohangelie attitude to the
nation and the country to One in faVOurofe. PeOPlee.00mmunitY
on the.basis_of National-Socialism, or if he should -Consider it
more valUable00 die for the dirty 2nd Cr 3rd:JewishInternational
Of Mart or Lenin.

2.	 Admissions. to' the C1102,

No prisoner is allowed to *ear civilian clothes in the camp.
Civilian clothes and . personal , effects Will be taken away on arrival
and Cared. for separately.

: a].]. new 	 will have their bead shorn. Anybody infested
with vermin, and who does not reporthis'condition on arrival, will
be punished. •	 _ '

When giving personal particulars to the officers of the
ailitiCal-Pepartment of;the , Concentration Camp EsterWegen, prisoners
Will keep'strictly.to,ihe'truth and answer all questions conscient-

. '4Otidl*'. •

3.Ilmt_k_reloort cOmMthiCatle diseases

Anybody suffering from an infectious or contagious disease,
,	 .

Or infested with vermini: . wi11' rePi*t this fact on Arrival. 	 •
A'PriSoner4gt or Cpl who allows the presence of vermin

(bugs, lice, phthiriva,Pubis):Withina barrack compound will be
punished viith.arrest;40:*isciner , i:ho.brings , ietAn into the camp
and keeps his:Oonditi6r(See-ret Or doeenotreport , it, will be
punished likewise. The ....preaence . of vermin denotes lack of requisite
*cleanliness of,persons . or'rOomi. If the condition described above is
brought about intentionally, s ibose . responsible . Will have to answar-
a charge of sabOtaga.::::,

Discipline

All . prioners l -withca-eltOeption. and regardless of birth, .
pOsition'orpFofession t have. the status of 	 :Young. or
old, all have to accustom. 	 to Military disCipliae.and
order from the day of arrival.

Al]. members. of the Sp, upAO:the Commandant of the Concentrat-
ion Camp, are the superiors .,of'Priioners;-their orders will be
obeyed instantaneously and without answering back. The authority of
.members of the SS • JO defined inspecialCamp Regulations; Acts in
'excesz of this authority(*) will be punished.	 .

5. Saluting

In the interest of the promotion of . discipline .prisoners

(0 (Footnote in manuscript: ?).
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are compelled to pcti.militarTrespects : to all members of the 68.
On being spokenAo aiy. an SS man, a Prisoner will cameto.attention:

On the march the salute will take the form of "Eyes Rtght" or
rEyes Left".

SS. Officers from the rank of Sturefihrer (Lieut) upwards will: •
be* SalUted on the Command of the SaIdin 1/c . partyvthe command will
be "Eyes Right" followed by "At Ease"; when givin g this salute,
-caps will be taken off.	 '	 •

.When a superior visits a place where work is in progress, the
headdress will not be removed; prisoners will carry on with their
task undisturbed.'Report..will:be . made - bY the 'leader of the escort
and the foreman of the prisoners.

When 'a superior enters the prisoners v quarters, the prisoner
standing next to him will call attention . to . this by shoUting:'
"Attention". The senior man in the room will report the number
present ., and' all inmates will Come to attention. .

All superiors entering the camp will be saluted as aMatter Of
. principal. A superior on sentry-go outside the camp beyond the
Wire fence-willnot be saluted..

6. Billeting

Prisoners in protective custody . will be housed in barracks.
Each barrack block constitutes in itself a Company of Prisoners
which is under the command of an SS NCO as their Coy Officer; he
will appoint from among the barrack inmates one prisoner-Sgt and
the requisite number of Corporals.

Prisoner-Sgt and Cpls are appointed merely to keep order
within their 'compound.. 'They receive their orders from the Coy
Officer and are made responsible for enforcing these orders in
all circumstances; they have strict orders to report to the Coy
Officer all . prisoners who do not submit tO the prison discipline.

Barrackqiine

Billeting of prisoners in the barracks will be arranged by
the Commander of the Protective Custody Camp or by his deputy..
All barrack rooms other than those assigned to them are out of
bounds to prisoners. A Prisoner-Sgt will be called to account
if he permits the presence of an outside prisoner among personnel
of his compound.

Anybody changing, off his own bat, the place in the billet
assigned to him 'will be punished.

4moi1c1ng in billets is strictly prohibited. Fireplaces, wash
places, and lavatories will be treated with the greatest care.

On the Sound of Reveille prisoners will rise from their
.sleeping places at once and tidy their beds and rooms; also the
windows will be opened. The prisoner-Sgt and the Cpls will make
.their morninL report to the Duty Officer of the Coy. After this,
coffee will . be received.

During the day prisoners will not use their beds without
permission.

Each prisoner will affix a label with his name to his bed.
Prisoner-Sgts, furthermore, will 'display in a prominent

place a nominal roll of personnel and an inventory of all public
property in the room.

Billets will at all, times be in an exemplary state of
cleanliness. Prisoners rebelling against barrack Discipline or
the Prisoner-Sgt will be reported..

There will be a bath parade at least once in three weeks;.
anybody evading a bath or failing to keep himself clean generally
will be led to the bath under the supervision of SS men.

•
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.1n.to circumstances will laundry. be hung to dry on the "border.
plates" (tdrenzplatten' .- Presumably.a structure peculiar to conc.
camps) of-theneutral'tone.'Liundrymay be hung along the barracks
by day. With, 	 approach of dusk all windows and camp lines will

'be kept free irom laUndrY.
Clothes and linen will be cleaned in the wash rooms.

8. 1.41.0111±LliJMNft •

Prisoners are, Without exception, liable to do manual labour,
regardless-of'pOsition, profession or birth. Anybostsefgang to
yL_Orksmn"Or.tinJAtm2kg_p_kr.ajttL_1del;•=tkta_or
illness in,;_ördervol..4 work„Will • be considered incorrigible 
and will-be:taken to account.

Working, hours for the whole of the camp are laid down by the
Camp Commandant alone.. Signals to start And finish work will be
given. by means of a horn or the works bell.

If theexigencies of the camp require it, and with the
permission of the Commandant, work may always . be done on Sundays
.And.Holidaye . or continued after normal working hours.

• Subject to the approval of the Commandant, wOrking prisoners
may be granted a rpOor . balite •. (presumably Additional food and/Or
cash for working in swamps).

9 - 2EMASA-Afatiok-ctive MA:tit-4Z

There are 3 grades or classes of protective custody. New
Arrivals will in principle be PIA . in Class II.

(A) Class  (Discharge Class) may be attained by a prisoner
has been in the Concentration Camp for . 3 months and satisfied
following conditions, i.e. provided he has

(a) not infringed 'Camp Regulations;
(0) not been punished With arrest;
(c) always been willing to work;
(d) baed hi tttt4

favour of  'the National Socialicummaugulals
..1111111.1=Z;

(e)made a-decIaration. in Writing thit'heilksljat'laitt
• dissociated himself from the nation destrozing
marxist ideoktgLaf, Marx or Len-

(f)disclosed in writing._:tiamm. 9'111-411,1nAer Sze::
tionaries insofar as these are not . already in the

One Admonition or rePriManclincreases the term: Of Protective
Custody by at least 3 weeks; punishment by arrest increases the .
.term of Protective Custody by at least 8 . weeks. Punishment (arrest)
'admonition, reprimand) can be awarded only by the Camp Commandant.

(B)	 The following are put.in Class 
(a)leading political personalities and intellecttals
who, hitherto Or formerly ., have acted, in a manner
recognised as detrimental to the nation and the
state;
(b)prisoners whO have been punished with severe
arrest or solitary confinement;
(c)prisoners belonging to the "Penal' abour" section;
(d)criminals in protective custody;	 .
(e)Jewsand others whO have shown . themselves to be
"parasites of the people"' Or common political
agitators;
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(f) , former national socialist leaders who, in a
• profit seeking manner, .hai.e ahnsed:the trust put

put in theml3rtheiriligheSt leader, or Proved
themselves to' be 	 treitors;'	 .
(g) 'prisoners who' nake it understood in their , letters
that they have no intention of. changing their views:.

(C).: A reclassifiCation from III to I/ can be condidered.only
in the case of prisoners whose Outstanding conduct, attitude and
generallehaVieur during several months in the camp.offer a guarantee
that the purpose of his protective custody has really been achieved.
To furnish the prodf of this rests withthe'Prisoner in protective
custooly.

After a further 3.roontfis• in Class II a 'prisoner 'may
be 'put in Class I, provided he has' fulfilled the conditions laid
down under, (A) above.	 ,

, Classification of prisoners will, as a rule, not be made
knownvbut it will be recorded In the personal documents* prisoners
will not carrv an outward matt denoting elassificatinuscript
note in margin: armlets and . hands round legs).,Classification may
be' expressed through award of punishment.'

10. Conduct in the Camp

Bawling, screening, and unduly loud shouting in the
camp	 prohibited.•

Prisoners will enter. Or leave barracks and billets only
•through the proper entrances or exits. Prisoners will be, fired on
without warning if ,they climb' througha barrack windewHhy day or
night, , ascend•the barrack root' without An order, throw stones over.
the camp walls, leave the barracks At night between. lights out and
reveille.

Consequences will be.the . same for a prisoner who,' unless
acting on instructions or with permission, enter the neutral zone
bounded by the paling.

It is forbidden to congregate in the vicinity of the
wire obstruction 'near the paling. If this order is contravened,
prisoners will, be shot.mt to kill. Orders of the camp sentries will
be obeyed without delay; if necessary, an order may be enforced by
the use of arms.

11. without

Anyone leaving camp without being accompanied by a guard
will be suspected of , flattempted escape" and dealt With accordingly.

Anyone detailed for Work by a SS-man, SS-Officer or SS-
medical orderly after the departure of working parties will report
to his coy. commander; failure to comply with this regulation will
lead to punishment even if he leaves camp under guard of the a/m SS-
man (medical orderly) . . A SS-man (Med.orderly) when calling for a
prisoner will be In possession of a work ticket (Arbeitszettel).

12. The Medical Officer of the Cam,

The medical officer of the camp will attend to the
sick . but not to those unwilling to work. Any prisoner reporting,
sick without either genuine reason or who by doing so is trying to
avoid work will be transferred to the department for "punitive
labour" (Strafarbeit). Prisoners will submit themselves for medical
examination on the day of . reporting sick. Anyone declared fit for
work by the MO will be detailed for punitive labour. Men already •
under the dept. "punitive labour" will if reporting sick without
genuine reason, be punished in accordance with the Disciplinary and
Penal Code.

•

•
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13. Public Property 

All objects whether in camp, in barracks or worn, on the
body-Alio public property and as such will be treated with care,
.cleaned and Mended in off-duty hours whenever necessary.

'Whoever removes public property of any description from
'its rightful place, wilfully destroys, thrOweswey; misuses or
.alters etc. any of the aforesaid will he pUnishedand liable to
Indemnification. In dertain cases the entire,coy. of prisoners
(Gefineenenkómpanie) may be held •responsible..

14. Camp MtAls.

Every man.under protective custody is permitted to write
2' letters or 2 postcards per month or receive the some from his
relatives. Letters .must.be clearly written and easily legible;
mail matters which are not in accordance with these requirements
wili.not'be : sent off or deltiered. , Letters will contain matters
of personal interest.	 r•	 .

Anyone.empreseing - derogatory remarks in letters about the
State and the government, the authorities and institutions Or who
glorifies Marxist or , liberal leaders or parties, who imparts. 
information relating to occurrences 'within' the concentration camp
will be considered incorrigible and held responsible.

All'outgoing . letters and postcards will be stamped and handed
to the pomMander-Of:the-prisoners coy. unsealed.

Parcels containing (clean) laundry can be delivered to
prisoners twice monthly. In case parcels include foodstuff,
alcohOlit . drinks, tobacco goodsi .marmist, jewidh or subversive
writings, pamphlets,Alewspapers, photographic films, tools, knives
or any other prohibited objects they will be confiscated. Civilian
clothing will be handed over to' the clothing itOre(Effectenbdro).

•Relatives must he informed accordingly. No claims regarding
return of oonfiscated goodewill. be entertained..

Outgoing parcels will Contain laundry:only. Should this be
very. dirty it 'must Undergo a preliminary Meshing. Objects which have
been made 'whilst in temp may be 7taken . put when release. takes place

. subject to the Commandant's approval. p il.aeter.of'Paris . moUlde will
he destroyed,.	 •	 :	 '

A'Oharge of 10 Pfennig . will ' he made for the delivery of each
•incoming pastel .(costs Of transport); relatives do not have to
pay postage.	 ,

. Prisoners are permitted to receive a German daily newspaper.
• Applications concerning orders'for . neivapapers Will be made in

'Writing through the coy. Commander to the Commandant. Money for
newspapers will be payable . Only When the application has been
granted,.

- 15.. Monetary Matters 

Money can be sent into camp only by way of postal orders or
money orders . (Zahlkerte). Relatives will be informed that money
in &lel cannot be accepted by the camp Post Office. Cash Which has •
been enclosed in letters and 'parcels, Contrary to these regulations,
will be 'confiscated.. Whoever offers money to-a member of the SS
will be placed in solitary confinement.

Prisoners Money will be administered by the political
section. Amounts of over RM: 15.-.will be deposited on the account
of the prisoner concerned. The SS-Treasurer (Geldverwalter)
will daily pay out all other amounts to the prisoners, Who are to

sign for them personally in the postboOk. Deposits will be
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paid out as required based on application on an indent form
(Amforderungsliste) -each will be signed by the prisoner.

16. Camp Library

All prisoners may availfthemselves.of the camp library.
Certain prisoners can by order:be . eigluded from its Use. Books
will 'behandled with care and returned. Within one week.

17. Alarm

When Sirens sound .an alammin campor several shots are
fired in quick succession ailptisoners will withoutfail:dotible
to their barracks and close doors and windows without delay.
Prisoners who 'do not act in accordance with this order or Who
leave barracks while the alarm lasts will be fired on without
further warning., •

18. Roll Call

The roll-call will be ordered by the Camp Sub-commander
(Lagarfahrer) or his Bapportfdhrer (man who calls the roll at
parades). The order can be given either by -whistle or by word
of mouth. Prisoners will fall in as companies on their pre-
designated place; the coy. Sergeant-Wor on duty (beauftragter
Itessaniefeldmebel) having ordered "Attention", "Eyes right
(left)" will report the strength of the prisoners coy.

19. Requests and Complaintg

Prisoners are entitled to voice requests and complaints.
The Camp Commandant is the highest authority to decide over
requests and complaints.

In all instances requests and complaints will be submitted
to the commander of the prisoners coy, whose duty it is to
forward them through service channels. 'In case a complaint should
be directed against the coy. commander himself it will be submitted
to the Camp Sub-commanders

Prisoners who do not adhere to the procedure relating to
complaints as laid down or who for the purpose of lodging a
Complaint collect signatures will be punished.

Anyone basing a complaint on false facts will be held
responsible.

Prisoners who want to make a report have to submit a
request to the commander of the prisoners coy. In special cases
it is permissible to submit such request directly to the Camp
Sub-commander.

The Political Commissar will receive the report for the
Commandant. As last resort the prisoner may be permitted to
report to the Commandant.

20, Haircut 

Each prisoner's - company has to detail a company-barber
to whom a state-owned pair of hair-clippers will be issued.
Hair and beards will be cut every fortnight, neck and temples
have to be kept absolutely short. A prisoner's - company which
does not comply with these orders will be ordered to shear off
all hair completely in the same way as they are shorn on
commitment to the camp.

•

21. General Rules

The times for lights-out and reveille will be ordered by
the Commandant.

•
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After-lights-out the greatest quiet will be observed everywhere in
the camp. Lights in the rooms will be switched Offimmediately.- .
Passages will be kept lit. Whoever purposely disturbs the prisoners.
asleep will be punished.
Oiltside . the billetssmokingls allowed in the camp. During work on
the moors smoking is:forbidden.. The seine applies to kitehens, stores
and places containing inflammable materials where smoking is strictly
forbidden and punishable.	 •
Smoking and permission to visit the canteen are.Privileges'which
can be withdrawn..	 .
4tasumption'of . alcoholic drinks is strietIy . forbidden to all
'prisoners.

22 'Instigators.

Whoever
bolds &political discussion in the camp, On the working-site, in
the billets and in rest-places,
'makes inflammatory speeches, congregates with others to that purpose,
forms cliques or wanders about, •
collects true or .untrue information or photOs t about the camp 'and
Ws institutions, receives such information, passes it on,
smuggles it out of the camp by secret or any other means, gives it
to . personsdischarged. or ,transferred, hides it in clothing or any
other articles, bides . it in the ground, throws it.wrapped around
stOnes etc; over . the • camp-walls, climbs On roofs or trees, gives
signs or light-signals,. •
incites other to flee, gives them advice in that respect or helps
them,

.111111e_treated as instigator.

23 .tiktpun.

Whoever attacks a sentry or an SS-man, makes him ridiculous,
refuses Obedience or work,
incites others to similar action,.	 .
leaves a matching formation or working-site without order or
:permission, ' :	 . . 	 .
sings loudly, shouts or agitates during &march or during the
working-tine,	 .

. omits' intentionally to give an ordered salute,

wilLbe treated as mutineer.

24 :SabOtegm

•Whoever brings about, either intentionally or by negligence,
a fire, explosion, damage by water or . any other kind of damage,
be it in the camp, billet, workshops or working-Site. .
furthermore, -	.
'whoever handles in unauthorized fashion barbed-wirefence„ the'

• campwail, electric light-installations, heatinginstallations or
boilers, in kitchens, at 'machines or Motor-vehicles,

will 'be ' treated as Saboteur.

25 ElogerouS to the Public

WhOever offers presents 'to a sentry, tries bribes,
gloryfies .Marxism or any other "November-Part" in a sentry's
presence,
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takes dontemi5tUous remarks aboUt theliational-Socialist-Peoplels'
State andit t s government,
shows himself obstinate, .	 . .
secretly gives information about the Ca= and it's inmates to et 
Visitot.or -kivesliim_secret10 .1.10ttees. notes. photos or -pieces of
apparel. ...	 .	 .	 .
produces .articles forbidden in the Camp, pieces of 'dress, Caps,
cigarette-cases which can be Used as hiding-places,
receives, passe's on, or sends, on such articles,

Will be treated as dangerous to the public.

26. IMEEIggalt

•Whoever dodges 'work, absenti himself from working-parades, absents
himself from camp-rollcall without reason or perMission,
reports to the doctor or dentist, without real reason, does not
march out, Simulates physical defects, behaves lazily or indolently,
does not observe discipline, does not keep his dress or shoes in
order, writes:objectionable.letters, steals from felloi-prisoners,
beats them or mistreats them in any fashion

will be considered as incorrigible.

27. Suspected of attempted escae.

WhOever leaves working-site, camp or work-shop without an
accompanying sentry or before time,:
.has In his possession forbidden articlea or tools, carries

-lis PersOn or procures them for others,
wears dkillian clothing without permission .is

suspected of .. attemOted escape.

28: Favouring,grime.

Anyone, who as "Gefan enen-Feldwebel" (prisoners7platoon-leader),
as "Korporal-echaftsfthrer" Section-loader) or as prisoner,
receives information about a proposed incitement, sabotage, mutiny,
escape or any other crime or misconduct,

will be punished as perpetrator of the 
•

unless he reports.his information in time to his superior.

Prisoners . who report a proposed action in time to the Commandant
or his subordinates will be treated with special consideration.
Whoever knOwingly makes a false report will be punished.

29 Punishment

• Crimes, Offences .and transgressions will be punished according to
the disciplinary and Penal code of prisoners in protective custody.

Inspector of the Concentration Camps RFSS

F.D.R.	 signed: EICKE

Weibredht	 SS-Gruppenftihrer

Adjudant

them on
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Concentration-Camp Esterwegen	 1.8.1934
Commandant's Office

DiscrEszARY AND MAL-CODE FOR	 PRISON-CAMP

Introdnction:

In . aceordsnoe.:with existing camp-orders the following
penalties , aro‘.Published, for the maintenance of law and order
within the limits of the Concentration-Camp Eistarwegen.

Al]. prisoners: of the .KL,Estetiregen are subject to these
orders from the time of admission until the time of discharge.

The executive powers are with the Camp-Comniandant. He
is personally responsible to the Inspector Of - Concentration-
Camps for the execution of published. Camp-Orders. The latter
is -subordinate to the Coninander of the Political Police. The
former issues his orders on the 1.atter's instructions.

Toleration shows weakness. .Recognising vas, ruthless
action will be taken, where it appears nabedsa.ry in the -interest
of the Fatherland. The respectable Patriot will Wt . come into
contact with this penal-code. You political and 'intellectual
agitators, however, whatever your oreed, take note; beware that
you are not caught or we will be after your blood and will
silence you with your own methods.:

Paragraph 1

The following will be punished with 3 days strict con-
finement:

1) Anyone kno*ingly making false statements at interro-
gations or examinations

2) Anyone taking second. helpings at mealtimes without
permission of his Coy Commander, or receiving two
rations from the cook

3) Anyone trying to evade bathing, or not maintaining
sufficient personal hygiene

4-) Anyone sending soiled laundry away

Paragraph 2

The following will be punished with 5 days strict con-
finement:

1) Anyone not rising immediately after Reveille, or not
making his bed or respectively not cleaning the room

2 Anyone wearing plain clothes in camp without permission
3 AnyOne ommitting tO report his contamination by vermin
4. Anyone acting as Gef.-Feldwebel (prisoners' platoon

leader) or Gef.-KO o . 2a... .ra haftsfithrer (prisoners' section
leader), not supervising regimenta.1" haircuts
Anyone not having a "regimental" haircut

6 Anyone acting as Cef.-Feldwebel or Korporalschaftsethrer
ommitting to fix prescribed, nominal rolls or inventories
in his barrack-room, or prescribed name-plates on the
beds; or falsifying the above lists

) Anyone, as prisoner, not complying with lawful orders
given by the Gef.-Feldwebel, Korporalschaftsftihrer or
Foreman
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8) Anyone found out of bed after lights-out, or pur-
posely disturbing other'prisoners e rest

9) Anyone sitting or lying on a bed during day-time
without permission of his Coy Commander

10) Anyone found smoking, talking, laughing, or other-
Wise conducting himself to the prejudice of good
orderand. discipline in the ranks during roll-call

3.3.) Anyone not adhering to the prescribed. 11108.118 of can-
plaint

12) Anyone having laundry drying on the posts of the
neutral zone or leaving it hanging, during night-time,
in barrack-windows and. camp roads

13) Anyone wilfully damaging books of the camp library or
making marginal notes in same is also liable to indem-
nification

Paragraph 3 

The following will be punished with  5 days strict con-
finement and several weeks punitive labour:

1) Anyone being absent from roll-call or parade for work-
distribution without reason or permission of his Coy
Commander

2) Anyone reporting sick 'Without genuine reason or not
'submitting himself for medical examination immediately.
after reporting sick; also, anyone, who, without the
Coy 00nm:ender's knowledge, reports to the M.O., the
Dentist or the First Aid. Post

Pars.graph 4.

The following will be punished with 8 days strict con-
finement:

1) Anyone collecting signatures for the purpose of
making complaints

/ 2) Anyone making a false or purposely false report or an
unfounded complaint

3) Anyone wrilting more than 2 letters or postcards per
month, or writing under an assumed name in order to
achieve this aim
Anyone acting as Gef.-Feldwebel (prisoners' platoon
leader or Korporalschaftsttihrer (prisoners' section
leader) permitting prisoners from other barracks to
remain within his compliment

5) Anyone sta,ying in a strange barrack-room, even within
his own prisoners , Comport,

6) Anyone not subordinating himself to the general
Barrack Orddrs or found. singing loudly, shouting or
conducting himself in an unseemly Danner

7) Anyone, who acting as Gef.-Peldwebel or Xorporal-
schaftsfilhrer permits the existence of vermin within
his barrack limits; if this' condition is being brought
about willfully, or other barracks contaminated,
sabotage will be considered.

8) Anyone suffering from an infectious or contagious
disease who fails to report same on admission

9) Anyone wilfully damaging, or not cleaning ot mending
issued items of olothing is also liable to indemnifi-
.cation	 '
Anyone who, as cook, favours fellow-prisoners at the
issue of food, or is -sues short rations to prisoners
Of different, political opinions
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Paragraph 5

The following will be punished with 8 days strict con-
finement and several weeks punitive labour:

1) Anyone doging;wcm.k, or for the purpose of doing
'	 so, malingering or simu lating physical defects
2) Anyone leaving his working-site or workshop without

order.or before time; anyone omitting to give notice
to the supervising SS man or giving notice to a
fellow-prisoner instead of the superior

. Paragraph .6

The following will be punished with  8 days strict con-
finement and 2,5 blows with a cane at both the beginning and
the end of the punishment:

1) Anyone making derogatory or disdainful remarks to a
•member of the 284 willfully omitting to give the
ordered salute, or 'making it known through his at-
titude 	 be will not submit to the compulsion of
discipline and order

2) Anyonepacting'as , Gef.-Feldwebel (prisonersiHplatopn
leader),Aef.-Korporalschaftsfehrer(prisoners' see4.
tion leader) or Foreman, transgressing the authorities
as Ordnungsmann; assuming the rights of a Superior
.towards other prisoners, procuring favours concerning
work.andin othermaya for:prisoners with like con-
victions, vexing prisoners of different convictions,
Making false reports about the latter or disfavouring
them in any. other *4y

Paragraph 7

The following will be punished with 11 4. days strict obil-
finement:

1) Anyone changing the billet to which he has been
detailed with somebody else, without the Coy Comman-
der's order, or instigating or inducing fellow-

• prisoners to do so
2) Anyone who enoloses or hides forbidden articles or

objects produced in camp in outgoing laundry parcels,
• or sews them into articles of laundry

• 3) Anyone entering or leaving barracks, billets or other
• buildings through any other than the recognised

entrances, or crawling through windows or other
qopenings

4 Anyone smoking in billets, lavatories, or places con-
taining inflammable articles, or who stores or leaves
inflammable articles in such places. Should ig-
noring of this order cause a fire, sabotage will be
assumed

Paragraph 8

The following will be punished with 14. days strict op n-
finement and. 25 blows with a cane both at the beginning and
at the end of the punishment:

1) Anyone entering or leaving the prison camp without
a gUard„ or attaching himself, unauthorised,. to a
working party marching Out



•

•

•
•

• 2) Anyone expressing in letters or Sy other means of
communication derogatory remarks about National-
SOcialist leaders, the State and G0Vernnient,; authori-
ties and. institutions, or who glorifies Marxist or
liberal leaders, or NoVember-parties or who imparts
information relating to ocourences within the Con-
centration Camp	 •

3) • Anyone keeping forbidden artioles, tools, out-and.-
thrust arms in his billet or in paliasses

Paragraph 9

The following will be puliished with 21 days strict con-
finement:

Anyone who removes public: property of any description
• from its rightful Place or transfers 'it to another

place, or wilfully damages, .destroys, throws away,
alters or misuses aby of the aforesaid: ,Besides the •

punishment, the individual or the entire Prisoners'-
• Compariy will be liable for indermlificiation according

to circumstances	 ,

Paragraph 10

The following will be punished with 42 days strict oon-
•finetent .or permanent solitary confinement:.

1) . Anyone ,who'acoutailates money insidei. the Camp, who
finances forbidden enterprises inside or outside the.

• Camp, who bribes fellow-prisoners or induces them to
secrecy

•2) Anyone who asks for money to be sent to hini which
comes from forbidden collections of the "Rote Hilfe"
(Red. help-organisation), or who distributes such
money amongst fellow prisoners

3) Anyone who comunicatee tO a clergyman items which
lie outside the province of spiritual welfare,
or who gives him letters or : comminice.tions for , dis-
tribution, or triea to win' him for forbidden pur-
•poses•

4). Anyone who brings into contempt 'the symbols of the
• National-Socialist-State or its executives, insults • them

or shOws 4COntempt in any other fashion.
'5)' Anyone who induCes other prisoners to enter' into a

hunger strike

Paragraph 11-

Anyone who makes political speeches in order to
agitate	 '

be it in the Camp, working-site, billets, kitchens or work-shops;
. latrines or reet-places,

who holds instigating Speeches; congregates with others for
•ti_y_atzmattsol.....:_gi Immo 	 or wanders about, 	 . - -

who collects true or untrue information about the concen-
tration-camp	 s ns	 ons o
recelves; hi'des, passes it on, tells visitors or others about
it, smuggles it out of the damp by means of secret writings Or
in any ot6.er tits on 	 o	 em o persons 6G so ge or
transferred, either in "Tiratirh hrcirrs
t -over-M----"Ti'e- prison-camp walls wrapped around, stones, etc. or
whO executes secret w*itinge4

4
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furthermore, anyone who climbs on to barrack roots in
order to incite, who gives signs by light-signal or in any
other way or who tries to make contacts on the outside;
•who induces others to escape or to any other crime, or who-
ever gives advice for that purpose or aids them by any means:

will be hanged. as agitator
•in accordance with revolutionary law.

(marginal comment by note of hand: 	 h a n g e

Paragraph 12

Anyone who attacks a sentry or an SS-man, refuses obe-
dience or work on the working-site, incites others to the
same action in order to achieve a mutiny, who leaves a. mar-
ching formation or a working-site as a mutineer, induces
others to the same action, who sings loudly, shouts, insti-
gates or holds speeches during the march or during work
• will be shot on the s ot as a mutineer

or hanged later on.

Paragraph 13 .

• The following will be punished by death for reasons of
sabotage:

• Anyone who purposely causes a fire, an explosion, clAwage
by water or any other damage to property, be it in the Camp,
in the billets, workshops, working-sites, in kitchens, stores
etc.;

furthermore, anyone who handles in unauthorised fashion,
barbed-wire fences, high-power cables in a'power-station,
television installations or water pipes, camp walls, heating
or boiler plants, machines or motor-vehicles.

If the action was aortraitted in negligence the guilty
person will be punished with solitary confinement.

In oases of doubt, sabotage will be assumed..

Paragrazh llt

Anyone who offers presents to an SS-man or sentry, who
wan1s to win him over with presents, money or other means,
who commits acts intended to lower the morale of the SS-Troop,
who starts political discussions in the preseixm of an SS-man,
or a sentry, who glorifies Marxism or One of -the other "Novem-
ber-parties" or their leaders, makes depreciatory remarks
about the SS, SA, the National Socialist State, thenrahrer"
amd. his arrangements, or who showsi himself obstinate in any
other way;

furthermore, anyone who produces in the Cal* forbidden
articles to convey secret writings or for attack purposes,
or who hands them on to others, will be considered dangerous
and. transferred

to permanent solitary confinement.
A discharge of such • persons will not be considered

within the near future.

Paragraph 15 

Anyone who dodges work several times, absents himself
in' spite of warnings . from work parades •or pay parades, reports
to the doctor or the dentist without reason, who malingers or

•C 5



simulates physica.1 defects, does not march out, shows himself
constantly lazy and indolent, ignores order and discipline,
•who has been repeatedly checked for his dress, writes obection-
able letters, steals from other inmates, beats or molests them
for reasons of their convictions, mocks them or makes them
ridiculous, will be punished because of hi gs incorregibility with

permanent punitive labour,
with arrest, with pack-drill, or corporal punishment.

'Paragraph 16

. .	 Anyone who .enters the neutral zone without order, or
. without supervision o. an SS-man or sentry,' or who climbs
through a barrack window, climbs on: to. a barrack roof, who
.moves 'about outside 'the barracks after ."lights-out", who con-

. ..gregates with others, does not disperse innediately on the
orders , of an SS-man, who does not enter his billet direct on
the soUnding of an alarm or opens the windows' of a barrack

will*be•fired on
•by the nearest SS-man or sentry.

•Paragraph 17

Anyone who leaves the Camp without an accompanying sentry,
is found in the Camp without an accompanying sentry, leaves the
working-site without an accompanying sentry, who is in posses-
sion of forbidden objects (tools, knives, files, etc.), who
wears civilian clothing without authority

can be punished. with solitary confinement
jpgaause of suspected attempt to esca e.

Paragraph 18

Anyone who receives information concerning the object or
suspected object of incitement, mutiny, sabotage, or any other
crime, offense or 'punishable act, be he prisoner - Peldvrebel
(prisoners platoon leader), Korporalschaftsftihrer '(Tec=.1,27-
leader), or ordinary prisoner,

•Will be yunished as perpetrator
unless he reports his information immediately. The informant
will not be tried if he hands in a wrong report, provided,he
has been deceived by special circumstances.

Paragraph 19

Arrest will be executed in a cell, no blankets, a diet of
water and bread. Every 4.th day the prisoner will receive warm
food.

Punitive labour includes hard physical labour or especially
dirty labour, which will be executed under special supervision.

As extra punishment the following may be considered,:
pack-drill, corporal punishment, deprival of mail, withdrawali.of
food, sleeping without blankets, tying to a stake, reprimand and
cautioning.

All punishments will be entered into the documents.
Arrest and punitive labour prolong protective custody by at

least 8 weeks.
• Any inflicted extra-punishment prolongs protective-custody

by at least 11. weeks.
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Prisoners who are in solitary confinement will not be
considered for release in the near future.

PA .R.	 Inspection of' Concentration Carps, RS
Vieibrecht	 -	 signed: Eicke

• Adjutant	 SS-Gruppenfahrer.
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ANNEXE D

EMPLOYMENT OF PRISM LABOUR
IN PRIVATE OR PUBLIC ENTERPRISRS

(For further details on the use of prison camp labour
reference should be made to the text,' paras 13-1/)

PAM ONE

EMPLOYMENT OF PRISON LABOUR IN PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

XL AUSCHWITZ 

WesserWirtschaftseht	 Bielitz
(Water supply offices)

XL BUCHENWALD

Wiederaufbsu des Dorfes Afoldern
	

Afoldera
(Reconstruction work)

lathlhaiis
	

Weimar

Gauleiter Ssuckel

KL DACHAU

Hans Wttlfert G.m.b.H. 	 Daphs.0

Reichssohule der NSDAP 	 Feldafing

Beseitigung von Sohuttmassen 	 Iffinchen
(Demolition and disposal of rubble

Partei: Kexnzlei .	litinchen
(Par( Chancellery)

Binder, Binder und Burchard

Reichsleiter Amann

XL. FLOS8ENBORI,

Gut JUngfern Bresohan 	 Bresohan
• (Jungfern 'estate) •
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KL MAITTMUSEN

- Schwarz	 Linz

ton Poschacher
	

Msutflausen

Ktrntner Montanindustrie G.m.b.H.
(Carinthian minixtg industry)

Gfiterwegebau Genossenschaft
(Gtiterwegebau Company)

KL HERZOGENBUSCH

Schwarz and Co. 	 Herzogenbusch

KL NET.1223GAIME 

•Bickerei Werner .Ohde
	

Hamburg
(WernerOhde's bakery)

' XL PLASZOW

•Male and. female employment for general
secretarial duties

KL RAVENSBMCK 

Schiller	 Badingen

Kropp, Baumeines Fischerhaases an
Beutelsee (Kropp building and
fishing hut)

Beutelsee

Faserstoff u. Spinnerei A.G.	 Ptrstenburg
(Fibrin° and spinning mill)

Erich Grahl G.m.b.H.	 Ftrstenburg

Kersten Gut	 Harzvralde
(Kersten estate)

XL SACHSETIHAUSM

Ban von Wasserteichen in Berlin
. (Construction of reservoirs)

Zehlendorfer Spinnstoffwerke
(Zehlendorf textile factory)

Heerespersonala3nt
(Army Personnel Bureau)

Stadtverwaltung
(Municipal Administration)

Polizeiakeidemie.
(Police School)

.D 2

Berlin

Berlin-Zehlendorf'

Ltbben

•Oranienburg

•Oranienburg

(contd)



SACHEMMOUOMMI contd.).

Forstamt
(Forestrytepartment)

ReichsamtfetrWirtschaftsanfbau
Schubpreifstelle (Reich Department
for Economic Development,
examination of shoesdepartment)

Sadhsenhansen

Blftlingseinsatz far Sonderfalle, Beseitigung von Bombenschaden
.(3Mployment of prison labour in emergencies and cases of
bomb damage)	 •

Einsatz von SS-Strafgefangenen fez . die Matting in den Werken 4

der Mistungsindustrie (Employment of SS prisoners on munitions
for tfie armaments industry

Daimler Benz LG.	 Genshagen



FART TWO

EMPLODENT OF PRISON LABOUR MISS OFFICES

KL AUSCHWITZ 

Sonderbeanftragten des .Reichsfahrers-SS fir die Schldlings-
bekgmpfung (Special branch of the SS High Command for
dealing with undesirable persons)

Hygienische Bakteriologische Untersuchungsstelle d. W-SS Std-Oat
(Waffen-SS (S.E.) research department for hygiene and
bacteriology)

.	 .
SS4Iaushaltungseinsatz von Bibelforscherinnen

(Domestic employment of female religious criminals)

.KL,BERGEN-BELSEN

Amt B. II - Nathichnblager
(Department . B II - SuplAy depOt)

KL BUCHENWALD

SS4'unkerschule
(SS Cadet Officer School)

SSUnterkunft
(SS Quarters)

SS-Hauptwirtschaftslager
(Main Supply Depot)

SS-Fahrerschule
(SS Officers' School)

SS- und Polizeifahrer West,
Bombensuchkommando (SS-and Polizei-
ftihrer West, Bomb disposal unit)

Braunschweig

Goslar

Kassel

ArOlsen

Daszeldorf

KL DACHAU

Entomologisches Institut- d. W-SS und 	 Dachau
Polizei (Entomological Institute
of the Waffen-SS and Police)

DachauSS-Bekleidningswerk
(Clothing factox7)

SS-Waffenamt (Lehranstalt)
(Ordnance Dept - Training
establishment)

Dachau

ReichsffthrerSS 	 Gmund
(SS-General staff)



(XL DACTIAU contd)

•Lebensborn e.V.	 /Aachen
(Fountain of Life Society)

SS-Kaserne Freimann
(SS Barracks Freimann)

be /48nchen

SS-Hochgebirgsschule
(SS Mountain School)

Gut Pabensohwandt
(Estate Pabenschwandt)

SS-Unterfahrersobule,
•(School for NCOs Of the SS)

SS-Berufssdhule 	 .
(SS Vocational School)

Po1ygal Berstellung
(Polygal factory)

SS-BeighaUs

(SS-Junkeischule
(SS Officer Cadet School)

Unternehmen, Muck
• (Muck enterprise)

Nta.larfia. station Prof. Dr. Schilling

SS-Hauptseugamt
(SS Central 'Ordnance Depot)

• Sonderkommando Itter unB. Plansee
(Special Detachments Itter and Plansee)

Neustift

Pabenschwandt

Radolfzell

Schleissheim

Schlachters

St. Johann in Tyrol

T81z

Uffing

'EL FLOSSENBMG,

SS-Bekleidungswerk
(SS Clothing factory)

SS-Hauptamt Amt C
(SS Central Office - Dept C I)

SS-Nachrichten Ersatz Regl..ment
(SS Signals Replacement Regiment

SS-Hazptamt
• (SS Central Office)

•Eleiderkasse.SS
• (Clothing Store)

Grafenreuth

Lobosits

Niarnberg

Plassenburg

Schloss Schlackenwerth



KL GROSS-ROSEN'

SS-Freiwillige Gebirgs Division
• (SS Volunteer Mountain Division)

Neuhanner

MMECHAUSEN

SS -Bekleidungslager	 Gusen
(Clothing Depot, SS)"

SS-,Bek.leidungslager .	Linz
(Clothing Depot, SS)

Des Ahheperbe
(Racial Inheritance)

Treuhandmerwaltung des Stiftes
St. Lambreoht (Trusteeship
Administration of the St.
Lambrecht fund)

Schloss Mittersill

NATZWEILER

Hsuptwirtschaftslager. (H W L II)
(Main Supply Depot II)

KL RAVENSMICK 

SD-Schule	 Dre•gen
(Security Service School)

Orthopldische Schuhmacherwerkstatte 	 Hohenlychen
(Orthopaedic Shoe factory)

Lebensborn, Einsatz von Bibelforscher 	 Mlinchen
(Fountain of Life Society -
Institute of biological research)

RavensbrtIckSS-Siedlung Bibelforscher
(SS Settlement Institute of
biological research)

'KL SAOHMHAUSEN

Volksdentiche Mittelstelle
• (Burealvfor the. Repatriation Of

"racial" Germans)

•Reidhssicherheitshauptamt •
(National. DePartment . of Security)

SS-Eauptwirtschaftslager II
(SS Mein Supply Depot)

•SS-WVH Hawiverwaltung
(Economics and. Administration dept.
of the Gerian High Command -

, house administration •

Berlin. :VT 62

Berlin

Berlin - Mende

' Berlin Lichterfeld-West
	 •

•

'Iffezheim
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SS -HauptzeugamtPrettin-arandenburg
Op Central Ordnance Depot)

SS-Truppentibungsplatz
(Troop Training Depot for the SS)

SS-Unterkunftsverwaltung
(SS Billeting Admin( stration)

SS-Standortverwaltrolg
(SS Garrison Administration)

Lichtenburg-Prettin

Oranienburg

OranienburgSS-Kraftfahrtechnische Versuchs-
abteilung V mot. (SS MT Experimental
Depot V)

SS-Sanitlits Ersatz Batallion
(Medical - Replacement Battalion of
the SS)

Oranienburg

•SS-Hauptzeugamt
(SS Central Ordnance Depot)

• SS-Hauptzeugamt (H. Mxmitior)
(SS Central Ordnance Depot -
arnw Munitions)

•SS-Bekleidungswerk
(SS Clothing factory)

Oranienburg

Oranienbu.rg

SS-Kraftfahrzeug.depot
(SS 'MT Depot)

•Oranienburg

Oranienburg

°rani enbUrg

Or ani enburg

SS-Naohlrichtenzeugamt
(SS Signals Equipment Depot)

Lehr- und Erisati Kompanie far Dienst-
hundewesen (Training and, RePlacement
company for Service dogs)

S8,-Kan-finenverwaltung
(SS canteen administration)

XL Sachsenhausen

•Amt B V - Xfz. Reparaturwerksatte LSSAH .
(Dept. B V - MT repair garages for the

• Leibstandarte SS ADOLF HITLER)

Reichesicherheitshauptarat
(National Department of Security)

•Sonderwerkstlitte 'Reicbssicherheits-
hauptarat • ( Special workshops of the RSHA)

•Reichisicherheitshauptalit Labora.torium
.(RSHA. laboratory)

Schloss Dannisnehle

XL FLASZOW

"Almenerbe" Wissenschaftliche Forschungsstitte
(Racial Inheritance - Technical Research Department)

XL STOTTHOP

SS-Unterftihrerschule
Os School for NCOs

Lauenburg



lbe

•
•

•Et(FIJOYMENT OF PRISON LABOUR IN DEPARTmarr c
(won AND BUII2DINGS)

fleiten . •ftir: die .RtistungsindUsie bei den KL
Pertigungiwerk Krupp (Armaments :Industry buildings
near 1L Krupp , factory) -

Lazarett
(SS Hospital)

S-Baubrigade K81n-Duisberg
SS Building Brigade K8ln Duisberg

-Baubrigade WUppert
(SS,Building Brigade Wuppertal)

-Baubrigade Atlantikwall

•
ICL PtiOSSENBIRG

Bauwesen - SS Pionier'ErSatz Bataillon Dresden'
Building Section 'Engineer
Replacement Brx)	 •

auwesen SS-Truppentibungsplatz 	 Beneechan
(Building Section Troop training,
ground)

Benieeen:Schicee Neuhirecnste	 Neuhirechete
(Building Section)

Pottenstein•Bauwesen SS4Carst=Wehr-Kompanie
(Building Section - Pioneer Coy)

KL GROSS;•ROSEN

Deutsche Vfohnungshilfswerk Befehlsheime
(German Housing Relief - Emergency Accomnodation

Bauwesen SS-Ers.-Btl. 	 Breslau-Lissa
(Building Section - SS Replacement Bn)

•SS-UnterfÜhrerschule	 Treskau
• (SS School for NC0s)
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XL MAIITHAUSEN

Deutsche Wohnungshilfswerk - Befehlsheime
(German Housing Relief -Emergency Accommodation)

E3S-4unkerechule
($8 officer cadets Training School)

Luftschutzbunkerbau
(Construction of air raid defences)

Villa Kantor	 Millstittersee

XL NATZWEILER

Deutsche Wohnungshilfswerk-Befehlsheime
(German Housing Relief - Emergency Accommodation)•

.$S-NAchriChtenschUle
(SS Signal School)

- SS-Kradsdhutz ErsatzBetaillan
..(SS . Bepladement motor-cycle Bn)

SS-Nachrichtenschule
(SS Signal School)

SS Ausbildtuagslager
(SS training camp)

Oberelinheim

Ellwangen

Metz

Sennheim

XL NEUENGAMME

S$-Baubrigade
(SS' Building Brigade)

Beaten ftir die Rtstungsindustrie bei den
• XL Fertigungswerk Motallwerk

Alderney

XL SACE1BENHAUSEN

SS-BaUbrigaden	 Berlin
(SS Building Brigades)'

Baaten flax die Rtstungsindustrie bei den
XL Fertigungswerk Zeppelin-Luftschiffbau

• Bauleitung

Bauleitung

BaUleitung

Bauleitung

SS-Truppenlibungsplatz
(SS Troop training ground

Gross-Berlin

Bad Saraw

Storkaw

Trebnitz

Glau



Auschwitz

Auschwitz

Auschwitz

Auschwitz

.Blethhentner

'Mei:mak

Gleiwitz

Gleiwitz

Gleivritz

Hiridenburg/Donnersmark

javrischavd.tz

Lagischa

Laurabittte

Oberschlesien

Pleas

'SchwientoChlowi*z
-

Sosnowitz

Teschen

Trzebinia bei Kattovritz

PAM FOUR

ImadrRktm OF PRISON LABOUR IN THE ARMAMENT .INDUSTRY

'ICL AUSCHWITZ

Buntaverk Farbeni nInstrie
(Chemical Industry

Luftwaffe Bergepark Oat
.(Aircraft • Storage Park)

.Siemene-achuckettwerkie AG.
kleinbauiverk

Weichsel Meta.11-Union

Oberschlésische nydrierwerke

Janina KOblengrabe
- (coal mine)

°21"rbsU Werl#
(Special BUildingYrojeot

De*tat:be:, Gasruiss lexica
(GOMan'CirbonMonoxide Works)

'.ReiChsbedinausbesierungswerk
(Railway Repair-shop)

Oberhatten

Kohleigniben
: (Coal mines)

Groaikraftvierk "Walter".
(Main Power Station)

Obersohlesisichei Gerlitebau
(Upper Silesian Toolshop)

• Euergieversorgung A.
(Power 'Sul*3,3r Company)

Pleass'sohe Bergwerke AG.
abithergrube (Mines)

"Osmag" Eintra.chtshtitte

Ost - Masohinenbau G.m.b.H.
(Machinery Construction)

Berghtitte

Brian.

• OberhAttenVerein, ObersChleaisches -
• Hrittetairerk AG. •
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Junkerswerke

Reichisbabnausbesserungswerk
. (Railway Repair-shop) •

13rabag

.Gustloffrai*e

• LeidhtmetalIwerke
(Aluminium Works).

Allendorf bei Kassel

Altenburg

Bochum

Buchenwald

Buchenwald

Dusseldorf

Eisenach

Hirzenhain bei Prankfurt/M

Hardmeraleben

Leipzig

Leipzig

Leipzig (?)

Leipzig

Magdeburg

Mtihlhausen Abr.

Seh8nebeck

Sohwerte/Ruhr

Tr8tlitz

Weimar

Wernigerode

citemeermailiiiiiitatimmeramaimemfouilia,	 	

KL BUCHENWALD

DrIamit AG. Nobel

Hugo Schneider AG.

Bochumer Verein

Gustloffwerke

Mitteldeutsche Baugemeinschaft

Rheinmetall Borsig AG.

"B.M.W." Bayrische \Motoren-werke

Breuer Werke G.m.b.H.

Ago - Flugzeugwerke G.m.b.H.
• (Aircraft Plant)

•Hugo Schneider AG.

Eris. Werke

Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft
G.m.b.H..(Economic Research Company)

Christian Mansfeld

Polte.Werke

Junkerswerke

"Dora"

•Winterhall AG., Work Latzkenclorf

KL DACHAU

Fertigung (Assembly), Entwicklums-Allach
arbeiten (Development Construction),
Bunkerban (Construction of Bunkers)

Farbenindustrie AG. 	 Anorgana - Gendorf
(Chemical Industry)

Messerschmitt AG.	 Augsburg - Haunstetten

Bleichaoh

Messerschmitt AG.	 Dachau
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Bayreuth

•Eger

Fl8ha

Graslitz

H011eischen/Sudetengau

Johanngeorgenstadt

Mae=

Ntirnberg

Zwodau

(KL DACHAU contd.

"VrIsifix" Schraubenfabrik

Rohrmattenf abriic
(Bamboo-mat factory)

Reichsbahnausbesserungswerk
• (Railway Repair-shop)

Luftschiffbau Zeppelin G.m.b.H.
• (Airship Construction)

Messerschmitt AG.

B.M.W.-

Sachs.

•Messerschmitst AG.

•Messersehmi tt AG.

Messerschmitt AG.

Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt
(Aviation Research Establishment

Dornierwerk G.m.b.H.

Bantz •

.Hochfrequeitzforachung
• ..(H.1th-preqiiezicy Research)-

• 1. Kimmel.
2. Schrbder-lintwicklung

Dachau

Dachau

Freimann

Priedrichshaven

Gablingen

Kaufbeuren

Kempten

Kottern

Lauingen

Memmingen

Mtnchen

Neuaubing

SaulgauAtirttemblrg

FLOSSENBMG

Neue 13auaavollspinne'rei
(New Cotton Spinning Factory)

Ernst Heinkel AG.

Erla Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H.

Luftfahrtgernewerk
(Aircraft Instrument Works) •

Metallwerk Holleischen

•Erla • Ma.schinenfabrik

Erla - Maschinenfabrik

Rudolf , Chillingworth AG.

Luttfahrtgerittewerk
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•Christianstadt bei
Sommerfeld

Dyhernfurth -
Dyhernfurth - Ban

FanfteiChen

Gross-Rosen

Granberg,

•Hartmannsdorf

Hirschberg

Hirschberg

Lager Faillbrack
Lager Kittlititreben

Landeshut

Langenbielau

Ludwigsdorf

Namslau/Schlesien

Niederschlesien

• Niesky/Oberlausitz

Reichenau bei Gablonz
Sudetengau

Gabersdorf

KL GROSS-ROSEIN

•"Fame" Fahrzeug und Motorenwerk G.m.b.H.
("Fame" Vehicles and Motorworks)

Dorries - Faliner

Flugplatzansbau
(Airfield Improvement)

Hilbert Lend, Holzbau
'(Wood Constriction Works)

Dynamit, AG. Nobel

•Luranil Gesellschaft
(Lureral Company)

•Fr. Krupp, Berta - Werk

Siemens und Halske AG.

Deutsche Wollenwaren Menufektur G.m.b.H.
(German Woollen Goods Manufacture)

Walter.

Askania - Werke AG.

•Phrix - Werke

Der Banbevollmichtigte im Bezirk der
Rastungsinspektion Villa (Building
Plenipotentiary in the District of
Armament Inspectorate Villa)

Hramsta:"Methner und Frahne AG.

Christian Dierig AG-.

, Dynamit AG.

Electroacustic K.G.

Sonderbauvorhaben
(Special Building Projects)

•fahristoph und Unmsick AG.

•Getewent

•Hochfrequenzforschung
(High Frequency Research

• KL GROSS-ROM (Women

Vereinigte Textilwerke K.H. Barthel
and Co. (United Textile Works)

..Textilverke AG.

Fleehtner
	 D

*Bad Warmbrurm

Brieg.

Bunzlau.

Gruschwitz

Langenbielau



GROSS-ROSEN women - contd.)

Flachswerk	 1Littelschlesien
(Flax Work

J.A. Kluge	 Oberaltstadt

Ignaz EtriCh K.	 Oberaltstadt

Ferdinand Haase	 Peterswaldau/Eulengebirge

,Karl Diehl	 Peterswaldau

Gebrtidar Walzel C.G.	 Praschnitz

G.A. Buhl - Sohn	 Schazlar

Aloys Haase	 Trautenau

Johann Etrich KG.	 Trautenau

Friedrich Krupp AG.	 Wastegiersdorf

• KL MPLUTHAUSEN

Reichswerke "Hermann GISring"

B Eel der Staustufe Grossrarning 	 Enna bet Linz
• (Construction of a Look at

Grossraming)

•Steyr Daimler Puch AG., Werk II	 Graz/Thondorf

•
Teilfertigung Gew 98k

Gustloff - Werke	 Hirtenberg

•Reiob.swerke "Hermann GtSring" •HtItte Linz

Flugmotorenwerke Ostmark G.m.b.H.	 Liebnitz•
(Aviation Motor Works)

Eisenwerk Oberdonau	 Linz
(Iron Works)

V.D.M.•lauftfahrtwerke AG.	 Marburg

Mineral5lanlagen	 Moosbierbaum
(Mineral Oil Refineries)

•Fischer.	Passau

Wa,ldwerke	 •	 Passau

'Ennskraftwerke	 Ternberg

Tunnelbau beim Loiblpass 	 Veldes
(Tunnel Construction)

Wien

Siemens und Halske AG.	 Wien•

• Siemens und Schuc.kert AG. 	Wien

Wiener Radio	 Wien

Eisenberg in Eis.enerz

•

•D



• Brauerei .L,iesing
(Brewery Liesing

Hofherr und Schranz

Flugmotorenwerke Ostmark G-.m.b.H.

Werke G.m.b.H.

Heinkel - Werke G.m.b.H.

Zemeitt

Schlier

KL NATZWEILER

Lies )lschieferforschungs G.m.b.H.	 Frommern
(Lillis Shale-oil Research .Company)

Messerscbxo.itt AG.	 Kneutingen/Lothringen

Volkswagemverk	 Lengwy bei Luxemburg

Messerschmitt AG.	 Leonberg

Mausen - Werke	 Oberndorf

Kohle-81 - Union von Busse. KG.	Sch5rzingen bei Rottweil

Erla - Werke	 Untersdorf

KL NEUENGAM:ME 

Stahlwerke G.m.b.H.	 Braunschweig
(Steel Works)

• Bauvorhaben Deschimag	 Bremen
(Building Project)

Reichswerke "Hermann Oring"	 Dratte bei Braunschweig

Volkswagenwerk	 Fallersleben

Marineobeir'oauleitung	 Farge bei Bremen
(Marine Building Directorate)

Aocumulatorenfabrik AG. 	 Hannover
(Accumulator Factory)

Metallwerk Neuengarame 	 •	 Neuengamme

Bergbau und Hattenbedarf AG. 	 Salzgitter
(Mines and Mining Supply)

Red und Metalwarertfabrik 	 Salzwedel
(Bicycle and Metal Goods Factory)

Stein51 G.m.b.H.	 Schandelab. bei Braunschweig.
(petroleuia)

D 15



Heimat-Artillerie Park 11

Erprobungsstelle der Luftwaffe
(Air Force Testing Station),

Karlshagen
	 •

Karlshagen

.Gerlitewark Pommern
(Toolshop)

Starter&

KL RAVENSBRICK

Ernst Heinkel4lugzeugwerke AG.
(Heinkel Aircraft Works)

Barth/Ostsee

KL RAVENSBMICK (W 

Ernst Heinkel AG. Flugzeugwerke	 Barth/Ostsee

Auergesellschaft AG:, Werk Orbg.	 Berlin

Silva - Metallwerke	 Genthin

LuftfahrtgerItewerk	 Graslitz
(Aircraft Instrument Works)

Grfineberger Metal]. G.m.b.H.	 Grtineber ordbahn

Drigerwerk	 Hamburg

Continental Guamiiwerk	 Hannover
(Continental Rubber Works)

Mezhanische Werksttitte
(Mechanical Workshops)

Siemens mid. Halske AG.	 Ravensbrack

VeltaderMaschinenbau	 Velten:

. .Singeraierke	 Wittenberge

Neubrandenburg •

Wolfen bei BitterfeldFarbenindustrie AG.
(GbemicalsIndustry)

LUttfahttgarhtewark
(AircraftInatrument,Works)

:Zwodatt

KL SACHSENHAUSEN

Kreiselgerlit G.m.b.H.	 Berlin
? (Construction of Parts of a

Gyroscope)

I.G. Farbenbadustrie 	 Briesen
(Chemical Industry)

Demag-Fahrzeugwerke AG. 	 •Palkensee

Bamag - Kayser	 Henningsdorf

Zellwolle mid Zellulose AG., 	 Kilstrin
Phil x-Werke

Luftschiffbau Zeppelin	 Oranienburg

D 16



(KL SAMSENHAUSES oontd)

Oranienburg

Waltersdarf

.Forschungsanstat der Deutschen ReiChspost
(German Post dffice 'Research Department)

• Dynamit AG. Nobel 	 Bromberg

Carl Thameke, Teilfertigung Danzig 	 Danzig
(Assembly of Parts)

Daimon	 Danzig

Heinrich Diehl. G.m.b.H.	 Ntrnberg

K.L HERZOGENBUSCII

Philips - Werke	 Eindhoven

Hoogovens	 nmwden

KL LUBLIN

Heinkel - Werke	 •	 Budzin

Ostindustrie

KL PLASM

•Neumarkter Torfverwertung	 ,Krakau
(Turf. Exploitation)

Heinke1:4erke	 Miele°

Heinkel-Werke	 Wiliczka

Wasserkraftwerk	 Zakopane
(Water. Power Station)
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Schutzhaftbefehle 

(See text para 6)

The 3 following pages are reproductions of
actual SchUtzhaftbefehle:

It should be noted that the original of
number 1 is red (light carmine) , and thait's the
"Nacht und Nebel" stamp on nos. 2 and 3 is.
orange red.



Berlin SW 11, den 	 19,Nov. •1943• 
Prirkz-Albrecht-StraBe'8

Schutzhaftbefehl

Vor- und zunaine:	 Lars Petter S a 1 v - 0 s . e n

Geburtstag und Ort: 	 3o .1.19 in Krageri3

Beruf:	 , Eontorist

Familienstand:

StaatsangehOrigkeit: 	 Norwegen

Religion:

Bosse (bei Vichtariern anzugeben):

• Wohnort tmd Wohnung: gragerts

wird in Schutzhaft genommen.

Griinde:

geflihrdet nach dem Ergelmis der staatspolizetlichen Feststellungen durch
sein	 Verhalten den Bestand und die Sicherheit des Volkes und Staatesfr SIMIr

Gez. : Dr * Kaltentirunner,*

SS-Oraibet.
ita44.0Pc4.4atut

.St kr.101a.	 .



Oslo, den 14.10.43

An das
Rsichssichsrheitshsuptamt
- IV C 2 -

Berlin Nachf und Nebel.

Der TBefehlbhaber der Sicherheits-
polizei und des SD 0 s 1 0
'- IV D,1 - 456/43 g

Betrifft: . Sehutzhaft gegen den/offd'norwegische(n) 'Staatsange-
• Lays Petter	 S a f-v e 8-.e-t, Feb. 30.1.19

.norigen •
in 1 ,,ragerii, wohnh..Kragerd', Katorist.

Vbrgang .1 
Berieht v. 30.7.43 — Iv D 1 - 11376/42

Anlaen t -2-,

1ctitte, gegendeniba norwegische(n)Staataan&ehbri-
.ge(

. Lars Potter Sal vesen

bis auf weit -err)s Schutzhaft• (Stufe T) in einem KI in Deutsch-
land anZuordnen und bei ihm (ihr) die Beziehungen zu dritten

: Personen; insbsondere. zu 	 als unzulAssig zu

'e'rklerren,

Featnahme:?,3•43 15rberstellung nach DeutsOhlandr 29 *7.43 KL Natzweilel

SChutzhaftkarteikarte - I P Karte AgaMN954NIE6404

Af444F#ffff-H sind beigefilgt:

•
Swar leitend in eine' . Nadbrichtengruppe. der 1:411.-0rg.
•tatig, deren Aufgabe es war, militArisebe AusErrghergeb-• ' nisse an die norwegische Legation in SdhWeden we ter-
zugeben. Er hat in . dieser . "igenachaft, Ausepithmaterial
auf.dem Kurierwege erhalten und welter vermittelt.
Auseerdem:erhielt die Naehrichtengruppe'aus Sehweden
Propagandamaterial Und.Rairdieempfgnger4

Im Aufttage:

f
#



d.S.u.des SD Oslo 12.7.44
4Tars(3-'

D "- 456/43 g 
7.71,1

Oslo.

-

diiiKanrtratiOnidager

kQV nsb fisg3$.1./ai.

z w o4t.

Betrifft:

,Schntzhäftling:

gehoren

Lars- Petter
(Ver. and Znname)

alVesen
fl*

3o.1.19 Kragerti	in 	 	 Kreis 	

Wohnliaft
:

Krag.eri$
(Ort, Strange tald

Kontorist

Volkstumszugelabrigkeit:

didA

PimiiienstanY" ."("b1su 
e

....VIsAind. brw

Jude: Ja oder Nein. — Rentenernpfanger: 	

ist bena.chrichtigt.

atzweiler : 	 'den BdS. u. des
p‘ztivepd qp■-•'4,

kin OsI •o •

Betrifti: Schutzjig-ding  Lars Petter . Sa l 

Bezug: Dort. Schreiben vom 	  B;Nr.. 	

Der .Obengenannfe .. SehutzhAftling ist arri 	  hier ilberrionamen worden:•

iresen	 o.l. 9	 erd. ........ . . ...	 .geb,

Bettifft

• das Reitchssicherheitshanptamt -- Ref. IV C

Berlin

Lars Petter Salvesen geb.3o.1:19/KragerdSchutzhAftling

,Ieezug: Dort. Erlass vom 	 19.11. 43 Haft.,Nr. 6198/5103/43 g

Anlagen: 1

Der obengenannte Scbutzhäftling ist am 	  hier iibenOramen worden.
• Kaxteikarte ist beigefiigt.

L

on Einweisungsstelle all 3 Abschnitte vollstândig ausffillen)
Druokerei. 5. 44. 1500.



Dutch Erlass des;ItS1-1A 	 C 2.— Haft-Nr. 	 6.198/51.0.3/43k1t Nr 	

iit . ge,gen den vorseitig Genannten Schutihaft Una. gleichzeitig die Obeifiihtung als

,Stufe' I	 N N — Fac	 eft&	 in	 dortige Konzwrationalig

.,Ordnet worcien,

ft. ...Haftling ist volt haft-, lager- und arbeitsfabig.,
Ex : leidet an 	

• BeglaUbigte Abschrift des Schutzhaftbefehls und Auszug aus den fiber den Schutzhaf

,standenen poiizeilichen Vorgangen, iiiibesondere tiber den ,A.lass der Schtitthaftm'

, sina "beigefilgt. • ir

ow, •■•••	 17.■■••


